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Abstract

This thesis concerns the theoretical and experimental study of three applications of III-V semiconductor
nanowires. First, a detailed overview of the catalyst-free bottom-up growth of GaAs and InP nanowire
arrays is presented. Control of nanowire radial and axial growth is demonstrated through tailoring of
growth conditions and pre-growth fabrication methods.

The limits of the catalyst-free growth technique are then investigated, leading to the establishment of an
approach which allows for nanowire cross-section morphology to be precisely controlled. GaAs/InGaAs
nanowire axial heterostructures are grown with elongated cross-section, resulting in the emission of
strongly linearly polarised light from the nanowire top-facet. This represents the first demonstration
of emission polarisation control in bottom-up semiconductor nanowires and provides a promising route
for realisation of position-controlled linearly polarised single photon sources for quantum information
applications.

Control of nanowire morphology is also leveraged to enable investigation of the mechanical properties
of catalyst-free GaAs nanowires with different cross-section aspect ratios. Bottom-up semiconductor
nanowires show great promise as ultrasensitive nanomechanical resonators owing to their high struc-
tural quality and small motional mass. A slight random asymmetry in the hexagonal cross-section of
regular nanowires which commonly arises as a result of small differences in the growth rates of the
nanowire side facets, however, means that the direction of motion of the non-degenerate nanowire flex-
ural modes cannot be determined a priori. It is demonstrated that the ability to manipulate nanowire
cross-section morphology allows for deterministic control of the direction of nanowire motion at the
growth stage.

Finally, a nanocavity design comprising an InP nanowire placed in a partially-etched GaAs photonic
crystal slot waveguide is developed. Optimisation of the cavity design is performed using a combination
of frequency-domain and FDTD simulations. After fabrication of photonic crystal slot waveguide
devices using a top-down etching process, experimental realisation of the nanocavity design is achieved
through nanomanipulation of individual nanowires deposited on the photonic crystal device substrate
using an atomic force microscopy system. Such a cavity design provides potential for creation of high
quality position-controlled nanowire photon sources integrated in GaAs photonic circuitry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Owing to their reduced dimensionality, excellent structural properties and capability for as-

sembly from the bottom-up, semiconductor nanowires have become the present focus of intense

research interest for a wide range of fundamental and device physics. These include nanowire-

based integrated photonic structures with potential for achieving efficient delivery of light to

on-chip photonic circuitry [1–3] and nanowires as hosts for single photon sources [4–7] which

are of great significance for a number of quantum information applications [8–10]. Research

into nanowires has also been conducted for realisation of high brightness light emitting diodes

[11], nanoscale lasers with efficient, directional and low-threshold emission [12], and ultra-

sensitive vectorial force sensors [13, 14] which harness the exceptional mechanical properties

of these structures. In addition, the large surface-to-volume ratio of nanowires has been ex-

ploited for a number of sensing applications [15, 16], while the ability to grow nanowires on

lattice mismatched substrates provides a promising opportunity for monolithic integration of

III-V semiconductors with silicon microelectronics [17, 18].
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1.1 Properties of Semiconductor Nanowires

Nanowires may be defined as quasi-one dimensional columnar nanostructures, with a radial

dimension of the order of nanometers and an unconstrained length, typically 1–10 µm. When

formed from the bottom-up, they often exhibit a hexagonal cross-section, reflecting the crystal

structure of the nanowire. If the diameter of the nanowire is sufficiently small, these structures

can exhibit quantum confinement in two dimensions. For nanowires with large diameters

(i.e. much greater than 100nm), the nanowire structure may influence optical and electrical

properties via waveguiding and surface effects rather than by quantum confinement. Efficient

waveguiding is of particular importance for lasing applications [12].

Semiconductor nanowires can be fabricated using either top-down or bottom-up approaches.

The former typically begin with a bulk material from which nanowires are produced through

a combination of lithography and etching, while in the latter, nanowires are formed most

commonly using epitaxial growth techniques. Bottom-up growth is implemented in this work

as it allows for the tuning of nanowire properties to a much greater extent than is possible

using a completely top-down approach. Bottom-up growth also enables formation of nanowire

structures with near atomically smooth surfaces, while the etching processes involved in top-

down nanowire fabrication may result in damaged facets, which can adversely affect both the

optical [19] and mechanical properties [20] of the final structures.

In addition to morphology, orientation and surface quality, the crystal structure of nanowires

is an important consideration for device applications. Crystallographic imperfections can ad-

versely impact the optical and mechanical properties of the nanowire which may limit the

performance of nanowire-based devices. The nanowires grown during this course of research

were formed from GaAs and InP on (111)B and (111)A oriented substrates, respectively using

a catalyst-free bottom-up growth technique. Among the semiconductor materials available

for nanowire growth, III-V materials show particular promise, owing to their superior opto-

electrical properties, such as a direct bandgap and high electron mobility [21].
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When grown in bulk, the crystal structure of both GaAs and InP adopts the zinc blende

(ZB) arrangement [22]. For GaAs nanowires grown by the catalyst-free technique, the crystal

structure is also typically (ZB). GaAs nanowires formed in this manner, however, usually

contain rotational twinning planes, where a single crystal phase is rotated 180° about the (111)

growth axis [23, 24]. A ZB twin can be thought of as a monolayer of wurtzite (WZ) crystal

structure [25], and consecutive formation of twin planes in a ZB nanowire essentially forms a

region of WZ nanowire. ZB and WZ have different bandgaps and electron affinities [26] and

so there is a discontinuous band alignment at the interface between the two different crystal

phases. The localisation of charge carriers that can result from this staggered type-II band

alignment at the ZB-WZ interface may impair the optoelectronic performance of the nanowire

structure. To date, there have been no reports of successful elimination of rotational twinning

planes from GaAs nanowires grown in the (111)B direction by the catalyst-free technique.

Studies have shown that the structure of InP nanowires grown by the catalyst-free technique

is generally different to that of GaAs. InP nanowires typically develop with the WZ crystal

structure [27], but often consist of alternating WZ and ZB sections along the growth axis

[28]. The resulting nanowires are therefore referred to as being polytypic. Polytypism is

accompanied by a stacking fault perpendicular to the nanowire growth axis between the WZ

and ZB crystal phases. It should be noted that the term stacking fault refers to a local

interruption in the regular crystal stacking sequence that then continues in the same manner

after the stacking fault, whereas a twinning plane results in a change of the crystal structure

orientation and the stacking sequence is different before and after the twinning plane [29]. Like

GaAs, the ZB and WZ crystal phases of InP have different bandgaps and electron affinities,

which leads to a type-II band alignment in polytypic nanowires [30]. One consequence of

this is that photoluminescence from polytypic nanowire structures spans a broad range of

emission energies, due to radiative recombination occurring not only within a single crystal

phase, but also between the two different crystal phases. In addition, it has been reported

that the formation of alternating sections of different crystal phase along the nanowire length

in this manner can also influence the mechanical properties of the nanowire structure [31].
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1.2 Thesis Synopsis

This thesis focuses on the modelling and experimental study of III-V inorganic semiconductor

nanowires and nanowire heterostructures produced using a selective-area catalyst-free growth

approach. Three main applications are considered: nanowires as a means of tailoring the opti-

cal properties of quantum dots, nanowires as mechanical vectorial force sensors and nanowires

as building blocks for future integrated photonic devices.

The extensive efforts undertaken to produce GaAs and InP nanowires by the catalyst-free

growth technique are discussed in Chapter 2. Attempts at further developing the catalyst-

free growth technique described in this chapter resulted in a new method by which to control

the morphology of bottom-up GaAs nanowires. This morphology control is used to tailor the

polarisation of emission from an embedded InGaAs structure in Chapter 3, and as a means of

deterministically controlling the direction of motion of the flexural nanowire mechanical modes

in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, attempts at developing a moveable nanowire-based nanocavity

arrangement consisting of an InP nanowire placed in the centre of a partially etched GaAs

photonic crystal slot waveguide are discussed. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of the

conclusions drawn from each of the previous chapters and discusses the potential direction in

which research in some of these areas can be continued.
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Chapter 2

Growth of III-V Nanowire Arrays

on (111) Substrates

2.1 Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires can be fabricated using a number of different approaches which are

commonly grouped into two broad categories: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down methods

typically begin with the deposition of a hard mask on a planar semiconductor wafer. A pattern

determining the nanowire cross-section is transferred into the hard mask lithographically and

nanowires are then produced via a subsequent top down etch using a highly anisotropic etchant

[32, 33]. Although top-down methods are well established, a major downside of nanowire

formation through this process is the potential development of etch damage on the nanowire

sidewalls, which can negatively influence the optical [19] and mechanical [20] properties of the

resulting structures. Bottom-up methods, on the other hand, involve the chemical synthesis of

nanowires whose properties can be precisely controlled during growth. Bottom-up fabrication

methods offer great scope in the tuning of nanowire characteristics, for instance through radial

growth, and the ability to develop epitaxial quality surfaces, both of which are not possible

with conventional top-down technologies.
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The most commonly cited technique in the literature for bottom-up fabrication of semicon-

ductor nanowires is the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism, a catalyst-assisted process in

which a nanoparticle (typically Au) is used to seed nanowire growth [34]. This process is

depicted schematically in Figure 2.1(a). Initially, catalyst nanoparticles are deposited onto a

suitable substrate surface, for instance a crystalline inorganic semiconductor (nanowire growth

on non-crystalline substrates has also been demonstrated [35]). To initiate nanowire growth,

gases or molecular beams containing suitable adatoms are then introduced over the surface of

the heated substrate, incorporating within the molten catalyst nanoparticles and forming a

supersaturated eutectic alloy. Following this, crystalline semiconductor precipitates out below

the individual catalyst nanoparticles, leading to the formation of a nanowire structure at each

nanoparticle site. Self-catalysed nanowire growth, in which the catalyst droplets are formed

from a constituent element of the resulting nanowire structure (usually a group III element),

has also been developed using a similar process [36].

The catalyst-free approach is an alternative bottom-up growth technique which enables nanowire

formation without the use of a catalyst particle. In this approach, which is schematically de-

picted in Figure 2.1(b), a small aperture defined within a growth mask (e.g. SiO2) deposited

on a suitable semiconductor substrate surface is used to determine the nucleation site of

the nanowire. When suitable adatoms are introduced to the surface, vertical free-standing

nanowires are formed at the nucleation sites as a result of facet-dependent crystal growth

rates [37, 38], provided the correct substrate crystal orientation is used. By relinquishing the

need for a catalyst to drive nanowire growth, this approach offers a number of advantages

over the VLS technique, including prevention of impurity incorporation in the nanowire from

the catalyst [39, 40] and potential for higher quality interfaces in nanowire heterostructures,

as nanowires formed via the VLS technique can be afflicted by the catalyst ‘reservoir effect’

[41, 42]. A number of heterointerfaces, such as quantum wells [43, 44], quantum dots [45] and

radial core-shell structures [46, 47] have been realised to date using this growth approach, and

devices that have been developed from the catalyst-free formation of nanowires include lasers

[48, 49], light emitting diodes [50] and single photon sources [6, 7, 51]. Heterogeneous
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2.1. Introduction

Figure 2.1: Overview of two main techniques employed for semiconductor nanowire growth. (a) Sum-
mary of the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism. (left-to-right) A catalyst nanoparticle is
deposited onto the substrate surface; Gaseous precursors containing the adatoms for initiation of
growth incorporate within the molten catalyst at high temperature, forming a crystalline nanowire
structure; As depicted here, the metal catalyst remains at the top of the nanowire after growth has
been completed; (b) Summary of the catalyst-free procedure. (left-to-right) A small aperture is defined
with a thin dielectric growth mask on a crystalline substrate; Precursors containing the adatoms for
growth diffuse across the growth mask and incorporate within the aperture; a nanowire forms at the
aperture site. Both growth processes depend on appropriate choice of growth conditions.

growth of nanowires on Si substrates using this technique has also been demonstrated, for

example GaAs/AlGaAs on Si [52], InGaAs on Si [17, 18] and InAs on Si [53, 54]. The ability

to form III-V nanowire structures on Si without anti-phase defects or misfit dislocations offers

a promising route for the future monolithic integration of nanowire optoelectronic devices

with established Si microelectronics technology.

In this chapter, the bottom-up epitaxial growth of GaAs and InP nanowires using selective

area (catalyst-free) metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) is described. Section
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2.2 first provides an overview of the growth technique implemented for both III-V material

systems. The details of the fabrication, growth process and characterisation of nanowires is

then given for GaAs in Section 2.3 and InP in Section 2.4. Development of the GaAs nanowire

growth approach discussed in this chapter allowed for the novel phenomena presented in

Chapters 3 and 4, while growth studies performed with the InP materials system provided

InP nanowires that were subsequently utilised for experimental studies of the nanowire-based

nanocavity system presented in Chapter 5.

2.2 Overview of the Growth Technique

All of the III-V nanowire samples produced during this PhD project were grown by a catalyst-

free MOCVD technique, wherein vertical nanowire structures were grown from nanoapertures

in a thin SiO2 dielectric film (~30nm) deposited on (111)B (for GaAs) and (111)A (for InP)

orientated substrates. Nanoapertures were formed in square arrays using a combination of

electron beam lithography (EBL) and reactive ion etching (RIE).

The fabrication procedure prior to nanowire growth and the growth process itself were both

very similar for both GaAs and InP materials systems, and therefore, to minimise repetition,

the pre-growth fabrication steps and growth scheme are described in detail only for GaAs

nanowire growth on (111)B GaAs substrates in the following sections. For InP nanowire

growth, only a brief overview of the notable differences in these processes is presented.

2.3 GaAs Nanowire Arrays on (111)B GaAs Sub-

strates

In the following sections, the process by which selective-area GaAs nanowire arrays on partially

masked (111)B GaAs substrates are formed is presented. First, the fabrication procedure

used to prepare the (111)B substrates for nanowire growth is described. An overview of the
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nanowire growth technique is then given, followed by a description of the growth parameters

utilised for each nanowire growth in this instance. The structural properties of the grown

nanowire samples are then discussed.

2.3.1 Fabrication of (111)B Substrates in Preparation for

MOCVD Growth

2.3.1.1 Alignment Marker Development

The first pre-growth fabrication step involved the patterning and etching of alignment markers

into a 2-inch diameter (111)B GaAs wafer. These markers were necessary to ensure accurate

alignment between the wafer and the pattern exposed during EBL in a later fabrication step.

Fabrication began with the baking of a new wafer on a 100°C hotplate for 60s in order to

evaporate any water on its surface. The wafer was then spin-coated with an optical resist,

BPRS100, at ~4000rpm for 30s, to give a resist thickness of ~900nm (Figure 2.2(b)). It

was then baked again for 5 minutes at 100°C to drive off the solvent in the spun resist.

Alignment markers were transferred into the resist using a manual mask aligner system.

The resist was exposed to ~300nm or ~400nm wavelength light through an optical mask

for ~2s or ~10s, respectively (Figure 2.2(c)). For a particular resist thickness and exposure

wavelength and time, the resolution of the transferred optical mask pattern depends primarily

on the gap between the wafer and mask during exposure, and therefore minimising this gap

as much as possible was attempted for each exposure run. However, as the gap size was

manually controlled in the mask aligner system used in this instance, there was a possibility

of unintentionally bringing the wafer into contact with the optical mask, resulting in smearing

of the resist on the wafer and consequent contamination of the mask. To reduce the probability

of this occurring here, the system settings that provided an appropriate wafer-mask separation

for exposure were ascertained first using a bare 2-inch test wafer of similar thickness to that

of the wafer being subsequently exposed.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of the fabrication process used to produce alignment markers in a
(111)B oriented GaAs wafer. (a) A bare GaAs wafer is (b) spin-coated with BPRS100 resist; (c)
Photolithography is performed to expose the alignment marker pattern into the resist; (d) The resist
is developed and exposed BPRS100 is removed; (e) The alignment marker pattern is transferred into
the GaAs substrate using an acid echant; (f) The BPRS100 resist is removed. An overview of the
alignment marker pattern produced after steps (b)–(f) is displayed in (g).

After pattern exposure, the BPRS100 resist was developed in a 3:1 H2O:PLSI solution for

60s at room temperature (RT), with the wafer then rinsed in deionised (DI) water and dried

with a nitrogen gun (Figure 2.2(d)). In an effort to ensure no resist remained in the exposed

areas after developing, the wafer was then ashed in an oxygen plasma for 15s. Transfer of

the mask pattern into the GaAs substrate was achieved by submerging the wafer in a 1:8:80

H2SO4:H2O2:H2O etch solution for ~60s at RT (Figure 2.2(e)). The initial concentrations

of H2SO4 and H2O2 were 98% and 30%, respectively, which, with these etching conditions,

gave a typical etched marker depth of ~0.5µm. Confirmation of the etch depth was performed

through the measurement of an etched feature using a Dektak surface profilometer. Where

necessary, this etching step was repeated until the correct depth had been achieved. The

remaining BPRS100 resist on the wafer was then removed using warm organic positve pho-

toresist remover, EKC830 (Dow Chemical), followed by a rinse under running DI water and

subsequent drying with nitrogen (Figure 2.2(f)).
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2.3.1.2 SiO2 Deposition and Square Definition

Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) of a ~30nm thick SiO2 film on the

wafer surface was then performed at 300°C, using SiH4 and N2O as the source gases and a RF

power of 25W (Figure 2.3(a)). The role of this deposited film was to act as a growth mask,

stimulating nanowire growth whilst restricting planar growth (as described in Section 2.3.2.2).

Previous reports in the literature have shown that better control of selective area growth is

achieved when the coverage of this deposited growth mask is reduced (below full coverage).

For this reason the SiO2 film was subsequently patterned into a set of individual squares with

a side length of 130µm, using a similar combination of photolithography and wet etching that

was presented in the previous section.

Before the spinning of BPRS100 in the fabrication procedure here, however, an adhesion

promoter, Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was first spun on the wafer for 30s at ~4000rpm to

increase the adhesion of the BPRS100 to the previously deposited SiO2 film. Photolithography

was then performed with an optical mask consisting of a pattern that contained repeated 4 by

3 arrays of individual squares, which were not exposed during the exposure process. To ensure

correct alignment of these patterned squares relative to the previously patterned alignment

markers, this mask design also contained the same alignment marker pattern layout as that

of the mask used in the previous lithography step. After exposure and subsequent developing

of the resist, the exposed regions of the SiO2 layer were removed by placing the wafer in a 1%

solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF), followed by a DI water rinse and subsequent drying with

nitrogen. The remaining BPRS100 resist on the wafer was then again removed using warm

EKC830, followed by a rinse under running DI water and subsequent drying with nitrogen.
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Figure 2.3: Definition of SiO2 squares. (a) A thin SiO2 layer is deposited onto the wafer using
PECVD; (b) The wafer is spin coated with BPRS100 resist, and squares of SiO2 are defined using
photolithography and subsequent HF etching. The remaining resist is then removed; (c) Overview of
SiO2 square arrangement after steps (a)–(b), where each group of squares comprises 4 by 3 individual
SiO2 squares.

2.3.1.3 Nanohole Array Formation

After the second photolithography and etching process described above, the wafer was baked

at 100°C for 60s and then spin-coated with an electron-sensitive resist, 1:2 anisole:poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA) at ~4000rpm for 30s, giving a resist thickness of ~90nm (Figure 2.4(a)).

To drive off the remaining solvent in the resist after spin-coating, the wafer was then baked

once more at 100°C for 5 minutes.

Square arrays of nanoholes, with a pitch of 4um, were then patterned into the resist using EBL∗

(Figure 2.4(b)). The electron accelerating voltage and beam aperture used for patterning was

30kV and 10um, respectively. A typical array in this design consisted of 20 by 20 nanoholes,

all patterned with the same diameter. Between arrays, the diameter was varied, from 40nm

upto 180nm.

∗EBL system used for patterning – Raith 150.
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Figure 2.4: Formation of nanohole arrays in SiO2 squares. (a) The wafer is spin-coated with PMMA
resist; (b) EBL is performed to expose a nanohole array pattern into resist; (c) The resist is developed
before the nanohole array pattern is transferred into the SiO2 squares using RIE; (d) Any final remnants
of SiO2 present in the nanoholes after RIE are expelled using a HF ‘dip’, and the remaining resist
is removed. SEM imaging is used to confirm that the nanohole pattern has successfully penetrated
through to the substrate surface. Inset shows a typical SEM image of a nanohole produced after steps
(a)–(d); (e) The wafer is cleaved in half and each half is cleaned a final time in preparation for nanowire
growth. Scale bar 100nm.

Following EBL exposure of the array design, the PMMA resist was developed in a 1:3 methyl

isobutyl ketone:isopropyl alcohol (MIBK:IPA) solution for 30s at 23°C, producing nanoholes

in the resist at the locations previously exposed to the electron beam. Again, to remove any

remaining resist in the exposed areas after developing, the wafer was then ashed in an oxygen

plasma for 5–10s. This ashing time was reduced in comparison to that adopted previously

in order to ensure that the developed nanoholes did not significantly increase in diameter,

and, as the PMMA resist layer was much thinner than that of the BPRS100 used in the

earlier photolithography steps, to prevent the complete removal of the unexposed resist from

occurring.

Transfer of the developed nanohole pattern into the underlying SiO2 film was then achieved

using an anisotropic reactive ion etch (RIE) (Figure 2.4(c)). The wafer was dry etched at

RT for ~150s, using a 40sccm flow of CHF3, an RF power of 80W and a chamber pressure of

25mT. Following this, the wafer was again placed in 1% HF for a very brief period of time
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(~2s), in an attempt to remove any final remnants of SiO2 that may have been present in

the nanoholes after the preceding RIE step. It has previously been demonstrated that the

brief exposure of the wafer to HF (after RIE) in this manner, can significantly improve both

nanowire yield and the overall uniformity of nanowires after growth, as a consequence of the

complete removal of SiO2 in the nanohole sites [55]. After subsequent rinsing of the wafer in

DI water and drying with nitrogen, the remaining PMMA resist on the substrate surface was

removed using warm EKC830 as described previously. To determine whether the nanohole

pattern had been transferred successfully into the SiO2 layer after the etching process, the

wafer was then imaged using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Although it could not be

determined conclusively from this imaging that the nanohole pattern had been etched all the

way through to the GaAs substrate as required, typically, it was observed that if there was a

strong contrast difference between a nanohole and the surrounding SiO2, subsequent nanowire

growth from that nanohole site would be successful. An SEM image of an example nanohole

produced after the pattern transfer procedure described above is displayed in Figure 2.4(d).

After confirming that the nanohole pattern had been successfully transferred into the SiO2

film, measurement of the diameter of the etched nanoholes in each patterned array was per-

formed. Following this, the wafer was cleaved in half in the direction parallel to the major

flat orientation and each half wafer was then individually cleaned a final time using warm

EKC830 in preparation for nanowire growth (Figure 2.4(e)).

2.3.2 Growth of GaAs Nanowires

2.3.2.1 Metalorganic Chemical Vapour Deposition

GaAs nanowire growth was performed using a horizontal flow MR350 MOCVD reactor housed

in the EPSRC National Centre for III-V Technologies at the University of Sheffield†. The main

components of the system, which is based on a tube furnace design, are depicted schematically

in Figure 2.5.
†GaAs nanowire growth was performed by the author and Dr. Andrey Krysa.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the MR350 horizontal flow MOCVD system used for nanowire growth. Hy-
drogen gas is used to carry the hydride and metalorganic precursors to the reaction chamber. Black
arrows indicate the direction of gas flow. The exhaust gas mixture, containing unreacted precursors
and byproducts from the reaction chamber and the vent line, is passed through an activated charcoal
scrubber, which filters the toxic compounds in this mixture and releases H2 into the atmosphere. Upto
four 2-inch wafer halves can be accommodated by the molybdenum substrate holder plate that sits
atop the inductively heated stationary graphite susceptor block. MFC – mass flow controller.

The source materials supplied to the reaction chamber during GaAs nanowire growth were

trimethlygallium (TMGa), arsine (AsH3) and phosphine (PH3), with H2 implemented as the

carrier gas. The volatile organometallic TMGa source was stored at a constant temperature

and pressure in a sealed stainless steel cylinder (typically referred to as a bubbler), which was

immersed in temperature-controlled bath. The hydride sources (AsH3 and PH3) were stored

in high pressure cylinders and were directly supplied to the reaction chamber. Transport of

the TMGa precursor was facilitated by the flowing of the high purity H2 carrier gas through

the bubbler. As the pressure and temperature of the bubbler were fixed, the amount of TMGa

precursor entering the reaction chamber was determined by the H2 flow, which was accurately

monitored and controlled by an electronic mass flow controller (MFC). The hydride sources

were also mixed with the hydrogen carrier gas and controlled by MFCs. Transport of the

TMGa and hydride precursors to the reaction chamber occurred via separate supply lines to

prevent pre-reaction before entering the chamber.
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Inside the reaction chamber, the growth-prepared half wafer was held on a molybdenum sub-

strate plate that sat atop a stationary graphite susceptor block, which was inductively heated

by an external RF-supplied coil. Measurement of the graphite susceptor temperature was

achieved using a thermocouple inserted into the centre of the susceptor. It is important to

note therefore that readings from the thermocouple provided only an estimate of the temper-

ature at the substrate surface.

In an attempt to achieve reproducible nanowire growth, a short GaAs growth run, using

similar growth conditions as those for subsequent nanowire growth, was undertaken before

loading of the half wafer into the reactor. This coated the interior walls of the inner quartz

liner with GaAs, therefore presenting the same surface to the carrier gas in each nanowire

growth run. The same quartz inner liner was also employed for each growth run, as it was

possible that some variability in the carrier gas flow would occur between different liners. After

loading, the half wafer was first annealed by ramping the measured susceptor temperature

from RT upto 780°C over a time period of 9 minutes. The purpose of this annealing process

was to remove the native oxide from the substrate, as well as any organic contaminants that

may have been introduced during the previous processing of the wafer. To prevent desorption

of arsenic from the substrate surface while this annealing process was taking place, an AsH3

overpressure was maintained using a flow rate of 40sccm, which was introduced alongside the

H2 carrier gas (at a flow rate of 18,000sccm). Observation of thermocouple readings revealed

that the substrate experienced these conditions at 780°C for approximately 3 minutes in

total. The temperature was then lowered to the temperature selected for subsequent growth,

which in this case was 750°C, with the AsH3 overpressure maintained. Nanowire growth

then proceeded through the pyrolysis (decomposition) of the TMGa and AsH3 sources over

the heated GaAs substrate (Ga(CH3)3 + AsH3 −→ GaAs + 3CH4). All nanowire growth

presented in the following sections was performed at a pressure of 150 Torr.
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2.3.2.2 Mechanisms of Selective-area MOCVD Nanowire Growth

In selective-area MOCVD, the morphology of polygonal semiconductor nanostructures that

form within the openings of the mask layer is determined primarily by the relative growth

rates of each of the semiconductor crystallographic growth planes (the directions of which are

defined by the atomic arrangement of the semiconductor) during growth and the orientation

of the growth substrate [38, 56–59]. Planes that grow more slowly typically develop as facets,

leading to crystal structures surrounded by close packed planes with a minimum surface energy

after growth [60].

For GaAs (and most other III-V semiconductors), there exists a family of six low index {110}

growth planes which are oriented orthogonally to the (111)B growth plane. By promoting

growth on the (111)B plane at the expense of growth on the six {110} planes, formation of a

nanowire pillar with hexagonal cross-section can be achieved, terminated by a (111)B oriented

top facet. Implementing a (111)B GaAs substrate means that the nanowire top facet after

growth is oriented parallel to the substrate surface, and therefore the formed nanowire has a

vertical geometry.

Previous demonstrations of successful nanowire formation using this approach have shown that

the relative growth rates on the (111)B (axial) and {110} (lateral) planes depend strongly on

the surface coverage of the group-V species during growth. This behaviour can be explained

by considering the mechanisms of axial nanowire growth in selective-area MOCVD and the

relationship between the surface chemical potential of the respective planes (i.e. the number

of dangling bonds) and the effective coverage of the group-V species. Growth in the axial

direction, as shown schematically in Figure 2.6(a), proceeds mainly through supply of reaction

species adsorbed on the nanowire sidewall or surrounding growth mask which diffuse towards

the advancing nanowire top (111)B surface. Surface diffusion in this manner is more significant

for group-III adatoms as, relative to group-V adatoms, they have much larger diffusion lengths

[61]. It is noted that reaction species may also directly incorporate on the (111)B surface from

the vapour, but relative to the contribution from surface diffusion of species, the contribution
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to axial growth from this direct incorporation process is negligible owing to the substantial

difference in available surface area for adsorption (except at the nucleation stage of the growth

process).

Figure 2.6: Selective-area nanowire growth by MOCVD. (a) Schematic overview of adatom contribu-
tions to axial nanowire growth. Adatom contributions include those (1) adsorbed on the growth mask
and (2) nanowire sidewalls which (3) diffuse towards the advancing top (111)B surface; (b) SEM image
of a GaAs nanowire formed on a (111)B substrate after growth. Scale bar 200nm.

For GaAs growth conducted at low growth temperatures and high AsH3 flow rates, a large

number of As species impinge onto the growing nanowire surfaces and the desorption prob-

ability of these species is low [62]. Under these conditions, the migrating Ga species are

strongly adsorbed on the {110} planes as they contain both Ga and As atoms. The adsorbed

As adatoms, which are bonded to the Ga atoms provide additional dangling bonds for the

attachment of further Ga atoms, thereby enhancing growth on the {110} planes [57]. The

high surface coverage of As species under these growth conditions also leads to the formation

of energetically stable As-trimers on the As terminated (111)B surfaces [58, 63–65], which act

to inhibit incorporation of Ga atoms on these surfaces. Therefore, at low growth tempera-

tures and high AsH3 flow rates, axial nanowire growth is suppressed and growth in the lateral

direction is dominant.
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Reducing the surface coverage of As species (i.e. increasing the probability of As desorption)

can be achieved through a combination of decreased AsH3 flow rate and higher growth tem-

perature. Under these conditions, the number of dangling bonds available for binding of Ga

atoms to the developing nanowire sidewalls is decreased and As-trimers on (111)B surfaces

become less stable. In addition, owing to the reduction of surface coverage of As species, nu-

cleation of polycrystalline GaAs structures on the growth mask is strongly suppressed under

these conditions, and reactive species are selectively deposited in the mask openings. Studies

of the temperature dependence of GaAs nanowire growth have demonstrated, however, that

the rate of axial nanowire growth also decreases with increasing temperature. This is thought

to be a consequence of increasing desorption of Ga species as temperature is increased, reduc-

ing the amount of Ga adatoms that successfully migrate from the mask region to the nanowire

growth sites [23, 66].

The optimum conditions for selective-area GaAs nanowire growth therefore lie between the

formation of As-trimers and the significant desorption of Ga species. Under these conditions,

the axial growth rate is limited only by the flow rate of the TMGa precursor [67]. Figure 2.6(b)

displays an SEM image of a typical nanowire produced after growth using this technique. In

contrast to similar catalyst-free nanowire growth by MBE [68], nanowires produced by this

growth approach are observed to have a minimum diameter limit that is set by the size of the

nanohole from which it has nucleated (i.e. the nanowire diameter can never be smaller than

the nanohole size). As reported in a previous study of selective-area GaAs nanowire growth,

even under conditions optimised for hexagonal nanowire formation, the shape of the crystal

at the initial stage of nanowire growth is observed to be tetrahedral, rather than hexagonal.

This is considered to be due to the fact that tetrahedral growth does not need as much energy

as hexagonal growth to overcome the energy barrier for nucleation [23]. The hexagonal shape

is then thought to prevail as a result of preferential growth on the {110} planes. After the

side facets of the hexagonal nanowire structure are developed, axial growth dominates as a

result of the relatively slow growth rate of the {110} planes under these optimised growth

conditions.
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Owing to the mechanisms by which crystal growth proceeds in this selective-area approach,

the properties of the patterned mask region also influence nanowire growth characteristics.

For optimised growth conditions, it has been demonstrated that final nanowire height typically

increases as the diameter of the nanohole from which it nucleates decreases [23, 65, 67, 69].

This is thought to be a result of the faster development of step sites at smaller diameter

nanoholes, which present a larger surface area for adsorption of migrating reaction species.

The relationship between nanowire growth rate and the pitch of patterned nanohole arrays is

somewhat less well understood for this growth approach. Previous reports of VLS nanowire

growth [61, 70] and selective-area nanowire growth using MBE [68] have shown that nanowire

growth rate (both axial and radial) typically decreases with decreasing nanowire separation

due to the increasing competition between adjacent nanowires for diffusing reaction species.

A previous report of successful selective-area GaAs nanowire growth by MOCVD, however,

demonstrated the opposite dependence of final nanowire height on nanohole pitch [65], though

the origin of this contrasting behaviour was not clarified in this report, instead being left for

future study. As, relative to a bare substrate, the effective surface area for adatom pre-

cipitation is greatly reduced by implementing a patterned growth mask, the growth rate of

structures in the patterned regions is also strongly related to the total coverage of the mask.

It has been demonstrated that better control over the morphology and uniformity of grown

structures is generally achieved when growth is performed on partially rather than fully cov-

ered substrates [65, 71]. This is presumed to be due to the fact that growth species adsorbed

on the mask are able to diffuse out to the exposed regions of the substrate surrounding the

patterned mask regions, which results in a reduction of the growth rate in the selective growth

sites. The choice of the patterned mask region size and geometry for growth in this instance

was based on that reported in previous demonstrations of successful selective-area nanowire

growth using this technique [65, 72, 73].

Taking into account the above discussion, it was expected that, given optimised growth con-

ditions, vertical nanowires with hexagonal cross-section would be formed after growth, with

individual nanowire growth rates inversely proportional to the diameter of the nanohole from
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which the nanowire had nucleated. However, after nanowire growth here, two growth modes

were actually observed, with the occurrence of each dependent on the treatment of the wafer

during the pre-growth fabrication steps described previously. Discussion of these two growth

modes is presented separately in the following sections. It should be noted that during each

growth run, TMIn was introduced into the reactor for a short time (~2–4s) in an attempt to

form a nanowire quantum dot (NWQD) within individual nanowires. However, discussion of

NWQDs is left to Chapter 3, and the growth of these embedded structures was not thought

to impact on the results presented in the following sections, which focus only on nanowire

growth itself.

2.3.3 Nanowire Growth Mode 1: Rough Planar Surface Growth

For each sample presented in this section, growth on the regions of the GaAs substrate not

covered by the SiO2 squares (excluding the etched nanoholes) exhibited considerable surface

roughness, which gave rise to a matte-like appearance of the wafer after growth. Figure 2.7

displays an SEM image of the boundary between a patterned SiO2 square and the exposed

substrate after a nanowire growth run, showcasing the typical surface profile of this rough

planar growth. As will become clear subsequently, the presence of such growth had a notable

impact on nanowire growth behaviour.

Following initial annealing of the substrate in the method described in the previous section,

nanowire growth on Sample 2A‡ was performed at 750°C for a total of 10 minutes using

TMGa and AsH3 flow rates of 33 and 15sccm, respectively. Such growth conditions had been

previously shown to produce GaAs nanowires of high structural quality [55], and were therefore

selected for growth on this sample. AsH3 flow was maintained using a double dilution channel

in this instance, as the available single dilution channel (for AsH3) was controlled by 500sccm

mass flow controller (and thus measurements of the flow rate with this channel would not

have been accurate). At the end of the nanowire growth, with the TMGa channel closed, the

‡Sample 2A corresponds to growth sample reference MR3497.
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Figure 2.7: SEM image displaying rough planar growth on the regions of the GaAs substrate not
covered by SiO2 (right-hand side). No GaAs overgrowth is observed on the SiO2 square (left-hand
side). Scale bar 2µm.

AsH3 flow rate was switched back to that used during the pre-growth annealing step (40sccm)

and, in an effort to passivate the dangling bonds on the surfaces of each nanowire, a PH3 flow

of 300sccm was simultaneously introduced into the reactor as the sample cooled down. By

introducing a PH3 overpressure while the sample cooled, it was posited that a certain amount

of arsenic/phosphorus exchange would occur at the surfaces of each nanowire, producing a

thin enclosing GaAsP capping layer, which has previously been shown to improve the optical

properties of GaAs nanowires [74].

Figure 2.8(a) displays an SEM image of an individual nanowire formed on Sample 2A after

growth. It is observed that the nanowire has a hexagonal cross-section (recognised most

prominently at the base of the nanowire), smooth sidewalls and is untapered. The diameter

of the nanowire is ~145nm, while the diameter of the initial nanohole in the SiO2 growth

mask from which the nanowire formed was ~119nm, demonstrating that radial growth was

strongly suppressed with these growth conditions. However, as illustrated by the red circles

in Figure 2.8(c), contrary to previous reports of nanowire growth using this technique in the

literature, average nanowire height (and hence growth rate) was observed to increase with

increasing nanohole diameter. The maximum nanowire height in this instance (corresponding

to the nanowires with the largest diameter) was found to be ~285nm.
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Figure 2.8: Structural characterisation of Samples 2A and 2B after nanowire growth. 45° angled SEM
images show structure of individual nanowires (with similar diameters) from (a) Sample 2A and (b)
Sample 2B; (c) Plot of nanowire height vs. nanowire diameter for nanowires grown on Sample 2A (red-
circles) and Sample 2B (blue-circles); (d) Surface topography of Sample 2A after growth, measured
using a Dektak surface profilometer. Region highlighted in green (and corresponding regions to the
right) reveals surface profile of exposed GaAs area on substrate. Region highlighted in orange (and
corresponding regions to the right) reveals surface profile across the SiO2 growth mask. Scale bars
100nm.

In an attempt to increase average nanowire height, another sample (Sample 2B§) was grown

at the same temperature as Sample 2A, using the same TMGa and AsH3 flow rates, but with

a longer overall GaAs growth time of 13 minutes and 30 seconds. Figure 2.8(b) displays an

SEM image of an individual nanowire, located in the equivalent array to that of the nanowire

displayed in Figure 2.8(a), formed on Sample 2B after growth. As for the previous sample, the

nanowire was observed to have a hexagonal cross-section, and the radial growth was strongly

§Sample 2B corresponds to growth sample reference MR3540.
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suppressed with the diameter of the nanowire and initial nanohole ~141nm and ~117nm,

respectively. In comparison with the nanowire shown in Figure 2.8(a) however, the height

of the nanowire is seen to be significantly smaller (~233nm vs. ~77nm), even though the

total GaAs growth time for this sample was 35% longer. As illustrated by the blue circles

in Figure 2.8(c), this held true for all nanowire diameters on Sample 2B. The relationship

between height and initial nanohole diameter also followed the same trend as that observed

previously for Sample 2A. It is noted that, owing to the slow growth rate of nanowires on this

sample (and the observed relationship between nanowire diameter and height), there was no

evidence of nanowire formation from arrays containing patterned nanoholes with a diameter

below ~70nm. Therefore, for Sample 2B, the dataset shown in Figure 2.8(c) contains three

fewer data points than that for Sample 2A.

For both samples described above, planar growth in the regions of the substrate not cov-

ered by the SiO2 mask was observed to be extremely rough. Characterisation of the planar

growth surface topography was achieved using a Dektak surface profilometer, where for a

single measurement, the Dektak tip was moved in a straight line over a region of the sample

surface that included four unpatterned SiO2 squares. Figure 2.8(d) displays a Dektak surface

profile measurement obtained for Sample 2A in this manner, which highlights both the large

height difference between the regions covered by the SiO2 squares (~0nm in this figure) and

surrounding planar GaAs growth, and the significant variation in this planar GaAs growth

height as a function of position. The exact growth rate of the rough epitaxial growth was not

known, but based on a linear growth rate approximation, growth rates of over 1.5nm/s and

0.6nm/s were observed for Samples 2A and 2B, respectively. The high growth rate of the GaAs

growth around the SiO2 squares was thought to relate to the distinct fluctuations in height of

the rough epitaxial growth (as a function of position) observed for both Sample 2A and 2B,

which in turn appeared to be responsible for the unexpected height-diameter dependence of

the nanowires on these samples. The similarly unexpected observation that nanowires formed

on Sample 2B were smaller in comparison to those on Sample 2A, even though GaAs nanowire

growth time was 35% longer, was also thought to be a result of rough planar growth, as both
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the height and morphology of the rough planar growth was seen to differ between the two

samples (with the growth rate of the rough planar growth lower for Sample 2B). Therefore, in

an attempt to improve the reproducibility of subsequent nanowire growth samples and form

nanowires with larger overall height which followed the expected height-diameter dependence

reported previously, finding a way to reduce the surface roughness of the planar epitaxy was

made a priority before any further growth was performed.

2.3.4 Nanowire Growth Mode 2: Smooth Planar Surface Growth

Owing to its observed effectiveness in removing both optically active (BPRS100) and electron-

sensitive (PMMA) resists, wafer cleaning during the pre-growth processing steps described in

Section 2.3.1 was undertaken principally using EKC830 photoresist remover. Exposure of the

wafer surface to this photoresist remover was kept purposefully short (no longer than 5 minutes

in total) for each individual cleaning process, as it was discovered during previous nanowire

growth studies by Dr. Andrew Foster at the University of Sheffield, that EKC830 slowly

etches through GaAs [55]. Prolonged use of EKC830 therefore, can result in the roughening

of the substrate surface, for which the formation of a rough epitaxial surface after growth is

thought to be associated. However, it was observed on a number of occasions during pre-

growth fabrication that the wafer surface still contained residual resist after implementing

this short cleaning time, even with pre-heating of the EKC830 before cleaning. Therefore,

in these instances, the wafer was subsequently ashed in an oxygen plasma for a certain time

period (usually 60s) to achieve appropriate sample cleanliness.

Although only very few high energy ions bombard the GaAs surface during the ashing pro-

cedure, it was hypothesised that some roughening of the sample surface may have occurred

due to the multiple occasions this process was utilised during processing (and the duration

for which it was undertaken in each instance) for both Sample 2A and 2B (as both samples

originated from the same wafer, other than the final cleaning steps, they were subject to the

same fabrication procedure). In an effort to reduce the necessity of these post-cleaning ashing
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steps and also simultaneously further decrease the exposure time of the wafer surface to the

EKC830 during each cleaning step, the wafer cleaning procedure during each cleaning step

was altered slightly for subsequent pre-growth sample fabrication. Cleaning of the wafer from

this point on involved first placing the wafer in a beaker containing a small amount of EKC830

(that had been pre-heated on a 100°C hotplate for ~3 minutes) and agitating the liquid by

hand for 30s. The wafer was then immediately transferred to a separate beaker containing a

small amount of fresh EKC830 (which again had been pre-heated for ~3 minutes) and agitated

by hand for a further 3 minutes. Finally, as before, the wafer was rinsed in flowing DI water

for 5 minutes and dried with nitrogen. Following the implementation of this cleaning proce-

dure, no post-cleaning ashing steps were required, as a sufficient level of sample cleanliness

was achieved after each cleaning step using the EKC830. Ashing, therefore was only utilised

for removal of any residual resist in exposed areas after BPRS100 or PMMA resist exposure.

To determine whether the alterations made to the fabrication procedure described above

resulted in a reduction in the roughness of the planar epitaxial GaAs growth, nanowire growth

was performed on a half wafer where these alterations had been implemented, using the same

growth conditions as those employed for Sample 2B.

Figure 2.9(a) displays the equivalent SEM image shown in Figure 2.7 for Sample 2C¶ after

growth, showing that the planar GaAs growth in the regions surrounding the SiO2 squares

for this sample exhibited a much reduced surface roughness in comparison to that seen for

Samples 2A and 2B. This change in morphology was accompanied by a ~10 (~4) fold reduction

in planar growth rate compared to Sample 2A (Sample 2B), and a greatly enhanced nanowire

growth rate. The difference in nanowire growth rate in comparison to that observed for the

previous samples is highlighted in Figure 2.9(b), which displays an SEM image of a nanowire

with diameter of ~139nm formed after growth on Sample 2C. The height of this nanowire

was measured to be ~2170nm, which is over ~8 (~28) times the height of individual nanowires

with a similar diameter measured on Sample 2A (Sample 2B). It is posited that the much

lower planar growth rate, which ostensibly resulted from the reduction in surface growth

¶Sample 2C corresponds to growth sample reference MR3575.
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roughness, led to higher effective adatom flows for nanowire growth on this sample. As for

the two previously grown samples, radial growth of this nanowire was strongly suppressed,

with the diameter of the initial nanohole from which it had nucleated ~116nm. Nanowires

on Sample 2C also exhibited the same hexagonal morphology and smooth sidewalls observed

in the previously grown samples, which is illustrated more clearly by the SEM image in

Figure 2.9(c) of a larger diameter nanowire (~178nm) grown on this sample.

Figure 2.9: Structural characterisation of Sample 2C after nanowire growth. (a) SEM image of sub-
strate after growth, revealing smooth GaAs planar growth (right) around regions covered by SiO2
growth mask (left). Scale bar 5µm; 45° angled SEM images revealing structure of individual nanowires
with a diameter of (b) ~139nm and (c) ~178nm. Scale bars 200nm; (d) Plot of nanowire height vs.
nanowire diameter. Circled data points are discussed in the main text; (e) 45° angled SEM image
showing overview of typical array containing nanowires with diameters of ~140nm. Scale bar 5µm.

Unlike the previous samples, however, in the presence of a much reduced planar growth rate,

nanowire formation on Sample 2C followed the behaviour expected from previous reports in
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the literature, with nanowire heights, on the whole, inversely proportional to the diameter

of the nanohole from which they had nucleated. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9(d). The

deviation from this behaviour exhibited by nanowires with diameters below ~90nm (two circled

data points in Figure 2.9(d)) was thought to be due to an increased seeding time for these

smaller diameter nanowires, caused by the incomplete removal of SiO2 from the nanohole sites

from which the nanowires had nucleated. As described in Section 2.3.1, the brief dipping of

the wafer in 1% HF was performed in an effort to remove any final remnants of the SiO2 that

may have been present in the nanoholes after the RIE etching process, but on this sample it

appears that the exposure time of the substrate to the HF was not sufficiently long enough

to allow for complete removal of the remaining SiO2 in these smaller diameter nanohole sites.

This is perhaps further supported by the observation that nanowire yield and uniformity in

arrays containing nanowires with diameters less than 90nm was poorer than for those that

contained nanowires with larger diameters. Figure 2.9(e) shows an SEM image of a typical

nanowire array containing nanowires with a diameter ~140nm on Sample 2C. The nanowire

yield for this array is over 98%, and nanowire heights and diameters are observed to be

extremely uniform across the entire array.

2.3.5 Developing the Catalyst-Free Growth Technique

In addition to the single nanowire structures discussed in the previous sections, nanowire

growth from a number of more intricate nanohole arrangements was also achieved on Sample

2C. These included closely spaced nanohole pairs and triplets. Whilst the pitch between

the pairs or triplets within a particular array was fixed at 4µm, the separation between each

member of the pair or triplet was reduced from ~200nm to ~0nm. An example of the structures

formed after growth from these nanohole pair and triplet sites are displayed in Figure 2.10.

As illustrated in Figures 2.10(a) and (d), growth of individual nanowire structures in pair

arrangements was observed for edge-to-edge nanowire separations down to ~20nm. It is noted

that on GaAs nanowire samples grown previously, successful growth of individual nanowire
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Figure 2.10: Development of the catalyst-free growth technique. Angled SEM images show closely
spaced individual nanowires forming a (a) nanowire pair and (b) nanowire triplet; (c) An angled SEM
image showing an elongated nanowire with a cross-section aspect ratio of ~2 formed from an elongated
nanohole (nanodash) site; (d) Top down SEM image of the nanowire pair in (a). Scale bars 200nm.

structures in pair arrangements has been demonstrated for even smaller edge-to-edge nanowire

separations of ~10nm. These structures are referred to in Chapter 3.

For nanowires seeding from more closely spaced nanohole clusters, a mix of regular and amor-

phous growth was observed until a critical nanohole separation was reached whereby the re-

sulting structure formed from the cluster of nanohole sites after growth was a single elongated

nanowire, with an elongated dimension similar to that of the combined width of the nanohole

cluster. Although these closely spaced nanohole clusters provide a means by which nanowire

morphology can be successfully manipulated, control over the cross-section dimensions of the

resultant elongated nanowire structures is fundamentally limited by the maximum separation
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between nanoholes in the cluster that will produce a properly formed elongated structure. In

addition to this, on previously grown samples with similar pair and triplet arrangements, it

has been observed that for nanohole separations that were smaller than this ‘critical’ separa-

tion, the incidence of single elongated nanowire formation rather than a mixture of random

growth was significantly higher for structures grown from nanohole pairs than for those grown

from nanohole triplets. Therefore, to enable better control of the cross-section dimensions of

single elongated structures, elongated nanoholes (nanodashes) were also patterned on Sample

2C. The cross-section dimensions of the nanodashes was varied across each array while, again,

the pitch between nanodashes was fixed at 4µm. Figure 2.10(c) displays an SEM image of an

example elongated structure formed after growth from a nanodash site with a cross-section

aspect ratio of ~2 on Sample 2C.

The ability to form individual nanowire clusters with a controllable separation down to ~20nm

presents a promising opportunity for investigation of the coupling between embedded NWQDs

in nanowire structures as a function of their lateral separation, while control of the nanowire

cross-section aspect ratio provided by the closely spaced nanohole clusters and nanodashes

described above, enables tailoring of the polarisation properties of light collected from the

top facet of the nanowire emitted by an embedded NWQD. This structural tailoring of light

polarisation is the subject of Chapter 3.

2.4 InP Nanowire Arrays on (111)A InP Substrates

In the following sections, the process by which selective-area InP nanowire arrays on full

coverage (111)A InP substrates are formed is presented. First, the fabrication procedure used

to prepare the (111)A substrates for nanowire growth is briefly described. This is followed

by an overview of the growth parameters utilised for each nanowire growth in this instance.

Both the structural and optical properties of the grown nanowire samples are then discussed.
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2.4.1 Fabrication of (111)A Substrates in Preparation for

MOCVD Growth

Fabrication prior to InP nanowire growth was undertaken on 2-inch diameter (111)A n-type

InP wafers. This substrate orientation was chosen for nanowire growth with this materials

system as it has been demonstrated previously that the direction of preferential growth for

InP nanowires is along the <111>A crystal direction [37].

Fabrication began with the patterning of alignment markers on the wafer using the pho-

tolithography procedure described in Section 2.3.1.1. However, markers in this case were

formed through metal deposition instead of direct etching into the wafer. Marker forma-

tion in this way was necessitated by the fact that a suitable etchant chemistry could not

be determined for (111)A InP. The distances between the alignment markers and the areas

subsequently patterned for nanowire growth on the wafer was at least 1mm (and in general

significantly more), and therefore it was assumed that the decision to use metal markers here

was unlikely to have any influence on nanowire growth.

The process used for metal alignment marker definition is depicted schematically in Fig-

ure 2.11. Following transfer of the alignment marker pattern into the previously spun BPRS100

resist via photolithography, the wafer was developed in 3:1 H2O:PLSI for 60s at RT. The wafer

was then ashed in an oxygen plasma for 15s to remove any resist remaining in the exposed

areas after developing, and loaded into a metal evaporator. During the evaporation process,

~5nm of Ti was evaporated onto the wafer, followed by ~50nm of Au. The initial Ti layer was

deposited on the wafer to improve the adhesion of the Au to the exposed InP surface. The

thickness of each of the deposited metal layers was measured by monitoring the oscillation

frequency of a quartz crystal placed adjacent to the wafer. After unloading the wafer from the

evaporator, warm EKC830 was used to remove both the resist and metal from the regions of

the wafer not previously exposed during photolithography, leaving behind a pattern of metal

markers on the wafer surface.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagrams showing fabrication process used to produce alignment markers in
a (111)A oriented InP wafer. (a) A bare InP wafer is (b) spin-coated with BPRS100 resist; (c)
Photolithography is performed to expose the alignment marker pattern into the resist; (d) The resist
is developed and the exposed BPRS100 is removed; The alignment marker pattern is transferred onto
the InP substrate through (e) evaporation of Ti and Au onto the substrate surface and (f) subsequent
removal of the remaining BPRS100 resist. An overview of the alignment marker pattern produced
after steps (b)–(f) is displayed in (g).

PECVD of a 30nm thick layer of SiO2 on the InP wafer surface was then performed in the

manner described in Section 2.3.1.2. For previous GaAs nanowire growth, it was observed that

nanowire growth was heavily influenced by the surrounding surface growth on the exposed

wafer surface. With this in mind, it was decided that InP nanowire growth would be under-

taken with the substrate fully covered by the deposited SiO2 growth mask, where only a very

little amount of growth away from the patterned arrays of nanoholes would be anticipated,

resulting in nanowire growth that was expected to be more reproducible. The impact that

implementing a full coverage growth mask had on nanowire growth rates is discussed later in

Section 2.4.3. A second photolithography step was therefore used simply to pattern markers

into the SiO2 mask, whose role was to help in navigating across a wafer sample during optical

characterisation of nanowires after growth. Transfer of this marker pattern into the SiO2 layer

was achieved by placing the wafer into a 1% HF solution for 30s, followed by a rinse in DI

water and drying with nitrogen.
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Arrays of nanoholes were then patterned into the growth mask using a combination of EBL

and RIE etching as described in Section 2.3.1.3. No growth of InP nanowires had been

performed in the MR350 reactor previously, and therefore as part of the optimisation of the

nanowire growth conditions, the nanohole arrays were patterned with a wide range of pitches.

A previous demonstration of InP nanowire growth in the presence of a full coverage SiO2 mask

using a similar growth approach showed that nanowires at the edges of an array had a higher

growth rate relative to those closer to the centre, due to a lower competition for adatoms

that diffuse inwards from the surrounding growth mask [75]. To investigate this positional

dependence on nanowire growth rate, larger arrays than those on the previous GaAs substrates

were patterned on the InP substrates. 100nm diameter nanoholes were patterned in arrays

with a side length of 400µm, with pitches of 1, 2, 3 and 4µm. Nanohole arrays with a pitch

of 0.5µm were also patterned, but had a comparatively reduced side length of 200µm. SEM

imaging showed that the typical nanohole diameter after patterning and etching ranged from

~100–130nm. Following measurement of the nanohole diameter, the wafer was cleaved in half

in the direction parallel to the major flat orientation and each half wafer was then individually

cleaned a final time using warm EKC830 in preparation for nanowire growth.

2.4.2 Growth of InP Nanowires

The growth study of InP nanowires at the University of Sheffield was initiated by Dr. Andrew

Foster. The two main aims of this growth study were to initially grow pure phase, stacking-

fault free nanowires and then once this had been achieved, incorporate a NWQD within

each nanowire through growth of a few nms thick region of InAsP. However, owing to time

constraints, growth of InP/InAsP heterostructures was performed for each nanowire sample

so that both aims could be addressed at the same time. In this section, only discussion of

the results from InP samples collaboratively grown and characterised by the author and Dr.

Andrew Foster are presented. Discussion of NWQDs is left to Chapter 3, and so reference to

the attempted incorporation of a thin InAsP emitter within individual nanowires is included

only to help describe the structural and optical features that are observed as a consequence of
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the inclusion of this embedded region. As for GaAs nanowire growth, all InP nanowire growth

discussed in the following sections was performed under the supervision of Dr. Andrey Krysa.

Initial nanowire growth conditions for this study were based upon a report in the literature,

which described that a transition from polytypic nanowires containing many stacking faults to

pure phase InP nanowires could be induced through an appropriate change of both the growth

temperature and the ratio of the III/V source flows [28]. Simply copying the growth conditions

presented in this report, however, was unlikely to yield the same nanowire growth, given the

variability in the growth environment between different MOCVD reactors. Moreover, the

wafers used for nanowire growth in this instance were entirely covered by the SiO2 growth

mask, and so it was assumed that nanowire growth rates would be much higher than those

for the partially covered substrates utilised in Ref [28] (and in the GaAs nanowire growth

presented previously), as a result of the reduced surface area for adatom precipitation. A

range of different growth conditions around those described in Ref [28] were therefore utilised

for nanowire growth here.

Table 2.1 summarises the growth conditions used for three InP nanowire growths performed

during this growth study. Herein they will be referred to as Sample 2D, Sample 2E and

Sample 2F. The source materials supplied by the reactor during InP/InAsP nanowire growth

were trimethlyindium (TMIn), phosphine (PH3) and arsine (AsH3), with H2 implemented as

the carrier gas. Prior to nanowire growth, all samples were first annealed for 9 minutes under

a PH3 overpressure to remove the native oxide from the substrate, along with any organic

contaminants that may have been introduced during the previous processing of the wafer. It

is noted that this annealing time included the time taken to ramp from RT up to the target

annealing temperature. In the following sections, the structural and optical properties of the

nanowires formed on each sample is presented.
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Reference
in text

Sample
MR No.

Anneal
time (s)

Anneal
Temp (°C)

Growth
Temp (°C) Source flows (sccm) Growth time (s)

TMIn PH3 AsH3 InP InAsP InP

2D 3388 540 670 620 0.125 60 12 600 5 60

2E 3389 540 680 680 0.125 60 12 600 5 60

2F 3428 540 680 680 0.13 50 12 240 1.5 60

Table 2.1: Summary of InP sample growth conditions. The anneal time includes the time taken
to ramp to the annealing temperature from RT. Growth times refer to, from left-to-right, the InP
nanowire base, the InAsP segment and the top InP section of the nanowire.

2.4.3 InP Nanowire Characterisation

Figure 2.12 displays representative SEM images of the nanowires formed after growth on

Samples 2D and 2E. These samples were grown using the same precursor flows and growth

times but at different growth temperatures (620°C and 680°C, respectively) to investigate

the impact of temperature on nanowire formation. The nanowire growth direction on both

samples was observed to be perpendicular to the plane of the substrate, with the nanowire

structures composed of hexagonal facets. The relative side lengths for a number of imaged

nanowires were seen to be different, however, resulting in a variety of nanowire geometries that

deviated from the regular hexagonal structures observed after growth of GaAs nanowires in

Section 2.3.2. In the most extreme cases, growth on three of the side facets was almost entirely

suppressed, leading to the formation of nanowires with quasi-triangular cross-section. As seen

in Figure 2.12(d), a number of nanowires with 4µm pitch on these samples also developed

numerous additional facets. Although the exact origin of this variation in nanowire geometry

is unknown, it is posited that it may be a consequence of relatively high nanowire growth

rates. Around the edges of each array, where the growth rate was highest [75], structures

with morphology unlike that seen in the rest of the array were observed on both samples. An

example of this anomalous edge growth is displayed in the inset of Figure 2.12(a).

Another prominent feature of the nanowires grown on these samples was the abrupt change in

the morphology of the InP growth after the introduction of AsH3 to form the InAsP segment
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Figure 2.12: SEM images of nanowire growth on Samples 2D and 2E. (a,b,c,d) Tilted SEM overview
images of Sample 2D for a nanowire pitch of 0.5µm, 1µm, 2µm and 4µm, respectively; (a) (Inset)
Edge of 0.5µm pitch array showing anomalous growth. Scale bar 10µm; (b) (Inset) Zoomed image of
nanowires in array with 1µm pitch highlighting abrupt change in morphology of InP growth observed
after introduction of AsH3 to form the InAsP segment in each nanowire. Scale bar 2µm; (e,f,g,h)
Equivalent images for Sample 2E. Scale bars (a,c-g) 2µm (b,h) 10µm.
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within the nanowires. This is illustrated most clearly in the inset of Figure 2.12(b), although

it was a feature of all nanowires on both samples. It is observed here that the change in

morphology occurs very close to the top of the nanowire, and this is due to the fact that

the introduction of AsH3 into the reactor for this purpose was intentionally left until just

one minute before the end of the nanowire growth, so as to have the least impact on the

structural morphology of the nanowire as possible, whilst still allowing sufficient time for

adequate capping of the InAsP segment. In addition to increasing the nanowire diameter,

after formation of the InAsP segment, a rotation of the hexagonal nanowire cross-section by

90° was observed for a number of nanowires, changing the sidewall orientation from parallel

to the [100] direction to the [211] direction of the InP (111)A substrate [28]. An increase

in nanowire diameter when InP growth is resumed after formation of a thin InAsP region

has been observed previously for nanowire growth using a similar growth approach, although

with a lower temperature during InAsP formation and slightly higher temperature during

InP nanowire growth [4]. Determining the origin of the increased radial growth and observed

structural transformation for these nanowires after InAsP formation will be the subject of

future work with this materials system.

Due to the increased nanowire growth rate at the edges of each array, it was not possible to

determine the heights of nanowires with a pitch of 0.5µm on either sample, but a noticeable

variation in height was clearly observed across the array for this pitch on Sample 2D. Addition-

ally, tapering close to the nanowire tip was seen for nanowires with this pitch on Sample 2D,

but this also varied from nanowire to nanowire. In terms of nanowire morphology, the 1µm

pitch nanowires showed the best uniformity on Sample 2D, although there were still some

obvious defects. For the pitches of 2–4µm, the number of defects and variation in general

nanowire morphology increased with increasing pitch. On Sample 2E, nanowire height was

relatively uniform for all pitches. However, in comparison to Sample 2D, the defect density

was much higher.

The relationship between nanowire pitch and the axial and radial growth rates of nanowires

was noticeably different for the two samples. The axial growth rate for nanowires on Sample
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2D showed no obvious dependence on the pitch for 1µm to 4µm, with an average nanowire

height of ~2.3µm. Using a linear growth rate approximation, this corresponded to a linear

growth rate of ~3.5nm/s, which is comparable to that reported in the literature for a similar

growth approach [4]. Nanowires on Sample 2E were considerably taller, with an average

height of over ~6µm for a pitch of 2µm (due to edge effects, nanowire heights could not be

determined accurately for a pitches below 2µm on this sample), and the axial growth rate

of nanowires on this sample showed a weak dependence on nanowire pitch, increasing with

decreasing nanowire pitch.

The radial growth rate for nanowires on Sample 2D showed an approximately linear rela-

tionship with nanowire pitch, with the average nanowire diameter ranging from ~225nm for

nanowires with a pitch of 0.5µm to ~1600nm for those with a pitch of 4µm. For sample 2E, the

radial growth rates were considerably smaller in comparison to those for Sample 2D, and the

relationship between radial growth rate and pitch showed a more non-linear behaviour, with

a relatively smaller increase in radial growth rate from 0.5µm pitch nanowires to those with a

pitch of 4µm. Average nanowire diameters on Sample 2E ranged from ~150nm (0.5µm pitch)

to ~870nm (4µm pitch). While the more non-linear dependence of the diameter on nanowire

pitch observed for nanowires on Sample 2E is more promising for realisation of nanowires with

diameters small enough that formation of an embedded NWQD is possible at a pitch that

allows for interrogation of individual structures (greater than or equal to ~2µm), the much

faster axial growth rate observed for nanowires on this sample may have an adverse impact

on the ability to form sharp InAsP/InP interfaces within the nanowire structure.

Optical characterisation of nanowires on Samples 2D and 2E was performed using a low

temperature non-resonant µ-PL setup. A schematic outline of the setup is displayed in Fig-

ure 2.13. Each sample was installed in an evacuated continuous flow helium cryostat operating

at T≈10K, with nanowires excited by a 632.8nm HeNe laser. The laser was focused onto the

sample using a 50X microscope objective lens with an NA of 0.42, giving an excitation spot

size of ~2µm. PL spectra was observed to be similar across both samples for all nanowire

pitches.
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Figure 2.13: Simplified schematic diagram of the non-resonant, low-temperature µ-PL setup used for
optical characterisation of nanowire samples. The incident non-resonant laser is directed by a beam
splitter (BS) to an objective lens (50x, NA=0.42) which focuses the light onto the nanowire sample.
The emitted PL from the sample is collected by the same objective lens, transmitted through the
BS and then spectrally resolved using a single grating, 0.5m focal length spectrometer with a liquid
nitrogen cooled charge coupled device (CCD). The spectrometer in this case had two gratings with
600 lines/mm and 1200 lines/mm, respectively, the latter providing a spectral resolution of ~130µeV.
Each nanowire sample was mounted on the copper coldfinger of an evacuated continuous flow helium
cryostat (Cryoindustries) in a vertical geometry, to enable excitation of and PL collection from the top
facet of nanowires. During PL measurements, the coldfinger temperature was ~10K, with the pressure
inside the evacuated chamber ~10−6mbar.

Figure 2.14(a) displays representative PL spectra obtained from a number of separate locations

across an array containing nanowires with 0.5µm pitch on Sample 2D. A broad range of

emission energies were observed in all of the spectra, indicating that the nanowires were

polytypic and consisted of both zinc-blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) InP crystal phases.

Emission occurs over this large spectral range due to the smaller bandgap and large negative

band offset of ZB relative to WZ, which leads to the formation of a type-II heterojunction at

each of the segment interfaces (along the growth direction). The lowest energy PL emission is

governed by recombination of the electron in a bulk ZB region with a hole in the neighbouring

WZ section of the nanowire, whilst the highest energy PL emission corresponds to the direct
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recombination of an electron-hole pair in a WZ segment of the nanowire. Between these two

limits, transitions can take place at any energy, dependent on the axial extent of each of the

ZB/WZ segments in the nanowire. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.14(c). Based

on low temperature band offsets presented previously in the literature, the lower and upper

energy transition limits for polytypic InP nanowires are ~1.36eV and ~1.49eV, respectively

[76]. If any of the ZB or WZ segments in the nanowire are sufficiently short, axial carrier

confinement can occur. Therefore, for a nanowire with an appropriately small diameter,

recombination of confined states in neighbouring ZB/WZ segments may resemble that of a

quantum dot. Indeed, both single photon emission and cascaded photon emission has recently

been demonstrated from such structural arrangements in InP nanowires, which are commonly

referred to as crystal phase quantum dots [30, 77].

The PL emission at energies lower than ~1.36eV observed in Figure 2.14(a) is thought to

correspond to collected photons originating from the lower bandgap InAsP section embedded

within the nanowires. A clearer example of the PL emission detected at energies below this

minimum energy associated with exciton recombination in polytypic InP nanowires is shown

in Figure 2.14(b). No excited states were observed at higher pump powers in this case, so it

is possible that the sharp line emission seen here was due to stacking faults within the InAsP

region.

During SEM imaging of Sample 2E after growth, a number of broken nanowires on the sample

surface that had originated from a nearby 0.5µm pitch array were observed. The exact cause

of this localised detachment of nanowires from the substrate was unknown, but it provided

the opportunity to undertake PL measurements on individual nanowires from this array. In

addition, as the nanowire axis of these broken nanowires was oriented parallel to the plane of

the substrate, probing of the nanowire structure as a function of length could be attempted,

albeit with limited resolution owing to the relative size of the excitation spot (~2µm) and

nanowire length in each case. PL spectra obtained at a number of different locations along

the lengths of three separate broken nanowires (labelled NW-2A, NW-2B and NW-2C) on

Sample 2E are displayed in Figure 2.15. For each nanowire, the excitation spot was manually
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Figure 2.14: InP nanowire PL spectra. (a) Normalised PL spectra collected from different locations
on a 0.5µm pitch array. For clarity, spectra are offset in y; (b) PL spectrum obtained from a 2µm
pitch array; (c) Schematic band diagram illustrating carrier recombination in a polytypic nanowire.
Four possible optical transitions are displayed. Dashed lines denote the confined energy states within
the respective crystal phase. WZ – wurtzite, ZB – zinc-blende, CB – conduction band, VB – valence
band.

scanned along its length using a set of piezo transducers attached to the microscope objective,

which provided full motional control in the x, y and z directions over a small scanning area.

The approximate location along the nanowire of the centre of the excitation spot from which

the the associated PL spectrum was captured is indicated in Figure 2.15(d).
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Figure 2.15: PL spectra from individual broken InP nanowires. (a) Normalised PL spectra obtained
from NW-2A as the excitation spot was scanned along its length; (b,c) Equivalent PL spectra for
NW-2B and NW-2C, respectively; (d) Schematic diagram showing the approximate location along the
nanowire length of the excitation spot centre from which the associated PL spectra for each nanowire
in (a,b,c) was obtained.

For each of the three nanowires, emission at energies lower than ~1.36eV was observed to

become considerably more prevalent as the excitation spot was scanned from one end of the

nanowire to the other. This indicated firstly that each nanowire contained an InAsP segment

and that, as expected from the growth procedure and previous structural characterisation

discussed above, it was localised in a region close to the nanowire tip. Similar to the spec-

trum presented in Figure 2.14(b), when exciting the nanowires at location 1 (where the

InAsP region was presumed to approximately reside) no evidence of state filling behaviour
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was observed at energies below ~1.36eV. Coupled with the fact that there was such a large

spectral range of emission below ~1.36eV when exciting at this location, it was assumed that

the emission seen here was again due to stacking faults within the InAsP region. Due to

the polarisation dependence of light absorption for nanowires in this horizontal orientation

[78, 79], relative to the PL measurements on as-grown nanowires presented previously, higher

excitation powers were required to observe PL emission from the broken nanowires. At these

higher excitation powers, and with a comparitvely larger fraction of the excitation spot ab-

sorbed by the substrate, the emission from the substrate inhibited the characterisation of the

rest of the internal nanowire structure for all three of the nanowires. Some emission corre-

sponding to InP WZ/ZB transitions was observed however, most noticeably when exciting

NW-2A at location 1 where the InAsP segment was thought to be (roughly) located. Whilst

in-depth structural characterisation of the individual broken nanowires on Sample 2E was

restricted by substrate emission, the description of the nanowire internal structure provided

by the PL measurements on the as-grown vertically oriented nanowires was clear enough that

time consuming TEM measurements were not required in this instance.

The observed structural and optical properties of the nanowires on Samples 2D and 2E demon-

strated that further optimisation of the growth conditions was required in order to achieve

the overall aims of the growth study with this materials system. With this in mind, a new

sample was grown utilising a double dilution PH3 channel, which enabled flow rates between

5sccm and 50sccm to be measured. The previously employed flow rate of 60sccm, in contrast,

was at the lower limit of what the mass flow controller monitoring the single dilution PH3

channel could measure. In the report from which the initial growth conditions for this ma-

terials system were based upon, it was demonstrated that, along with an increase in growth

temperature like that between Samples 2D and 2E, the transition from polytypic to pure

single phase nanowires was induced through a reduction in the V/III ratio of the precursors.

Sample 2E therefore was grown with a similar TMIn flow rate to that used in Samples 2D

and 2E, but with a reduced PH3 flow rate of 50sccm. A reduction in the V/III ratio was also

observed to lead to a lowering of both the radial and axial growth rates of nanowires in this
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report. In addition to a change in the V/III ratio, the growth time for the first InP section

of the nanowires was reduced from 9 minutes to 4 minutes on Sample 2F, in an attempt to

reduce the number of defects that were present on Sample 2E.

Figure 2.16 displays representative SEM images of nanowires formed after growth on Sample

2F. While nanowires in the 0.5µm and 1µm pitch arrays showed good height uniformity, the

number of defects in these arrays had increased considerably in comparison to Sample 2E.

Growth was not observed on the SiO2 mask away from the patterned arrays on this sample,

which implies that the defects nucleated within the nanoholes, but for a reason that is unclear,

failed to produce the facets required for nanowire formation. As illustrated in Figure 2.16, the

density of defects was observed to increase with increasing nanowire pitch. For the 0.5µm and

1µm pitch arrays, average nanowire diameters were similar to those on Sample 2E, although a

number of nanowires in the 0.5µm pitch arrays were seen to have diameters down to ~110nm.

The average height of nanowires with 1µm pitch on this sample was measured to be ~3.5µm.

Figure 2.16: Characterisation of nanowires on Sample 2F. Angled SEM images show overviews of (a)
0.5µm pitch, (b) 1µm pitch and (c) 2µm pitch nanowire arrays. Scale bars (a,b) 1µm (c) 2µm; (d)
Normalised PL spectra obtained from four separate locations across a 0.5µm pitch array. For clarity,
spectra are offset in y.
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The significant increase in defect formation observed for Sample 2F relative to 2E, indicates

that there may only exist a very narrow range of conditions for which the PH3 flow rate

can be modified in the pursuit of reducing the nanowire radial and axial growth rates and

still obtaining high nanowire yield on a substrate fully covered by the SiO2 mask. Growth

temperature and the TMIn flow rate are therefore left as the main controls on the nanowire

growth rate in this case. However, another reason for the limited success of this growth run

may have been that the 60sccm flow rate measured by the mass flow controller for Samples

2D and 2E was not accurate (being that it was at lower limit of what could be measured by

this mass flow controller), and the difference in flow rates between the samples was actually

considerably greater. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, it was not possible to address

this issue here.

PL spectra obtained from nanowires with a 0.5µm pitch on Sample 2F are shown in Fig-

ure 2.16(d). An emission peak corresponding to the direct InP WZ free exciton transition

at ~1.49eV is clearly seen in each spectrum, but the nanowires are once again recognised as

polytypic, with emission observed over a broad range of energies below this transition energy,

including emission at energies lower than ~1.36eV which may again be attributed to the InAsP

segment embedded in each of the nanowires.

The results obtained from structural and optical characterisation of Sample 2F show that

further optimisation of the growth conditions is evidently required. However, it is possible that

a combination of pure phase nanowires growing with lower growth rates than was observed for

Samples 2D–2F is simply unattainable on full coverage SiO2 wafers. This is further discussed

in Chapter 5.

2.5 Conclusion

The fabrication and growth of vertical GaAs and InP nanowire arrays using a catalyst-free

approach has been described. For GaAs nanowires, two distinct growth modes were observed

depending on the surface roughness of the planar GaAs growth surrounding the regions covered
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by the SiO2 growth mask. In contrast to most reports in the literature, when planar growth

was observed to be rough, average nanowire height was observed to increase with increasing

nanowire diameter. The high planar growth rate in this growth mode (>0.6nm/s) also influ-

enced the nanowire growth rate, resulting in a height variation across individual arrays and a

maximum average nanowire height of ~285nm. Through alteration of the fabrication proce-

dure, smooth planar growth with a much reduced growth rate (<0.2nm/s) was accomplished.

Nanowire formation in this growth mode followed the expected height-diameter dependence

behaviour, and height uniformity was dramatically improved in comparison to that observed

when planar GaAs growth was rough. Nanowires were also considerably taller in this growth

mode, a result thought be caused by the decreased planar growth rate. Unlike axial growth,

the influence of the planar growth surface roughness on nanowire radial growth was minimal,

with radial growth observed to be strongly suppressed for all GaAs nanowire samples.

Taking into account the influence of planar growth on the reproducibility of GaAs nanowire

growth, InP nanowire growth was performed on substrates fully covered by the SiO2 growth

mask. Control of nanowire growth rate on these full coverage substrates, however, proved

to be much more challenging. Considerable variation in nanowire geometry across individual

arrays was observed and at the edges of arrays, where the growth rate was highest, normal

nanowire growth was typically replaced by unstructured growth. Although nanowire radial

growth rate was observed to decrease with increasing growth temperature, both axial growth

rates and defect density were seen to increase. A first attempt at reducing the axial growth

rate and formation of defects at the highest growth temperature through reduction of the

PH3 flow during growth did not succeed. PL measurements also revealed that nanowires on

all InP samples were polytypic. Therefore, further growth studies are required in order to

obtain uniform arrays of pure phase nanowires with a much reduced defect density.
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Chapter 3

Tailoring the Emission Properties of

GaAs/InGaAs Nanowire

Heterostructures Using

Cross-Section Morphology Control

3.1 Introduction

Bottom-up growth techniques provide a number of appealing properties which make them of

great interest for the development of nanowire-based light sources. These include the abil-

ity to both incorporate within the nanowire quantum dots (NWQD) exhibiting very narrow

line-widths [5] and lithographically define the nanowire growth sites to enable formation of

position-controlled single photon sources [6, 51] at the array-scale [7]. The layer-by-layer

nature of bottom-up nanowire growth also naturally leads to the formation of an on-axis

NWQD, ensuring efficient coupling of the NWQD emission to the fundamental guided mode

of the nanowire. In addition, the incorporation of a NWQD within a nanowire enables tailor-

ing of the optical emission properties of the NWQD through appropriate engineering of the
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surrounding structure. Significant progress has been made in this regard, with the collection

efficiency of NWQD emission into a single mode fibre exceeding 90% for deliberately tapered

nanowire structures possessing dimensions optimised for a high photon emission rate into the

fundamental optical mode [80].

As well as enhancing NWQD brightness and photon extraction efficiency, nanowire parameters

can also be modified to tailor the polarisation properties of NWQD emission. Typically,

nanowires formed through epitaxial growth exhibit a nominally cylindrical symmetry within

the limits determined by the crystalline side facets developed during the growth process. As

a consequence, the fundamental mode of the nanowire is quasi-degenerate and the nanowire

structure supports two orthogonal linearly polarised modes. By altering the aspect ratio of the

nanowire cross-section, the confinement strength of each mode within the nanowire structure

can be controlled, providing potential for funnelling of the NWQD emission exclusively into

a single linearly polarised mode. Coupling of single photons to a single optical mode of well

defined energy and polarisation constitutes a model system for quantum optics experiments

and provides the basis for attainment of advanced quantum information processing networks

[10, 81, 82]. Experimental demonstration of nanowires with anisotropic cross-section has been

achieved by top-down etching through a planar wafer [83], but this type of approach cannot

produce the high quality nanowire facets enabled by bottom-up nanowire growth, nor can

it easily allow for radial overgrowth of a shell passivation layer for reduction of the rate of

non-radiative recombination via surface states.

In this chapter, polarisation control of the emission from an embedded on-axis NWQD in

nanowires formed using a (catalyst-free) selective-area growth technique is demonstrated for

the first time. Polarisation control is provided through the ability to determine the cross-

section morphology of the nanowire prior to growth. The EBL patterning scheme and growth

conditions that enable formation of nanowires with anisotropic cross-section are discussed in

Section 3.3. PL measurements reveal that light emitted by an embedded quantum emitter

within these elongated structures is strongly linearly polarised. As a means of describing the

origins of this observation, the modal properties of infinite waveguides with anisotropic cross-
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section are analysed in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, the development of the growth scheme

based on this modal analysis is described and results from PL measurements undertaken

on NWQDs formed in optimised structures with elongated cross-section are presented. Fi-

nally, the broadband nature of the polarisation control exhibited by these elongated nanowire

structures is demonstrated through 3D FDTD simulations in Section 3.6.

In the next section, a brief overview of NWQDs is presented, along with a discussion of the

methods by which NWQD emission can be tailored through manipulation of the surrounding

nanowire structure.

3.2 Background

3.2.1 Nanowire Quantum Dots

The unique optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots (QD) make them excellent

building blocks for quantum photonic applications and their use has become widespread in

the development of new light sources for nano-optoelectronic devices over the past few decades.

Semiconductor QDs are most commonly formed via the Stranski-Krastanow (SK) technique

[84], which involves the bottom-up epitaxial growth of a layer of semiconductor material on

the surface of a lattice mismatched substrate composed of a semiconductor material that

has a larger bandgap energy. SK growth enables formation of well-confined QDs exhibiting

high quality optical properties [85], and successful demonstrations of single photon emission

[86], quantum entanglement of emitted photons [87, 88] and measurements of cavity quan-

tum electrodynamics [89] have been achieved with QD structures formed using this approach.

However, although SK growth provides an ideal platform for study of novel phenomena from

individual QDs, the random distribution of both size and location of QDs formed in this man-

ner requires cumbersome post-selection of QDs with a desired location and emission properties

for device integration. This presents an insurmountable barrier to significant scale-up, which

is necessary, for example, to realise solid state implementations of quantum information pro-
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tocols [9]. Consequently, much recent research in this area has centred around alternative QD

growth techniques which allow for control over QD location and size.

One system that holds great promise in this regard involves incorporation of a QD within a

vertical nanowire structure. As described in Chapter 2, deterministic control of nanowire lo-

cation may be enabled through lithographic definition of the nanowire growth location, which

in turn also grants the ability control the location of the incorporated nanowire quantum dot

(NWQD). Although NWQDs have been demonstrated in a number of different configurations

[90, 91] the most prominent consists of an axial heterostructure in the arrangement A/B/A,

where the B section exhibits quantum confinement. NWQDs in this configuration grow epi-

taxially in a layer-by-layer fashion, and so control of the NWQD dimensions is provided in

the lateral direction by the diameter of the nanowire at the time of NWQD formation and

the axial direction by the NWQD growth time. The combination of this layer-by-layer growth

and the small diameter range of the host nanowire structure also means that any lattice mis-

match in heteroepitaxy is relieved much more effectively compared to SK QD growth. This

allows for a much wider choice of material combinations as, unlike for SK QD growth which

always produces a strained QD, lattice mismatch between the nanowire and NWQD materials

is not a pre-requisite [92]. Another advantage of incorporating a QD in a nanowire is that

the columnar structure of the nanowire acts to enhance the efficiency of light extraction from

the NWQD. In contrast, photonic coupling to external optics for QDs embedded in a bulk

matrix (SK growth) is highly inefficient on account of the large disparity between the refrac-

tive index of the matrix material and air/vacuum [90]. It has also been demonstrated that

NWQDs grown in the (111) direction can have a theoretically vanishingly small fine structure

splitting [93], which is an essential requirement for obtaining entangled photon pairs through

the biexciton-exciton cascade.

Irrespective of the specific growth process (MBE, MOCVD, catalysed or non-catalysed, etc.)

formation of a NWQD in an axial heterostructure configuration proceeds in the following

manner: Nanowire growth is started with material A. After a certain time and for a selected

nanowire length, the growth sources are altered and axial growth continues with a different
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lower bandgap material B. When the desired length of the segment of material B is reached, the

growth conditions are switched back to those used for nanowire formation. Growth eventually

stops, leaving a nanowire composed of material A containing an embedded segment composed

of material B. This formation process is depicted schematically in Figure 3.1. In order to realise

a QD within the nanowire, the diameter of the nanowire at the point at which growth of the

embedded segment occurs must be sufficiently small such that carriers are confined radially

with the segment. Axial confinement is achieved by restricting the segment growth time so

that it does not exceed ~1–10nm in height.

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the growth process for formation of an axial NWQD. (a) Initially,
a nanowire is grown on a host substrate; (b) different elements are then introduced into the growth
reactor for a short time to form a small region of semiconductor that has a lower bandgap than the
nanowire base – this constitutes the NWQD; (c) following formation of the NWQD, growth continues
with the original nanowire material; (d) if desired, after the targeted nanowire height is reached it may
then be radially capped to passivate surface states.

The majority of axial NWQDs reported in the literature are those formed via the VLS growth

mode, with demonstrations spanning a wide range of semiconductor materials combinations,

including InGaAs/GaAs [94], GaAsP/GaP [95], GaN/AlN [96] and InAsP/InP where the

most promising results with regards to exciton coherence times have been achieved to date

[5, 97, 98]. Typically, however, properties of only a few NWQDs are described in these reports,

and there is no reference to the overall uniformity of the sample. In addition, nanowires
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are either randomly distributed on the sample or grown in very close proximity (a notable

exception of this situation are the NWQD samples characterised by the Delft group [5, 97, 98]).

With respect to both scale-up and isolation of single QDs for device applications, this presents

challenges similar to those experienced for QDs formed by SK growth. In contrast, as nanowire

growth locations are lithographically defined prior to the growth process, catalyst-free NWQD

growth is an inherently position-controlled growth approach. Catalyst-free growth also offers

the potential for higher quality axial interfaces and thus better confinement of carriers within

the NWQD as it does not suffer from the catalyst ’reservoir effect’ typically observed in VLS

growth [41, 42]. In addition, using a catalyst-free growth approach for NWQD formation

prevents the possibility of catalyst contamination of the nanowire, which may have a negative

impact on the optoelectronic properties of both the nanowire and NWQD [39, 40].

Although, in comparison to VLS growth, progress in catalyst-free NWQD growth has been

markedly slower, NWQDs exhibiting narrow emission linewidths in the InP/InAsP [4] and

InGaAs/GaAs [6, 45] materials systems have been demonstrated. Furthermore, evidence of

photon antibunching from individual InGaAs NWQDs embedded in homogeneous arrays of

GaAs nanowires has been observed [7], providing a promising route for growth of uniform,

readily scalable single photon sources. A similar growth approach to that described in Ref [7]

is utilised for formation of the axial heterostructures presented in the following sections.

3.2.2 Tailoring of NWQD emission

In addition to providing deterministic control over the shape and location of QDs, the axial

heterostructure configuration described in the previous section also enables tailoring of the

optical properties of an embedded NWQD through modification of the surrounding nanowire

structure.

In the most simple case, a dramatic transformation in the brightness and emission direction-

ality of an on-axis NWQD can be achieved by varying the diameter of the nanowire host.

Such a transformation occurs as a result of the change in the fraction of NWQD emission that
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is coupled to the fundamental waveguide mode of the nanowire when the nanowire diameter

is varied [99–101]. Calculations show that when the ratio between the nanowire diameter

and NWQD emission wavelength is equal to 0.22, the coupling of the NWQD emission to

the fundamental waveguide mode is at its highest and the brightness and directionality of

the QD is maximised. For a particular nanowire diameter, the fraction of NWQD emission

coupled to the fundamental mode also remains high (>90%) over a broadband wavelength

range. This configuration therefore offers an advantage over placing a QD in a nanocavity,

where enhancement of the QD emission rate can only typically be sustained over a very small

wavelength range.

Although appropriate tailoring of the nanowire diameter can enhance the NWQD brightness

and emission directionality, photons strongly confined in this sub-wavelength sized waveguide

will scatter at large angles when leaving the nanowire end facet, severely limiting the collection

efficiency of the emitted light [99]. For realisation of a truly deterministic single-photon

source, a near-unity light collection efficiency is a fundamental requirement [98]. A significant

increase in collection efficiency can be achieved by smoothly reducing the nanowire diameter

from the NWQD location to the top facet the nanowire diameter [102]. In these needle-

like structures, adiabatic conversion of the fundamental mode into a strongly deconfined

mode occurs, resulting in the production of a comparatively narrower and more Gaussian

far-field emission pattern [101]. The smoother the tapering of the structure is, the greater

the enhancement of the collection efficiency, and structures with tapering angles down to

~1° have been experimentally realised, resulting in a reported single-mode fibre collection

efficiency above 90% [80].

Nanowire morphology can also be engineered to manipulate the polarisation of NWQD emis-

sion. Owing to the cross-section symmetry of the structure, the fundamental optical mode of

a waveguide with a cylindrical cross-section consists of two degenerate guided modes with or-

thogonal linear polarisation. By implementing a nanowire with anisotropic cross-section, the

relative coupling strength of the NWQD emission to each of the two orthogonal modes can be

controlled. Experimental demonstration of nanowires with anisotropic cross-section, formed
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by top-down etching through a semiconductor mesa structure, has been previously reported

and showed that only a relatively small increase in lateral aspect ratio is required for emission

from an embedded QD to be strongly linearly polarised when collected from the nanowire

top-facet [83]. Such a system would be particularly advantageous for a number of quantum

information processing applications requiring linearly polarised photons for their operation,

such as entanglement based protocols for quantum key distribution [103, 104], reducing the

inevitable losses introduced by using linear polarisation optics. As described in the previous

section, however, the random location of the self-assembled QDs in this type of approach ne-

cessitates considerable time searching for a nanowire-QD combination with suitable structural

and optical properties, and is thus incompatible with scale-up. The inability to control QD

location also results in a suppression of the QD emission rate, which is maximised when the

emitter is centred on the nanowire axis [98]. In addition, the surface damage resulting from

the etching process can reduce the optical quality of the embedded QD by creating a defective

interface which acts as a trap for fluctuating charges [105]. Subsequent surface passivation is

also difficult to achieve for these etched structures.

In the following sections, a technique for bottom-up growth of GaAs nanowires with anisotropic

cross-section is presented. Appropriate tailoring of the nanowire cross-section dimensions is

shown to result in the observation of strongly linearly polarised emission from an InGaAs

axial segment grown within these elongated structures. This work represents the first demon-

stration of emission polarisation control in this manner using a catalyst-free growth approach

and presents a promising route for the formation of uniform arrays of linearly polarised single

photon sources. It should be noted that some of the results presented in the following sections

have been published elsewhere [106].
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3.3 Linearly Polarised Emission from Elongated

GaAs/InGaAs Nanowire Heterostructures

3.3.1 Sample Fabrication and Growth

Catalyst-free bottom-up growth of GaAs/InGaAs nanowire heterostructures has been exten-

sively studied at the University of Sheffield, resulting in the experimental demonstration of

position-controlled NWQDs which show evidence of single photon emission [7]. Of interest

therefore, was investigating methods by which this bottom-up growth technique could be de-

veloped further. An initial attempt at developing this growth approach (outlined in Chapter

2) involved the fabrication of pairs of nanoholes with varying separation to determine the

minimum separation between pairs that could be implemented and still achieve successful

individual nanowire growth. For nanowires in appropriately close proximity, there is the

potential for optical interaction between single NWQDs in each individual structure. It is

noted that growth of multiple spatially separate NWQDs along the axial direction of a single

nanowire structure has been previously demonstrated using the same growth approach [7].

A schematic overview of the nanohole pair arrangement adopted for nanowire growth on

Sample 3A∗ is displayed in Figure 3.2(a). As was the case for single nanowire growth presented

in Chapter 2, the separation between each nanohole pair was set at 4µm, whilst the separation,

x, between individual nanoholes forming the pair was varied from 0nm upto 200nm. As a

result of the small separation between them, enlargement of individual nanoholes caused by

EBL patterning proximity effects was observed after fabrication. This enlargement was of

particular importance for patterned pair separations of zero, as it caused the resultant holes

to be overlapped. For a patterned nanohole diameter of ~100nm, a final nanohole diameter

of ~130nm was typically observed.

∗Sample 3A corresponds to growth sample reference MR3352 grown by Dr. Andrew Foster [55].
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Nanowire growth on Sample 3A followed the same bottom-up growth process utilising low

pressure MOCVD as described previously in Chapter 2. The substrate was first annealed

for 9 minutes under an AsH3 overpressure at 780°C. In preparation for growth, the temper-

ature was then lowered to 750°C, with the AsH3 overpressure maintained. Nanowire growth

commenced with the simultaneous closure of the AsH3 overpressure supply channel, and in-

troduction into the reactor of TMGa with a flow rate of 33sccm and AsH3 with a flow rate of

15sccm maintained by a double dilution channel. After 3 minutes of GaAs growth, TMIn was

then introduced into the reactor for ~3s in an attempt to form an InGaAs NWQD within indi-

vidual nanowire structures. Unlike TMGa (and AsH3), TMIn is a solid source, and therefore

the concentration of indium within a certain (H2) carrier gas flow can fluctuate over time.

This meant that, between growth runs, the the carrier gas flow through the TMIn source

bubbler had to be varied in order to achieve the measured concentration of TMIn that was

desired for NWQD formation. For this growth run, the measured TMIn concentration was

approximately 0.02% in a total H2 flow of 200sccm. Based on the results from previously

characterised InGaAs quantum wells grown in the MR350 reactor used for nanowire growth,

this concentration was estimated to produce an InGaAs NWQD with a ~20% indium fraction.

Nanowire growth was then completed by switching off the TMIn source and continuing GaAs

growth, using the same TMGa and AsH3 flow rates as those used previously, for a further 7

minutes. At the end of the nanowire growth, with the TMGa channel closed, the AsH3 flow

rate was switched back to that used during the pre-growth annealing step (40sccm) and, in

an effort to to provide a degree of surface passivation of the nanowire sidewalls, a PH3 flow

of 300sccm was simultaneously introduced into the reactor as the sample cooled down. Using

these growth conditions, a sequence of growth modes correlating to the separation between a

nanohole pair were observed.

When the nanohole pair separation was sufficiently large, individual nanowires were suc-

cessfully realised with measured edge-to-edge separations down to ~10nm. An example of

a nanowire pair formed in this configuration after growth is shown in Figure 3.2(b). The

nanowires in this instance had a height of ~2µm and a diameter of ~190nm, corresponding
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to radial growth of ~30nm. It was found that, for the same fabricated nanohole size, the

diameter and height of an individual nanowire forming a pair was not the same as that for an

isolated single nanowire grown on the same sample. This is thought to be a result of the close

proximity of the individual nanowires in a pair, which alters the growth dynamics around the

pair site [65].

As nanohole separation was decreased, the resulting nanowire growth initially became ran-

dom, switching between formation of non-uniform pairs and single amorphous structures as

displayed in Figure 3.2(c). Further reduction of the nanohole separation beyond a critical

point, however, led to complete suppression of pair growth and instead single structures with

an elongated cross-section were formed. An example of one of these elongated structures is

shown in Figure 3.2(d).

Figure 3.2: Nanowire growth from closely spaced nanohole pairs. (a) Schematic diagram of nanohole
pair arrangement adopted for nanowire growth on Sample 3A. The edge-to-edge separation between
individual nanoholes constituting a pair, x is varied from 0nm upto 200nm, with the separation between
each pair fixed at 4µm; SEM images show, as a function of decreasing x, (b) a nanowire pair with
edge-to-edge separation of ~10nm, (c) random growth, with formation of non-uniform pairs and single
amorphous structures, (d) a single structure with elongated cross-section. The lower panels in (b)
and (d) display the nanohole pair layout from which the resulting structures above were formed. (b,d)
Upper scale bars 200nm, lower scale bars 100nm. (c) Scale bar 5µm. Image reproduced with permission
from [55].
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Comparison of fabricated nanohole separation and resulting nanowire structure after growth

revealed that an elongated nanowire was only formed if either the edges of the nanoholes were

touching or they were overlapped. In the first case, the initial pyramidal islands which form

separately within the nanoholes are thought to coalesce immediately upon the development

of the vertical nanowire facets, which leads to a single elongated nanowire rather than the

unstructured growth observed in Figure 3.2(c). As well as those oriented in the [211] direction

(90° relative to the major-flat orientation), nanohole pairs were also fabricated in the [011] (0°

relative to the major-flat orientation) direction on this sample. For the elongated structures

formed along the [211] direction, the dimension in the direction perpendicular to this orienta-

tion (and the nanowire axis) was defined by the nanohole diameter (and radial growth), and

was measured to be ~180nm.

In the direction of elongation, the length was a function of the extent to which the nanoholes

were overlapped and was found to have a maximum value of ~300nm (nanohole edges just

touching). The volume of material deposited for the single elongated structures formed along

this direction was therefore approximately the same as that for a pair of nanowires in close

proximity. For structures formed along the [011] direction, the development of {110} facets

during growth leads to elongated structures with a different cross-section profile when com-

pared to those in the [211] direction and more importantly a much reduced cross-section

aspect ratio. Figure 3.3 displays top-down SEM images of elongated nanowires formed along

the [211] and [011] direction (from a nanohole pair), respectively, alongside a schematic outline

of the posited arrangement of the individual nanowires that constitute the single elongated

structure in each instance. It is important to note here that as nanowire formation proceeds

via layer-by-layer assembly of material during growth, the InGaAs axial structure in an elon-

gated nanowire is likely itself to have a cross-section which is anisotropic, with the level of

anisotropy dependent on the dimensions of the surrounding nanowire.
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Figure 3.3: Top-down SEM images of nanowires with elongated cross-section formed from orthogonally
oriented nanohole pairs with x≈0nm (i.e. edges just touching). The coloured outlines in the right hand
panels depict the posited arrangement of the individual nanowires that constitute the single elongated
structure in each of the left hand panels. It is observed that as well as possessing a different cross-
section profile, the nanowire elongated along the [011] direction (bottom-panels) also has a much
reduced cross-section aspect ratio when compared to the structure formed along the [211] direction
(top-panels). SEM images taken with permission from [55].

3.3.2 PL Measurements

To characterise the influence of nanowire morphology on the emission properties of the em-

bedded InGaAs region, polarisation-dependent PL measurements were undertaken on two

orthogonally oriented elongated nanowires with the same dimensions as those labelled in

Figure 3.3, and a nanowire with normal hexagonal cross-section from the same sample. Mea-

surements were obtained using the µ-PL setup shown in Figure 2.13, with the addition of a

linear polariser with high extinction ratio (>108) and a half-wave plate into the collection

path. The half-wave plate was included to take into account the polarisation sensitivity of the

spectrometer and ensure all light passing through the polariser (at a particular polarisation

angle) was collected by the CCD.
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The non-polarised, low power PL emission obtained from the embedded InGaAs region in

each of the elongated nanowires is displayed in the left hand panels of Figure 3.4(a) and

Figure 3.4(b). Overall, the fraction of elongated nanowires that were observed to contain an

optically active emitter on this sample was less than 50%, indicating that further optimisation

of the growth procedure for these structures was needed. For each orientation, the ground

state PL emission peaks at low excitation powers are relatively broad with a FWHM on the

order of several meV. This was thought to be a result of a reduction in carrier confinement

caused by the radial extension of the InGaAs region in these elongated structures.

For each of the three nanowire morphologies, polarisation-resolved PL spectra were taken

in 15° angular steps, using a ~5s accumulation time. The instability of the optical setup

meant that, at each angular step, it was necessary to realign the excitation laser spot onto the

nanowire through observation of a maximised signal on the CCD. Realignment of the laser

on each nanowire was only possible however, by increasing the excitation power (to obtain

an adequate count rate in ~1s), which resulted in additional broadening of each ground state

emission line as illustrated in the right hand panels of Figure 3.4(a) and Figure 3.4(b). The

acquired spectra at each angular step were then integrated (with the background count rate

subtracted) over the wavelength range encompassing the observed PL emission peak from the

InGaAs structure in each nanowire.

Figure 3.5 displays a plot of the normalised polarisation-dependent (integrated) PL intensity

for each of the three nanowire morphologies. The scatter in data points was caused by the in-

stability of the optical system used for PL measurements as described above. From this figure,

it is clearly observed that the emission behaviour from the InGaAs region in the nanowires

with elongated cross-section is notably different from that of a normal hexagonal nanowire.

Light emitted from a nanowire with elongated cross-section is observed to be strongly linearly

polarised, with the orientation of polarisation coincident with the axis of elongation. Similar

emission behaviour has been reported previously in the case of SK grown QDs embedded in

etched nanopillars with anisotropic cross-section [83]. For a normal hexagonal nanowire, the

emission shows instead only weak linear polarisation.
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Figure 3.4: Non-polarised PL emission from an embedded InGaAs region within an elongated nanowire
structure. (a) PL spectrum obtained from a elongated nanowire formed in the [211] direction at (left-
panel) low excitation power (~2nW) and (right-panel) higher excitation power (~230nW) corresponding
to that used for polarisation-dependent measurements; (b) Same as (a) but for an elongated nanowire
formed in the [011] direction. Excitation powers used for this nanowire were (left-panel) ~1nW and
(right-panel) ~80nW, respectively. Images taken with permission from [55].

Figure 3.5: Normalised, polarisation-resolved PL measurements for three different nanowire morpholo-
gies. Integrated PL intensity for a normal hexagon (green triangles) and elongated nanowires oriented
in the [211] direction (blue circles) and [011] direction (red circles) is displayed as a function of polariser
collection angle. Solid lines depict cosine curve fits to the data. Emission is collected from the top
facet of each nanowire, as illustrated in the annotated SEM image on the left of the figure. Scale bars
200nm. SEM images taken with permission from [55].
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The degree of polarisation (DOP) for the three nanowire morphologies is quantified using

the ratio DOP = (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin), where Imin and Imax are the minimum and

maximum integrated PL intensities, respectively. For the elongated nanowire oriented along

the [211] direction, this value was calculated to be ~61%, while for the nanowire oriented

along the [011] direction it was ~72%. The DOP value calculated for a normal nanowire was

observed to vary slightly from nanowire to nanowire, with an average value of ~10%. This

agrees with previous observations made for hexagonal nanowires containing InAsP NWQDs

[107].

In order to explain the results obtained above, and determine the dependence of nanowire

cross-section anisotropy on the extent to which emission from the embedded InGaAs region

is linearly polarised, analysis of the modal properties of these structures was performed. The

results of this analysis are presented in the following section.

3.4 Modal Properties of Infinite Waveguides with

Hexagonal Cross-Section

The angular frequency, w and wavevector, k of an electromagnetic mode are related by ω =

c|k| = c
√
k2

x + k2
y + k2

z , where kx, ky and kz are orthogonal components of |k| and c is the

speed of light. In free-space, electromagnetic modes correspond to plane waves; for a certain

value of kz, kx and ky can take any value, meaning ω is always greater than or equal to the

light line ω = ckz. This continuous spectrum of electromagnetic modes forms the light cone,

a region which defines solutions of Snell’s law [108].

Introduction of a planar structure with refractive index, ns leads to the generation of a new set

of electromagnetic modes that exist below the light line. As ns > nfree-space, these modes have

lower frequencies relative to the corresponding modes in free-space and are localised within

the region of the structure. Defining k|| and k⊥ as the wavevectors parallel and perpendicular

to the interface between the planar structure and free-space, the only modes in free-space
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below the light line ω = ck‖ are those with imaginary k⊥, which correspond to fields that

decay exponentially away from the structure. This localisation of the fields in the direction

perpendicular to the interface leads to the formation of a set of discrete ‘index-guided’ modal

frequencies below the light line, ωm(k||).

Consider first as a simple nanowire approximation, an infinite cylindrical GaAs (nGaAs=3.45)

waveguide with circular cross-section surrounded by an air (n=1) cladding. The series of

lowest-order index-guided modes for this system, calculated using the MIT photonic bands

(MPB) software package [109], are displayed in Figure 3.6(a). For quantum information

applications, coupling of the emission from a quantum emitter into a single electromagnetic

mode is desired [110–113], but here the fundamental guided mode (diameter to wavelength

ratio, a/λ < 0.233) is two-fold degenerate as a result of the symmetry of the structure. This

symmetry can be broken through elongation of the structure along one of its cross-section axes,

which lifts the fundamental mode degeneracy and creates two orthogonally linearly polarised

modes oriented along the major and minor axes, Mx and My. For a particular wavelength,

changing the aspect ratio of the elongated structure by only a moderate amount (∼2:1) leads

to a large optical anisotropy; the majority of My is expelled into the air cladding whilst Mx

remains tightly confined inside the structure. The dispersion relation and modal electric field

profiles for this situation are depicted in Figure 3.6(b) and Figure 3.6(c). A dipole emitter

within this structure will therefore preferentially couple to this single mode, with the coupling

efficiency being maximised when the emitter is on-axis, where the strength of the electric field

of Mx, Ex is greatest.

The experimental realisation of linearly polarised quantum light sources that exploit the

optical anisotropy described above, has been reported for the case of etched nanowires [83].

In this top-down approach, there is potential for bright, high quality single photon emission

from the top of the nanowire structure as QDs can be grown using well-established techniques

(e.g. SK growth by MBE) and their axial location within the structure can easily be defined,

allowing integration of a distributed Bragg reflector or equivalent [114] However, due to the

limitations in controlling the radial position of the embedded QD in this type of system,
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Figure 3.6: Modal analysis for infinite GaAs waveguides (surrounded by air cladding) with circular
and elliptical cross-section. (a) Dispersion relation for a cylindrical waveguide with diameter a. The x-
axis and y-axis are in dimensionless units, with wavevector k spanning the range of the first Brillouin
zone. Two-tone dashed lines correspond to doubly degenerate modes and the blue shaded region
indicates the frequency range in which only the fundamental mode is supported by the waveguide; (b)
Fundamental mode dispersion relation for an elliptical waveguide with minor axis length a and aspect
ratio of 2:1 (x-polarised mode red line, y-polarised mode blue dashed line). The fundamental mode for
the cylindrical waveguide in (a) (red and blue dashed line) is displayed for comparison; (c) In-plane
electric field components associated with the x and y polarised modes, Mx and My, for the elliptical
waveguide modelled in (b) at frequency f=a/λ≈0.151 (indicated by black dashed line in (b)). The field
components are normalised in such a way that

∫
ε|E x,y|2 d2x=1, where the integral is calculated over

the infinite plane perpendicular to the waveguide axis, z and ε is the relative dielectric permittivity at
each point across the plane. The development of the electric field for Mx and My in the y-direction at
x=0 is depicted on the right of each plot.

efficient coupling between the QD and the fundamental Mx mode is difficult to achieve. The

surface damage induced by the etching process can also degrade both the optical quality and

emission rate of the embedded QD.

Bottom-up growth of nanowire-QD structures in contrast, naturally leads to the creation of

an on-axis embedded emitter and high quality sidewalls. The facet-led growth process in this

system however, restricts the extent to which the morphology of the nanowire can be modified,

and so a cylindrical nanowire cannot be obtained. Figure 3.7(a) displays the dispersion relation
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for an infinite wire with hexagonal cross-section, along with that for the previously modelled

cylindrical wire above for comparison. It is observed that the shift to a hexagonal morphology

only marginally lifts the degeneracy of the fundamental mode, and so the previous modal

analysis carried out on the cylindrical wires above provides an appropriate approximation for

these faceted structures. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 3.7(c), which display

the dispersion relation and modal electric field profiles for an elongated hexagonal structure

with an aspect ratio of 2:1. Although the x and y modes are shifted slightly in frequency

when compared to an elliptical structure of the same aspect ratio, the evolution of the modes

with wavevector k, is almost identical.

The dispersion relations and modal electric field profiles above are useful in providing a

qualitative description of the degree of confinement at a particular wavelength for each of the

linearly polarised modes, but in order to better characterise how the aspect ratio of the cross-

section influences this degree of confinement, it is more relevant to measure the fraction of

the mode energy that is contained within the nanowire (FME). Figure 3.8 displays the FME

as a function of frequency for nanowires with an aspect ratio of 1.5:1, 2:1 and 3:1 respectively.

Though the modification of one of the lateral dimensions of the nanowire affects the degree of

confinement of the mode along the other (i.e. they are not entirely independent parameters),

as the nanowire becomes more anisotropic, the relative confinement of the two modes becomes

progressively disparate. Therefore, increasing the aspect ratio should presumably lead to a

more efficient coupling between an embedded emitter and the single linearly polarised mode

along x. However, the radial dimensions of catalyst-free NWQDs are governed primarily by

the dimensions of the surrounding nanowire, and so in order to successfully realise a NWQD

with appropriate lateral confinement of carriers, there must be a limitation on the length of

the longest dimension of the nanowire. The facet-led nature of nanowire formation may also

prohibit the maximum aspect ratio that can be achieved during growth.

To illustrate both the rise in the disparity between the FME for the two linearly polarised

modes as the aspect ratio is increased and how modifying one of the lateral dimensions of the

nanowire affects the degree of confinement of the mode along the other, the approximate FME
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Figure 3.7: Nanowire fundamental mode analysis. (a) Dispersion relations for the fundamental modes
of infinite nanowires with circular and hexagonal cross-sections. The inset highlights the weak non-
degeneracy of the fundamental mode in the hexagonal case; (b) Fundamental mode dispersion relation
for an elongated hexagonal nanowire with short axis length a and aspect ratio of 2:1 (x-polarised
mode: orange line, y-polarised mode: green dashed line). The fundamental mode for the regular
hexagonal nanowire in (a) (green and orange dashed line) is displayed for comparison; (c) In-plane
electric field components associated with the x and y polarised modes, Mx and My, for the elongated
nanowire modelled in (b) at frequency f=a/λ≈0.140 (indicated by black dashed line in (b)). Again,
the development of the electric field for Mx and My in the y-direction at x=0 is depicted on the right
of each plot.

values for each mode associated with a nanowire structure of minor axis length a=100nm at

the mode wavelength λM=860nm, for each of the aspect ratios displayed in Figure 3.8, are

presented in Table 3.1. These parameters were chosen to reflect the intended minor axis length

of the structures (from the patterned nanohole sizes) in Section 3.3.1 and the approximate

PL emission wavelengths measured in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.8: Fraction of modal energy for Mx and My contained inside nanowires with aspect ratios of
(a) 1.5:1, (b) 2:1 and (c) 3:1 (where 1=a=100nm), as a function of frequency. The black dashed lines
on each plot signify the relative mode energy fractions, FME at f=a/λM=100nm/860nm≈0.116 for
each aspect ratio, the values of which are stated in Table 3.1.

Aspect Ratio xFME (%) yFME (%)

1.5:1 10 3

2:1 67 6

3:1 94 11

Table 3.1: Approximate values of FME for x and y modes associated with nanowire structures of
varying cross-section aspect ratios at λM=860nm. Here 1=a=100nm.

The calculated values in Table 3.1 suggest that the aspect ratio which best satisfies the

conditions of maximum emitter-mode coupling efficiency combined with reduced NWQD size

is the ratio of 2:1. Although there is only a small difference in size along the long axis,
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the difference between xFME and yFME (and also the confinement of xFME at this mode

wavelength) for the ratio of 1.5:1 relative to 2:1 is significant, whereas those of 3:1 and 2:1 are

comparatively small considering the larger difference in size.

The modal analysis presented above provides an insight into the origins of the linearly po-

larised PL emission observed from the elongated nanowire structures described in the previous

section. However, the DOP value calculated for the structure oriented along the [011̄] direc-

tion is both much higher than expected from the results determined here and higher than the

DOP value calculated for the more anisotropic structure oriented along the [211] direction.

One plausible explanation for this discrepancy between theory and experiment is that the

intrinsic properties of the embedded InGaAs emitter also have an influence on the form of the

PL emission that is collected from the top of the nanowire. Linearly polarised PL emission

has previously been reported for the case of elongated QDs [10, 115], and due to the nature of

NWQD formation in bottom-up growth, it is reasonable to assume that the NWQDs in these

structures are themselves elongated to a certain degree. Tailoring the degree of elongation for

a NWQD in this system is challenging though, and the extent to which a particular NWQD

geometry influences the emission is not clear. The ability to control the polarisation through

nanowire morphology therefore is a more appealing option, and recognising the limits on mor-

phology control that could be achieved with the previously implemented growth approach, a

new scheme was developed as discussed in the following section.

3.5 Development of the Growth Scheme

It was observed in the previous sample (Sample 3A) that formation of a single elongated

structure only occurred during growth when the separation between the nanoholes constituting

a nanohole pair was smaller than a certain threshold value (~10nm). This therefore sets

an upper boundary on the amount of cross-section anisotropy that can be achieved for an

individual nanowire in this patterning scheme.
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One apparent way of overcoming this fundamental restriction with respect to nanowire mor-

phology control would be to simply pattern arrangements containing more than two closely

spaced nanoholes, with the desired cross-section anisotropy defining the amount of extra

nanoholes required. It was observed, however, that the incidence of single elongated nanowire

formation (rather than random unstructured growth) for nanohole triplet arrangements, which

were also patterned on Sample 3A, was significantly smaller than for nanohole pairs with

equivalent patterned separation. With this in mind, single elongated nanoholes (nanoslots)

were patterned on a new sample (Sample 3B†) as an alternative method to overcome this

limitation in controlling nanowire morphology. As elongated nanowires were found to form

from overlapped nanohole pairs in Section 3.3.1, it was reasonable to assume that growth of

such a structure from a single elongated site was possible.

3.5.1 Sample Fabrication and Growth

Both nanohole pairs and nanoslots were patterned along [011] and [211] directions as in the

previous sample, and also additionally along the [112] direction (60° relative to the major-flat

orientation). Elongated nanowires formed along the [112] direction were expected have the

same morphology as those formed along the [211] direction by virtue of how the facets develop

during growth (see Figure 3.9), and therefore could provide a further demonstration of the

modelling results described in the previous section. The [011] direction was included again

so that a comparison between the emission from weakly and strongly anisotropic nanowire

structures could be made.

PL measurements on Sample 3A revealed that less than half of the formed nanowires on

this sample contained an optically active InGaAs emitter. In an effort to try and increase

this fraction on Sample 3B, the process of forming an InGaAs region during growth of the

nanowires was repeated four times, with slight alterations in the conditions for each repeat.

The first two InGaAs regions were grown with a TMIn concentration of 0.02% in a total H2

†Sample 3B corresponds to Sample 2C described in Chapter 2 (growth reference, MR3575).
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Figure 3.9: Nanowire morphology control. Considering the crystal orientation of the substrate, there
are six most logical orientations of the patterned nucleation sites (depicted here as nanoslots) to form
elongated nanowires after growth. (a) Reference: a nanohole patterned in the SiO2 dielectric layer
leads to formation of a regular hexagonal nanowire with six {110} facets; (b) Nanoslots elongated along
the [011], [101], and [110] directions lead to formation of nanowires with low cross-section aspect ratio;
(c) Nanoslots elongated along the [211], [112], and [121] directions lead to formation of nanowires with
high cross-section aspect ratio.

flow of 200sccm, with growth times of 2s and 4s, respectively. The subsequent two InGaAs

regions had growth times of 2s and 4s respectively again, but with a TMIn concentration of

0.04% in 200sccm of H2. Each InGaAs region was separated by 180s of GaAs growth, and

a final 90s of GaAs growth was used to cap the uppermost InGaAs region. Finally, as in all

other previous nanowire growths, the sample was cooled under an overpressure of PH3 and

AsH3. The TMGa and AsH3 precursor flows during nanowire growth and the AsH3 and PH3

precursor flows during the cooling stage were the same as those used in the growth of Sample

3A. For reference, the conditions used for nanowire growth on Sample 3B are summarised in

Table 3.2.

Figure 3.10 displays representative SEM images of nanowires grown from nanoslot sites ori-

ented along [211], [112] and [011] directions on Sample 3B. As predicted (and illustrated in

Figure 3.9) nanowires oriented along the [211] and [112] directions maintain the geometry

of the underlying sites, whereas those grown along the [011] direction deviate from the pat-

terned contours as an inevitable consequence of the facet-led growth process. The narrowest

high-aspect ratio nanowires had heights of ~2µm and cross-section dimensions of ~100x210nm
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NW Core Source Flows (sccm)
TMGa 33

AsH3 15

Total NW Core Growth Time (s) 810

Parameters for NWQD Formation

NWQD TMIn Concentration (%) Formation Time (s)

1 0.02 2

2 0.02 4

3 0.04 2

4 0.04 4

Table 3.2: Summary of conditions used for nanowire growth on Sample 3B.

(pictured in Figure 3.10), corresponding to radial overgrowth of only ~10nm. Based on a

linear growth rate approximation, the InGaAs regions within each elongated structure had

heights of ~5nm (2s growth time) and ~10nm (4s growth time) respectively, with the GaAs

barrier between each InGaAs region measuring ~440nm thick. For reference, SEM images

confirming that nanowires grown from typical (non-elongated) circular sites on this sample

had a regular hexagonal cross-section, are also included in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: SEM images of nanoslots produced along the (b) [211], (d) [112] and (f) [011] directions
and (h) a regular circular nanohole. The rounded corners observed for all nanoslot orientations are a
byproduct of the EBL patterning and etching steps. Top down SEM images of nanowires grown with
cross-section anisotropy along the (a) [211], (c) [112] and (e) [011] directions and also (g) no anisotropy
in the cross-section. 45° titled SEM images of nanowires grown in the (i) [211] and (j) [112] directions.
All scale bars 100nm.
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3.5.2 PL Measurements

Optical characterisation of the elongated nanowires on Sample 3B followed a similar proce-

dure to that employed for Sample 3A, with the PL setup described in Section 3.3.2. As the

narrowest elongated nanowires on Sample 3B discussed above had the most desirable proper-

ties in terms of aspect ratio and potential NWQD size, these structures were the main focus

of the measurements.

In general, a single PL emission line was observed at low excitation powers (~1nW) for indi-

vidual nanowires on this sample, suggesting that only one of the four grown InGaAs regions

was optically active. However, the overall fraction of nanowires that showed PL emission

(~75%) was substantially greater than was observed on sample 3A. Figure 3.11(a) displays

a representative non-polarised power dependent PL spectra from a single elongated struc-

ture (in this case oriented along the [211] direction). At low excitation powers, a single PL

emission line is seen at 1.445eV (~860nm). As the excitation power increases (upto ~1.4µW),

state filling of excited states is observed, demonstrating behaviour expected for PL emission

from a NWQD. The measured state separation of ~3.6meV, however, is somewhat larger than

expected from a simple model of the NWQD as a square infinite potential well (~1meV). In

addition, contrary to the predictions of an infinite square potential model, the energy sepa-

ration between successive excited states in Figure 3.11(a) is approximately constant. Similar

NWQD emission behaviour has been reported previously for non-elongated GaAs/InGaAs

nanowire heterostructures formed using the same growth technique, and is thought to result

from the formation of a harmonic potential in the radial direction of the NWQD caused by a

reduction in the incorporation of indium across the nanowire width [7, 55]. Such a potential

leads to greater radial confinement of carriers and therefore higher energy levels relative to a

square potential, and it also produces approximately equally spaced energy levels in the large

NWQD radius limit. It is noted that no evidence of NWQD emission was observed for any of

the elongated structures in the previous sample.
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Polarisation-dependent PL measurements on individual elongated nanowires were undertaken

at energies corresponding to the saturation point of the NWQD ground state transition

(typically ~50–100nW) to maximise the collected signal. Figures 3.11(b) and (c) display

polarisation-resolved measurements obtained for nanowires oriented along the [211] and [112]

directions respectively. As for Sample 3A, the spectral accumulation time for each angular

step was 5s, but here the angular step size was reduced to 10° in order to better characterise

the relationship between emission intensity and polariser angle and improve the accuracy

of the calculated DOP value. The PL emission from both high-aspect ratio orientations is

observed to be strongly linearly polarised along the axis of elongation, similar to what was

seen previously in Figure 3.5. In contrast to the results obtained for Sample 3A however, PL

emission from structures oriented along [011] direction show much weaker and generally more

random polarisation, approaching that observed previously for nanowires grown from regular

circular holes. This emission behaviour was also observed for a small fraction of structures

in the [211] and [112] directions, where one of the six {110} facets did not develop correctly

during growth, leading to the formation of a more weakly anisotropic structure.

Using the same ratio defined previously to quantify the DOP, the calculated DOP values

for the individual structures displayed in Figures 3.11(a) and (b) were ~96% and ~92%,

respectively. These values are significantly higher than determined for the elongated structures

on the previous sample. DOP values were calculated for a total of twelve strongly-elongated

nanowires on this sample — six each in the [211] and [112] orientations — and are summarised

in Figure 3.11(d). The average DOP for nanowires oriented in the [211] direction was found

to be (95 1)%, while for those in the [112] orientation it was (93 1)%. For comparison,

the average DOP value calculated for nanowires oriented in the [011] direction was ~15%.
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Figure 3.11: Overview of PL measurements performed on the narrowest elongated nanowires oriented
along the [211] and [112] directions on Sample 3B. (a) Representative power-dependent PL spectra
collected from an individual nanowire oriented along the [211] direction using excitation powers of
~10nW, ~40nW, ~85nW, ~200nW, ~350nW, ~700nW and ~1.4µW, respectively. Three confined states
are visible at the highest excitation power (grey line – raw data, black line – smoothed data). Inset
displays ground state PL spectrum of NWQD collected using an excitation power of ~1nW (black
line) and Gaussian fit of data (red line); (b) Normalised, polarisation-resolved NWQD PL intensity
for an elongated nanowire oriented along the [211] direction. Circles represent the integrated intensity
measured using an excitation power of ~60nW at a particular polariser collection angle and the solid
line depicts a cosine curve fit to the data. Inset provided as a reminder of nanowire orientation; (c)
Same as (b) but for a single nanowire oriented in the [112] direction measured using an excitation
power of ~100nW; (d) Calculated DOP values for a total of twelve elongated nanowires oriented in
[211] and [112] directions measured using excitation powers of ~50–100nW.

In order to verify that the experimental results obtained above were predominately a result

of the structural properties of the nanowires, and not instead those of the embedded emitter,

polarisation-resolved measurements were also undertaken on structures with a cross-section
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of ~200x400nm (oriented along the [211] and [112] directions) as these have approximately

the same aspect ratio as the narrowest structures measured above, but owing to their larger

size, confine both orthogonal modes at the emission wavelength (see Figure 3.12). It was

found that the emission from these larger structures was similar to that observed for weakly

anisotropic structures, with an average calculated DOP of ~25%.

Figure 3.12: Simulated in-plane electric field components associated withMx andMy, for an elongated
nanowire with cross-section dimensions of 200x400nm at the mode wavelength λM=860nm. The
development of the electric field for Mx and My in the y-direction at x=0 is depicted on the right of
each plot. Fraction of mode energy within nanowire (FME) is displayed for both polarised modes.

3.6 FDTD Simulations of Elongated Nanowire Struc-

tures

The modal analysis presented in Section 3.4 provides a useful explanation of the origin of

the linearly polarised emission that is observed experimentally from the elongated nanowires

in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.5.2, and its dependence on nanowire cross-section and emis-

sion wavelength. It does not, however, take into account the finite size of the actual grown

nanowires, the axial location of the embedded emitter or the influence of the substrate the

nanowire sits atop.
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To give a more comprehensive description of the emission behaviour observed from these

structures experimentally, and to substantiate the experimental results, three-dimensional

finite difference time domain (3D FDTD) simulations were performed using the commercial-

grade simulator ‘FDTD solutions’ from Lumerical [116]. The simulation domain, shown in

Figure 3.13(a), consisted of an elongated nanowire with cross-section of 100x210nm and a

height of 2µm, placed upon a semi-infinite GaAs substrate and 30nm layer of SiO2. For

both the nanowire and substrate, a real refractive index of 3.45 was used. A broadband

electric-dipole emitter was positioned on the nanowire axis at an axial distance, d from the

substrate.

Polarisation-resolved far-field intensity profiles, determined from emission collected above the

top facet of the nanowire, were obtained separately for a dipole polarised along the direction

of elongation, and one perpendicular to this direction (both perpendicular to the nanowire

growth axis) before summing the results. Figure 3.13(b) displays the polarisation-resolved

far-field emission profile, with the electric field polarisation oriented along the direction of

elongation, for a dipole located at d=1000nm at the emission energy E=1.445eV (λ~860nm).

The cross-polarised far-field emission profile when plotted on the same scale shows no features,

demonstrating the disparity between emission intensity for the two modes. This disparity is

more clearly illustrated in Figure 3.13(c), which shows a plot of the normalised, polarisation-

resolved far-field intensity as a function of polarisation angle for this arrangement, assuming

a NA of 0.42 (to reflect the angular collection range of the objective lens used in PL measure-

ments).

Since it was not apparent which one of the four grown InGaAs regions was optically ac-

tive within an individual nanowire measured on Sample 3B, from the far-field emission pro-

files, DOP values were calculated as a function of dipole location, d at the emission energy

E=1.445eV. As displayed in Figure 3.13(d), these calculations reveal that DOP values are

greater than 90% for 680nm < d < 1480nm, and remain high for the majority of dipole loca-

tions along the nanowire. The variation in DOP values observed in Figure 3.13(d) is caused

by weak Fabry-Perot modes forming within the nanowire, plus reflection from the underlying
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Figure 3.13: 3D FDTD simulations of an elongated nanowire containing an on-axis embedded dipole
emitter. (a) Schematic of simulation domain. A dipole emitter is placed a distance d above a semi-
infinite GaAs substrate and far-field emission profiles are generated from emission collected from the
top facet of the nanowire; (b) Normalised, polarisation-resolved far-field emission profile for d=1000nm,
with the electric field polarisation oriented along the direction of elongation, at the emission energy
E=1.445eV (λ~860nm). The pink circle represents the collection angle of an objective lens with the
same NA=0.42 as used in experimental measurements. On this scale, the cross-polarised far-field
profile contains no observable features; (c) Normalised, polarisation-resolved far-field intensity as a
function of polariser collection angle (10° steps) for the arrangement detailed in (b). Circles represent
total calculated far-field intensity at a particular collection angle and solid line depicts cosine curve
fit to data. Inset provided as a reminder of nanowire orientation; (d) DOP as a function of dipole
position, d at the emission energy E=1.445eV.

substrate and dipole emission into leaky modes, which becomes especially significant when

the dipole is located near the top of the nanowire. Adopting an objective lens with a larger

NA than used in the above experiments would both reduce the variation in DOP values along

the nanowire and lead to higher overall DOP values, even at this location. Figure 3.14(a)

displays DOP values as a function of d assuming a NA=1, with that for NA=0.42 alongside

for comparison. Polarisation-resolved far-field intensity profiles, with electric field polarisation

oriented along the direction of elongation, for four uniformly spaced emitter locations along

the nanowire are displayed in Figure 3.14(b). It is observed that the influence of reflections
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from the substrate (location 1 ) and emission into leaky modes (location 4 ) leads to emission

from the nanowire top facet at steeper angles than for an emitter located closer to the centre

of the nanowire (locations 2 and 3 ). Even at these relatively large displacements from the

centre of the nanowire however, this effect is small and calculated DOP values are >95% for

both NA=0.42 and NA=1.

Figure 3.14: Simulated emission behaviour of an on-axis dipole emitter embedded in an elongated
nanowire as a function of dipole axial location. 3D FDTD simulations show, (a) DOP as a function of
dipole height above the substrate (on-axis), for an objective lens with NA of 0.42 and 1, at the emission
energy E=1.445eV (λ~860nm); (b) Normalised, polarisation-resolved far-field intensity profiles for
the axial locations labelled in (a). The electric field is polarised along the axis of elongation (inset
provided as a reminder of nanowire orientation). On this scale, the cross-polarised component cannot
be observed. Inner pink circles denote the experimental NA of 0.42.

The bottom-up approach used for nanowire growth facilitates the formation of an embedded

emitter with radial dimensions similar to that of the surrounding nanowire structure, there-

fore it is relevant to analyse how DOP values vary laterally across the nanowire as well as

axially along it. Figure 3.15(a) shows calculated DOP values assuming collection from an

objective lens with NA=0.42 at λ=860nm for a dipole emitter placed separately at four dif-

ferent radial locations across the nanowire, repeated for the axial locations 1 – 4 labelled
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in Figure 3.14(a). For each of the individual axial locations, it is observed that movement of

the dipole emitter away from the nanowire axis leads to only a small variation in the calcu-

lated DOP value, even for relatively large radial displacements (~70nm). It should be noted

however, that any radial displacement from the nanowire axis would diminish the coupling of

emitter to the dominant confined optical mode, resulting in a reduced photon emission rate.

To emulate the emission wavelength observed experimentally, all of the above DOP analysis

was done for λ=860nm. However, it is observed that polarisation control of the emission from

a nanowire with these structural properties is inherently broadband. Figure 3.15(b) displays

calculated DOP values as a function of wavelength in the wavelength range λ=860–900nm,

again for the axial emitter locations 1 – 4 labelled in Figure 3.14(a). Calculated DOP

values in this wavelength range remain above 96% for the experimental NA=0.42 at all axial

locations and remain high for NA=1. For potential elongated structures containing more than

one optically active emitter, this broadband polarisation control is a key asset.
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Figure 3.15: 3D FDTD analysis of the polarisation control provided by a highly anisotropic nanowire
containing an embedded quantum dot. (a) DOP values for a dipole emitting at E=1.445eV (λ~860nm)
as a function of radial position of the emitter within the nanowire, using an objective lens NA=0.42.
The emitter coordinates (x,y)nm are shown in the inset: blue square (0,0)nm, red triangle (0,25)nm,
green diamond (50,0)nm, pink circle (50,25)nm. The axial location is given on the x axis, where
numbers refer to locations labelled in Figure 3.14(a); (b) Wavelength dependence of DOP values for
an on-axis dipole at the axial locations within the nanowire numbered in Figure 3.14(a). Blue circles
and red diamonds denote NA=0.42 and NA=1, respectively.
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3.7 Conclusion

The ability to precisely manipulate nanowire morphology has enabled polarisation control

of the emission from an embedded on-axis NWQD in nanowires formed using a catalyst-

free growth approach to be demonstrated for the first time. Reduction of the separation

between a closely spaced nanohole pair was observed to lead to nanowire growth changing

from the formation of two separate nanowires to the formation instead of a single nanowire

with an elongated cross-section, where the direction of elongation was determined by the

orientation of the patterned nanohole pair. Pairs of individual nanowires with edge-to-edge

separations down to ~10nm were realised and single elongated structures were successfully

formed in [211] and [011] directions. Through the patterning of single elongated nanoholes

(nanoslots), further control over the dimensions of nanowires with an elongated cross-section

was achieved. PL emission from InGaAs axial structures embedded within the narrowest

elongated nanowires formed from these nanoslot sites (collected from the nanowire top facet)

exhibited QD-like properties and was observed to be strongly linearly polarised (>90%),

with the polarisation direction coincident with the elongation axis of the nanowire cross-

section. Preferential coupling of the emission from the embedded InGaAs structure to a

single linearly polarised optical mode within the nanowire was investigated as the possible

origin of this observed linearly polarised emission. This explanation was further supported by

experimental results along with results from 3D FDTD simulations. FDTD simulations also

showed that the degree of polarisation (DOP) of the emission from the nanowire top facet is

largely independent of emitter location within the nanowire, both radially and axially, and

remains above 90% over a broad wavelength range. This system therefore provides a promising

route to the bottom-up growth of position controlled linearly polarised single photon sources.
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Chapter 4

Tuning the Mechanical Properties

of GaAs Nanowires Using

Cross-Section Morphology Control

4.1 Introduction

In addition to providing a valuable platform for the study of quantum optical phenomena,

semiconductor nanowires formed using a bottom-up growth approach show great promise as

nanomechanical resonators capable of ultrasensitive detection of mass [117] and force [118].

Assembly from the bottom-up produces structures with atomically sharp facets and atomi-

cally abrupt clamping at the nanowire-substrate interface, therefore reducing the surface [20]

and clamping [119, 120] induced losses that may be suffered by cantilever systems processed

through top-down methods. As a result, mechanical damping rates in grown nanowires have

been demonstrated to be significantly lower than that for their etched counterparts [118]. The

small motional mass of nanowires also leads to relatively high mechanical resonance frequen-

cies, which decouples the nanowire motion from common sources of noise whilst improving

force sensitivity [121].
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Nanowires grown by bottom-up techniques typically have a regular hexagonal cross-section.

However, it is very common for a slight asymmetry in the cross-section dimensions to ex-

ist, thus altering the optical and mechanical properties of the nanowire. From a mechanical

perspective, this results in non-degenerate flexural mechanical mode doublets, which oscillate

with similar frequencies in orthogonal directions [122–124]. This is analogous to the splitting

of the fundamental optical modes in the same structures [106] as discussed in Chapter 3.

Simultaneously monitoring the orthogonal mode amplitudes and/or frequencies may enable

vectorial detection of in-plane forces and spatial force derivatives. Measurements of the mag-

nitude and direction of the static tip-sample force derivatives in a 2D scanning plane have

been recently demonstrated using grown GaAs nanowires in an atomic force microscopy setup

[13], while suspended SiC nanowires coupled to a strongly focused laser beam have been used

to demonstrate the non-conservative nature of radiation pressure [14]. Moreover, the opti-

cal transitions of embedded self-assembled quantum dots in nanowires have been shown to

couple to the mechanical motion of their host nanowire through strain [125], and measure-

ments on two perpendicular flexural modes would add the unique possibility of obtaining

vectorial information on force and strain fields. As the asymmetry present in the nanowire

cross-section develops arbitrarily, however, the direction of motion of the non-degenerate or-

thogonal nanowire flexural modes cannot be determined a priori. To take full advantage of

the nanowire as a vectorial force transducer, therefore, necessitates considerable time either

characterising many nanowires to locate individual structures that oscillate in the desired

orthogonal directions or carefully orientating the nanowire substrate until the motion of a

selected nanowire is optimised for a particular measurement.

In the previous chapter, control over the confinement of the fundamental non-degenerate

orthogonally polarised optical modes in individual GaAs nanowires was achieved through

appropriate tuning of the nanowire cross-section aspect ratio. This enabled the demonstration

of linearly polarised emission from an incorporated InGaAs NWQD, with the polarisation of

the emitted light observed to be co-incident with the elongation axis of the nanowire cross-

section. In this chapter it is shown that, by utilising the same catalyst-free nanowire growth
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approach, the precise direction of motion of the orthogonal flexural nanowire modes can be

deterministically controlled through choice of nanowire elongation axis at the growth stage.

The ability to deterministically control the direction of nanowire motion, combined with the

array-scale uniformity that can also be achieved with this growth approach [7] offers potential

for development of a highly sensitive multi-nanowire force transducer arrangement, collectively

oscillating in the same orthogonal directions with well defined frequencies.

A brief overview of the growth conditions used to produce the nanowire samples discussed in

this chapter is given in section 4.2. In section 4.3, the measurement technique used to charac-

terise the frequency response of nanowire motion is described. The thermomechanical flexural

mode spectra measured for individual nanowires with three different cross-section aspect ra-

tios at room temperature and at cryogenic temperatures are then presented in sections 4.4 and

4.5, respectively. Finally, in an effort to observe non-linear nanowire oscillatory behaviour,

the amplitude response of a resonantly driven fundamental thermomechanical nanowire mode

is investigated in section 4.6. It should be noted that some of the results presented in the

following sections have been published elsewhere [126].

4.2 Sample Fabrication and Growth

In Chapter 3, it was shown that control of GaAs nanowire morphology could be achieved

through the patterning of elongated aperture sites (nanoslots) in the SiO2 growth mask. Using

the same approach, nanoslots with varying cross-section dimensions were patterned on Sample

4A, in addition to regular circular apertures (nanoholes). It was also shown in Chapter 3 that

there were three equivalent directions for which the elongation of the nanowire cross-section

remained true to the elongation of the growth mask aperture (Figure 3.9). For Sample 4A,

the major axis of the patterned apertures was arbitrarily chosen to be oriented parallel to the

major flat of the GaAs wafer ([211] direction). As for previous GaAs nanowire samples, the

apertures on Sample 4A were patterned with a pitch of 4µm. Aperture dimensions were fixed

within a particular array and varied from array to array. In order to reduce the probability
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of measuring vibrational motion of multiple nanowires simultaneously, only a single row of 20

apertures was patterned in each individual array.

Growth on Sample 4A followed the scheme for Sample 2C (3B) described in Chapter 2 (3),

but the nanowire growth time was increased by a factor of four to a total of ~54 minutes. The

intention of this increase in the growth time was to produce nanowires tall enough to make

optical detection of individual nanowire motion achievable. In addition, as only the mechan-

ical properties of the nanowire structures on Sample 4A were under investigation, NWQD

formation was not attempted during growth and the sample was cooled in an overpressure

comprising AsH3 only.

Figure 4.1(a) shows an SEM image of a representative row of 20 nanowires grown from circular

aperture sites on Sample 4A. The average height, L of nanowires in this row was measured

to be ~14.5um which is ~7 times taller than the equivalent structures formed on Sample 2C

(3B). Radial growth was again found to be strongly suppressed with the chosen nanowire

growth conditions, with the average nanohole and nanowire diameter in this row measured

as ~120nm and ~130nm, respectively. As for Sample 2C (3B), planar growth in the regions

of the substrate not covered by the SiO2 mask was observed to be smooth on this sample.

Nanowire heights were also found to decrease as nanowire diameter increased, with the average

height of structures formed from apertures with the largest patterned cross-section dimensions

(400x150nm) measured to be ~8.1µm.

An angled SEM image of an individual elongated nanowire structure on Sample 4A with a

cross-section aspect ratio (AR) equal to 2.25 is shown in Figure 4.1(b), alongside the nanoslot

in the SiO2 mask from which the nanowire was grown. The AR in this case is defined as

the maximum width (wmajor) along the major axis (the elongation direction) of the nanowire

divided by the width along the minor axis (wminor). Therefore, for a nanowire with regular

hexagonal cross-section, the orthogonal widths lead to an AR of 2/
√

3 ≈ 1.155. Similar to

all previous GaAs nanowire growths, nanowires on Sample 4A had six smooth {110}-oriented

sidewalls, and were untapered. To further facilitate optical detection of nanowire motion,

the sample substrate was cleaved parallel and as close as possible to the line of nanowires in
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Figure 4.1: GaAs nanowire growth on Sample 4A. (a) Angled SEM image of an array containing a
row of 20 vertical nanowires formed from nanohole sites, with the substrate cleaved along the [211]
direction (parallel to the row) ~30µm away (illustrated by the dashed red line). The nanowire growth
axis is orthogonal to the substrate plane. Scale bar 20µm; (b) Angled SEM image of an individual
nanowire with an elongated cross-section (from a different array to that shown in (a)). Scale bar
400nm (Inset) A top down SEM image of the nanoslot site from which the nanowire in (b) was grown.
Scale bar 200nm.

each array. For the nanowires discussed in the following sections, the distance between the

cleave line (highlighted by the red dashed line in Figure 4.1(a)) and each nanowire row was

~30µm. The significance of reducing the separation between individual nanowires and the

substrate edge with respect to detection of nanowire mechanical motion is described further

in Section 4.3.

4.3 Experimental Setup

Characterisation of nanowire motion was performed using a home-made free-space Michelson

interferometer∗ utilising a continuous wave sensing laser. A schematic overview of the ex-

∗Michelson interferometer setup used for characterisation of nanowire mechanics in this chapter was con-
structed by Dr. Andrew Foster.
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perimental setup is shown in Figure 4.2(a). In this setup, light reflected from the nanowire

sample (in the probe arm) interferes on a fast photo-diode with light reflected from the refer-

ence mirror (in the reference arm). Changes in the relative phase of the two reflected beams

due to nanowire motion are monitored through intensity fluctuations of the detected optical

signal. The magnitude of the relative phase change is proportional to the amplitude of the

nanowire displacement, and therefore, in the case of a nanowire excited only by the Langevin

force, the largest fluctuations in the detected signal occur at frequencies corresponding to

the mechanical resonance frequencies of the nanowire. Fluctuations in the intensity of the

interfering reflected beams are detected in this setup utilising a balanced detection scheme,

whereby the combined reflected photons from each of the two arms are split equally and fed

into the two inputs of a balanced photodetector, which outputs a voltage proportional to the

difference between the optical power impinging on each of the photodetector inputs. One of

the advantages of employing this scheme over a more simple single-detector arrangement is

that it enables detection of nanowire motion without having to use a high power beam in

the probe arm which could perturb the nanowire mechanical frequencies through heating of

the sample. The output differential signal corresponding to nanowire motion scales with the

input laser power from each of the two arms in this scheme, meaning that a reduction in the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the differential signal caused by a decrease in the optical power

in the probe arm can be compensated for by an increase in power in the reference arm [127].

Another advantage of the balanced detection scheme is that any common-mode laser noise is

strongly suppressed when the path length difference between the probe and reference arms is

minimised.

The nanowire sample was mounted on a right angled copper bracket attached to a piezo

transducer (PZT) inside an evacuated flow cryostat chamber, with the nanowire growth axis

oriented orthogonally to the optical axis of the interferometer probe arm. The PZT was used

to investigate the dynamical properties of nanowires as described in Section 4.6.

Due to the cross-section anisotropy of the elongated nanowires, two orthogonal flexural modes

exist for each harmonic (fundamental, second order, etc.). Therefore, in order to enable
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Figure 4.2: Detection of GaAs nanowire motion. (a) Schematic diagram of the interferometer setup.
A linear polariser (LP) and a half-wave plate (HWP1) are used to determine the ratio of optical power
delivered to the reference and probe arms after the first polarising beam splitter (PBS1). Quarter wave
plates (QWP) are used to ensure that light returning to PBS1 is cross-polarised with the incident light
in the probe and reference arms, and therefore is directed to the interference arm. The second half-
wave plate (HWP2) is used in combination with the second polarising beam splitter (PBS2) to send
half of the light to each of the two balanced photodetector (BPD) inputs, with the light in each path
thus having the same polarisation allowing it to interfere on the photodetector. The high frequency
differential signal output from the BPD is sent to a spectrum analyser, while the low frequency signal
output by the BPD is sent to a lock circuit that drives a piezo transducer (PZT) attached to the
reference mirror which is used to stablise the path length difference between the reference and probe
arms. Red arrows indicate beam paths in the interferometer setup, with green arrows specifying
the polarisation degree of freedom of the light after it passes through each optical component; (b)
Schematic diagram showing the relative orientation of the nanowire elongation axis (major-axis) and
probe arm optical axis in this setup.

detection of both modes simultaneously, the sample was rotated such that the cross-section

major axis was at ~60° relative to the optical axis of the probe arm (Figure 4.2(b)). As

described in Section 4.2, nanowire samples after growth were cleaved parallel and as close

as possible to the row of individual nanowires selected for subsequent measurements. This

meant that focusing of light from the probe arm onto a single nanowire could be performed
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using a high NA objective (NA=0.7, 100x magnification) without the incident and reflected

beams being obscured by the remaining substrate.

To determine the frequency response of the nanowire motion, the high frequency differential

signal output by the balanced photodetector was directed to a spectrum analyser (Agilent

N9000A CXA Signal Analyser). The low frequency differential signal was sent to a lock circuit,

which was used to stabilise the interferometer against low frequency drift of the reference and

probe arms, resulting from noise and temperature fluctuations.

4.4 Characterisation of Nanowire Flexural Modes

To determine the influence of nanowire morphology on the frequency response of nanowire

motion, measurements of the flexural mode frequencies for a nanowire with regular hexagon

cross-section (grown from a circular aperture) and two nanowires with differing cross-section

aspect ratios on Sample 4A were performed using the interferometer setup described in the

Section 4.3. The structural dimensions of these three nanowires, herein referred to as NW-

4A, NW-4B and NW-4C, are presented in Table 4.1. All measurements in this section were

undertaken at room temperature and a pressure of ~10−6mbar. The sensing laser used for the

interferometer was a wavelength stabilised diode operating at 633.1nm, with the maximum

laser power incident on a nanowire limited to ~2µW to minimise heating of the sample.

It is noted that a change in the Q-factor of the second order flexural mode resonances was

only observed in these measurements when the laser power incident on the nanowire surpassed

~10µW, with even higher powers required to induce a similar perturbation of the fundamental

mode resonances.

wmajor (nm) wminor (nm) AR Axial Length, L (µm)
NW-4A 156 133 1.17 14.4
NW-4B 196 114 1.72 14.3
NW-4C 244 123 1.98 12.9

Table 4.1: Structural dimensions of three representative nanowires on Sample 4A selected for flexural
mode characterisation. AR=wmajor/wminor.
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Figure 4.3(a) shows the fundamental thermomechanical mode spectra for each of the three

nanowires described in Table 4.1. The detected signal for the higher frequency modes in each

spectrum was observed to decrease when the sample was rotated in a manner that increased

the angle θ between the nanowire elongation axis (major-axis) and probe arm optical axis.

These higher frequency modes, therefore, were attributed to vibration of the nanowire in the

plane formed by the nanowire growth axis and the major-axis of the nanowire cross-section,

as in this case the nanowire vibration is perpendicular to the optical axis of the probe arm

and its motion cannot be resolved. This mode is referred to as the major fundamental mode

f1major, with the lower frequency mode correspondingly referred to as the minor fundamental

mode f1minor. Schematic diagrams of the mode shapes for f1major and f1minor determined

from finite-element method simulations are shown in Figure 4.3(b), illustrating that these two

modes are indeed orthogonal. As is highlighted by Figure 4.3(c), even for NW-4A, which has a

nominally regular hexagonal cross-section, there is a slight non-degeneracy of the fundamental

vibrational modes. This small frequency separation between modes is commonly observed for

these structures [123–125, 128, 129], and originates from an apparently unavoidable anisotropy

in the hexagonal cross-section of the nanowire.
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Figure 4.3: Fundamental flexural mode spectra for nanowires with different cross-section aspect ratio.
(a) Fundamental thermomechanical mode spectra for NW-4A, NW-4B and NW-4C. Spectra are offset
for clarity. Insets show shallow angle SEM images of the respective nanowires. Scale bars 100nm;
(b) Schematic diagrams show the two orthogonal fundamental flexural mode shapes, (i) f1minor and
(ii) f1major for a nanowire with an aspect ratio of ~2, where f1major > f1minor; Narrower bandwidth
fundamental mode spectra for (c) NW-4A, (d) NW-4B and (e) NW-4C. Experimental data for indi-
vidual modes (circles) in (d) and (e) were fitted with a single Lorentzian function (lines), while, due
to the close proximity of the mode peaks, a double Lorentzian function was used to fit the data in (c).
Cross-sectional dimensions of each nanowire are presented in Table 4.1.
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The fundamental flexural resonance frequencies for NW-4A, NW-4B and NW-4C are sum-

marised in Table 4.2. f1minor for the three nanowires ranged from ~430–550kHz, while the

frequency separation between modes, f1major−f1minor, increased from ~2kHz for NW-4A to

~430kHz for NW-4C. The increase in mode separation is largely a consequence of the increas-

ing width of the nanowire in the major axis direction, as the minor axis width varies only a

little between the three nanowires. In addition to the fundamental flexural modes, the second

order orthogonal flexural modes of the three nanowires, f2minor and f2major, were also detected.

The measured resonance frequencies of these modes for each nanowire are summarised along-

side the fundamental mode frequencies in Table 4.2. An example of the f2 mode spectra

obtained for NW-4C is shown in Figure 4.4. The Q-factors of the orthogonal modes of these

nanowires ranged from ~2000 to ~3000. These values are similar to those previously reported

for GaAs nanowires [124].

f1minor (kHz) f1major (kHz) f2minor (kHz) f2major (kHz)
NW-4A 469.8 471.7 2947.0 2958.8
NW-4B 425.6 619.1 2668.1 3880.2
NW-4C 548.4 978.4 3438.2 6128.6

Table 4.2: Resonance frequencies for the first four flexural modes of nanowires with differing cross-
section aspect ratio. Measurements were performed using a spectrum analyser with a resolution of
~1Hz.

Figure 4.4: Narrow bandwidth mode spectra for the orthogonal first order flexural modes of NW-4C.
Experimental data (circles) in (a) and (b) was fitted with a single Lorentzian function (lines).
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As the cross-section dimensions of the nanowires in this instance are much smaller than

the nanowire length (i.e. wmajor, wminor � L), Euler-Bernoulli beam theory may be used to

describe the nanowire motion [130]. From this theory, the equation of motion for the vibrating

nanowire is defined as

∂2

∂x2

(
EI∂

2w

∂x2

)
+ µ

∂2w

∂t2
= 0 (4.1)

where w(x, t) describes the displacement of the nanowire in the direction of vibrational motion

at a position x along the nanowire axis at a time t, E is the Young’s modulus of the nanowire,

I is the second moment of area related to bending of the nanowire in the vibration direction

and µ is the nanowire mass per unit length. If the nanowire cross-section is constant along

its length, the product EI is constant and the equation of motion reduces to

c2∂
4w

∂x4 + ∂2w

∂t2
= 0 (4.2)

where

c =
√
EI

µ
. (4.3)

The boundary conditions for a nanowire with length L which is fixed at one end are

w = 0 and ∂w

∂x
= 0 at x = 0 (fixed end) (4.4)

∂2w

∂x2 = 0 and ∂3w

∂x3 = 0 at x = L (free end). (4.5)
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The linear, homogeneous boundary conditions of this system allow for the equation of motion

to be solved using the method of separation of variables

w(x, t) = W (x)T (t). (4.6)

Inserting 4.6 into 4.2 and re-arranging gives

c2

W (x)
∂4W (x)
∂x4 = − 1

T (t)
∂2T (t)
∂t2

= ω2 (4.7)

where ω is a constant that corresponds to the angular frequency of the nanowire vibration.

This equation can then be separated into the two ordinary differential equations

d4W (x)
dx4 − λ4W (x) = 0 (4.8)

d2T (t)
dt2

+ ω2T (t) = 0 (4.9)

where

λ4 = ω2

c2 . (4.10)

The general solutions to Equations 4.8 and 4.9 are

W (x) = C1sinλx+ C2cosλx+ C3sinhλx+ C4coshλx (4.11)

and

T (t) = d1sinωt+ d2cosωt (4.12)

where di and Ci are constant coefficients. The boundary conditions in Equations 4.5 can be

expressed entirely in terms of the spatial function W (x). Non-trivial solutions to Equation
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4.11 when applying these boundary conditions exist only if

cosh(λL)cos(λL) + 1 = 0. (4.13)

However, this solution is not unique and depends on ω. Equation 4.13 therefore becomes

cosh(λiL)cos(λiL) + 1 = 0 with λi =
(
µω2

i

EI

)1/4

(4.14)

The quantities ωi refer to the linear resonance frequencies of the nanowire in the direction of

vibrational motion and are given by

ωi = λ2
i

√
EI
µ

(4.15)

where the first few numerically calculated roots of Equation 4.14 are λ1L≈1.875 and λ2L≈4.694.

Using the previously defined flexural mode notation, the ratio of orthogonal mode frequencies

of the same flexural order is therefore given by

fmajor
1
fminor

1
=

√
Imajor

Iminor (4.16)

where f1
j=ω1

j/2π (and j=major, minor). Orienting the nanowire cross-section so that

the major and minor axes lie along x and y, respectively and centring the cross-section at

(x=0,y=0), the values for Imajor and Iminor can be calculated from

Iminor = 1
12

n=6∑
n=1

(y2
n + ynyn+1 + y2

n+1)(xnyn+1 − xn+1yn) (4.17)

and

Imajor = 1
12

n=6∑
n=1

(x2
n + xnxn+1 + x2

n+1)(xnyn+1 − xn+1yn) (4.18)

where (xn,yn) specify the co-ordinates of each of the nanowire cross-section vertices (relative
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to the origin). For co-polarised modes of differing order, Ij is the same for each fij (where

i=1,2..) and the ratio of flexural mode frequencies is equal to a constant value which depends

on the selected mode orders. For f1 and f2,

f2j

f1j
= (λ2/L)2

(λ1/L)2 ≈ 6.267. (4.19)

Table 4.3 summarises the experimentally determined values of f1major/f1minor and f2major/f2minor

for NW-4A, NW-4B and NW-4C alongside the values of this ratio calculated using Equation

4.16. It is observed that there is reasonable agreement between the calculated and experimen-

tal values for each mode order for all three nanowires (columns 2 and 3). The experimentally

determined co-polarised mode ratios are also summarised in Table 4.3. For each nanowire,

there is very good agreement between experimental values and the value of ≈6.267 calculated

from Equation 4.19. These two results demonstrate that nanowire motion here is described

well by the Euler-Bernoulli theory presented above. Schematic diagrams of the nanowire

flexural mode profiles f1minor and f2minor calculated using this model are shown in Figure 4.5.

f1major/f1minor f2major/f2minor E-B Theory f2minor/f1minor f2major/f1major

NW-4A 1.004 1.004 1.017 6.273 6.273
NW-4B 1.455 1.454 1.539 6.269 6.269
NW-4C 1.784 1.783 1.797 6.270 6.264

Table 4.3: Frequency ratios for the first four flexural modes of nanowires with varying cross-section
aspect ratios. Values of fimajor/fiminor (where i=1,2) calculated using E-B theory in column 4 show
reasonable agreement with the experimentally determined ratios in columns 2 and 3 for each nanowire.
Experimental values of the frequency ratio of co-polarised modes of differing order in columns 5 and 6
agree well with the value of ≈6.267 calculated using Euler-Bernoulli theory.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagrams showing the mode profiles of the first two flexural modes along the
minor-axis direction of a nanowire with an elongated cross-section.

4.5 Temperature Dependence of Nanowire Motion

A significant increase in cantilever mechanical Q-factor is commonly observed when operating

at cryogenic temperatures [131–133]. This increase in Q is primarily a result of the reduction

in the thermoelastic damping of the cantilever at these temperatures [133, 134], and has

particular relevance for cantilever-based force sensing, where the minimum resolvable force

(on resonance), Fmin scales as Q−1/2 [121, 132, 135]. As a consequence of the temperature

dependence of the Young’s modulus E, reduction of the cantilever temperature can also lead

to a shift in the resonance frequency of the vibrational modes [136].

In order to investigate how nanowire motion was affected by temperature, measurements of

the resonance frequencies and Q-factors of nanowires on Sample 4B at room temperature and

T≈10K were performed using the interferometer setup described in Section 4.3. To ensure

heating of the sample was minimised when performing measurements at low temperatures,

the 633.1nm laser used previously was replaced by a Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to 900nm. The

maximum laser power incident on each nanowire under investigation was ~10µW.
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A comparison of the fundamental thermomechanical mode spectra for a nanowire with a

cross-section aspect ratio of ~1.4 (length x wmajor x wminor = 13µm x 205nm x 150nm), at RT

and T≈10K is shown in Figure 4.6. A significant increase in the Q-factor is observed as well

as a change in the resonance frequency of each mode when the temperature of the nanowire

is reduced from RT to cryogenic temperatures. In addition to the described reduction in

the thermoelastic damping of the nanowire when the temperature is lowered to cryogenic

temperatures, the reduction of the pressure in the cryostat vacuum chamber as a result of

the ‘freezing out’ of any remaining gaseous species present in the chamber may have also

contributed to the observed improvement in the Q-factor for each mode of this nanowire at

T≈10K. Referring back to Eq. 4.15, the red-shifting of the fundamental mode resonances at

lower temperature suggests that the value of E for this nanowire was larger at RT than at

T≈10K (i.e. the nanowire structure became less rigid with decreasing temperature) [136, 137].

Figure 4.6: Comparison of the fundamental flexural mode spectra (a) f1minor and (b) f1major obtained
for a nanowire with a cross-section aspect ratio ~1.4 at RT and T≈10K. Experimental data (circles)
for each temperature in (a) and (b) was fitted with a single Lorentzian function (lines).

To determine whether the temperature dependent behaviour presented in Figure 4.6 was

typical of all nanowires on Sample 4B, fundamental thermomechanical mode spectra at RT

and T≈10K were obtained for three groups of six nanowires with each group having different

cross-section aspect ratio. The three groups contained nanowires with nominal aspect ratios

of ~1.17 (14µm x 175nm x 150nm), ~1.37 (13µm x 205nm x 150nm) and ~1.77 (12.3µm x
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265nm x 150nm). Table 4.4 summarises the average experimentally determined fundamental

resonance frequencies and Q-factors for each group of nanowires described above. The results

demonstrate that the behaviour presented in Figure 4.6 is indeed typical for all nanowires on

this sample, with a red-shifting of the average fundamental mode resonance frequencies and a

significant increase in average fundamental mode Q-factors observed for each nanowire group

when the temperature is reduced from RT to cryogenic temperatures.

Aspect Ratio f1minor (kHz) Q (f1minor) f1major (kHz) Q (f1major)

RT

1.17 440±10 1470±100 460±10 1790±200

1.37 469±8 1750±50 700±10 2450±50

1.77 568±9 1900±40 1110±20 5730±360

T≈10K

1.17 433±6 7490±270 450±10 10740±1220

1.37 464±8 8600±610 690±10 12300±800

1.77 564±9 8830±160 1030±10 18430±990

Table 4.4: Resonance frequencies and associated mechanical Q-factors for the fundamental flexural
modes of nanowires with three different average cross-section aspect ratios at RT and T≈10K. Averages
are taken over six nanowires for each nominal aspect ratio. Errors are equal to one standard deviation.

Although the fundamental mode Q-factors for each group of nanowires here significantly

increase when the temperature is reduced from RT to cryogenic temperatures, reports in the

literature suggest that the thermoelastic damping of a cantilever does not typically decrease

monotonically with decreasing temperature [132, 133, 135]. A slight temperature instability

of the nanowire sample in the experimental setup utilised here, however, meant that it was

not possible to obtain nanowire mode spectra at other temperatures in the range T≈10K

– RT. The temperature instability of the nanowire sample was thought to arise from the

poor thermal conductivity of the PZT to which the copper bracket housing the nanowire

sample was attached. In an attempt to improve the thermal contact between the cryostat

coldfinger and copper bracket, copper wires were used to connect the coldfinger to the bracket.

Unfortunately this still did not completely eliminate the temperature instability of the setup.

As described in the next section, the PZT was used in this setup to enable investigation of

the dynamical properties of nanowires on Sample 4B.
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4.6 Response of a Resonantly Driven Nanowire Mode

Previous studies of the dynamical properties of nanowire cantilevers have demonstrated that

these small resonator structures commonly exhibit non-linear oscillatory behaviour at rel-

atively small driving amplitudes [123, 124]. Although this can complicate the analysis of

sensing experiments conducted with these structures, non-linearities in general also give rise

to a wealth of interesting phenomena, including signal amplification [138, 139], mechanical

frequency mixing [140] and noise squeezing [141].

With this in mind, the dynamical properties of individual nanowires on Sample 4B were inves-

tigated using the PZT as a mechanical excitation source. All measurements were undertaken

at RT, using the 633.1nm wavelength stabilised diode laser for interferometric read-out. An

arbitrary function generator (AFG – B&K Precision 4064) was used to drive the PZT with

a sinusoidal excitation. The frequency of the sinusoidal excitation was adiabatically swept

across the linear resonance frequency of a single flexural mode, whilst the response amplitude

was monitored on the spectrum analyser. In the linear regime, the frequency at which the

maximum nanowire response amplitude is observed is approximately that of the thermome-

chanical resonance frequency, and an increase in sweep amplitude leads only to an increase

in the nanowire response amplitude and the area under the driven resonance peak. For suf-

ficiently large PZT driving amplitudes, the deviation from the linear to non-linear regime is

signalled by a shifting of this maximum response amplitude frequency with increasing driv-

ing amplitude until a point at which the nanowire oscillation enters a bistable regime, which

is characterised by a step change in the response amplitude at a critical sweep frequency

[123, 124].

Figure 4.7 displays the amplitude response of the fundamental flexural mode, f1minor, under

swept mechanical excitation for a nanowire on Sample 4B with a cross-section aspect ratio

of ~1.17, but a slightly smaller height in comparison to the group of nanowires with the

same nominal aspect ratio (in the same array) described above (~12.3µm). Although the
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area under the resonance peak was observed to increase with increasing driving amplitude,

for nanowire oscillation amplitudes upto the interferometer fringe width (λ/4), there was no

evidence of non-linear oscillatory behaviour for this mode. For a detection laser wavelength

of 633.1nm, this fringe width equates to ~160nm. When the nanowire oscillation amplitude

becomes larger than the fringe width, the measured response saturates and is accompanied

by the appearance of harmonics of the fundamental mode in the differential signal. This

complicates measurements such as this where larger driving amplitudes are required.

Figure 4.7: Nanowire response amplitude under swept excitation for the fundamental mode f1minor, of
a nanowire with an AR of ~1.17. The drive amplitude increases from the bottom trace (light blue) to
the top trace (dark blue). Inset shows the (non-driven) thermomechanical spectrum of f1minor for this
nanowire. Experimental data (circles) was fitted with a single Lorentzian function (line).

Observation of non-linear oscillatory behaviour of one of the fundamental flexural modes

under swept excitation has been previously reported in the literature for GaAs nanowires

with regular hexagonal cross-section and commensurate dimensions to those grown on Sample

4B. These were grown using a similar bottom-up technique and their motion was detected

using an interferometer with a comparable fringe width [123]. However, as reported in Ref
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[142], the critical amplitude for which oscillatory behaviour of the fundamental flexural mode

of a cantilever fixed at one end becomes non-linear is approximately equal to 6.3(L/
√
Q),

where L is the length of the cantilever and Q corresponds to the thermomechanical Q-factor

of the fundamental flexural mode that is under excitation. The critical amplitude, therefore,

for this nanowire was ≈1.7µm, which is significantly larger than the interferometer fringe

width. For the measurements displayed in Figure 4.7 the incident laser spot from the probe

arm was positioned as close to the clamping point of the nanowire as possible whilst still

being able to detect the thermomechanical motion, but this still did not enable detection of

non-linear behaviour for this mode. No instances of non-linear oscillatory behaviour of the

fundamental flexural modes was observed on any of the nanowires measured on this sample.

Due to the slight temperature instability of the sample when cooled to cryogenic temperatures

as described in the previous section, it was not possible to perform these measurements at

lower temperatures where the critical amplitude would be reduced by a factor of ~2 as a

consequence of the increase in the mechanical Q-factor of the fundamental flexural modes. It

is noted that the non-linear behaviour reported in Ref [123] was observed when operating the

nanowire at a cryogenic temperature.

As stated in Ref [142], the critical amplitude for the second order flexural modes is reduced

by a factor of ~18 relative to that for the fundamental modes. In terms of observing non-

linear oscillatory behaviour, another advantage of the second order modes is that there is an

additional node in the flexural mode profile (Figure 4.5(b)), around which the incident laser

spot from the probe arm could be positioned. This measurement will therefore be undertaken

in the future.

4.7 Conclusion

The mechanical properties of GaAs nanowires with varying cross-section aspect ratio grown

using a catalyst-free bottom-up growth approach have been presented. Nanowire vibrational

motion was characterised using a home-made free-space Michelson interferometer, and was
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observed to closely follow the behaviour described by Euler-Bernoulli theory for a singly

clamped beam. For elongated nanowires, attribution of a detected thermomechanical mode

to a particular orthogonal vibrational direction was made possible by selecting the orienta-

tion of the elongation axis prior to nanowire growth. In agreement with previous reports in

the literature, the mechanical Q-factor of the fundamental vibrational modes was observed

to significantly increase when the operating temperature was reduced from RT to cryogenic

temperatures (~10K). A full description of the Q-factor as a function of temperature, however,

was not possible due to a slight temperature instability in the experimental setup utilised for

detection of nanowire motion. The dynamical properties of individual nanowires were also

investigated using a PZT as a mechanical excitation source. Initial attempts at detecting

non-linear nanowire oscillatory behaviour through resonant mechanical excitation of the fun-

damental vibrational modes were unsuccessful. It has been reported in the literature that, in

comparison to the fundamental modes, the onset of non-linear oscillatory behaviour for second

order modes occurs at much smaller vibrational amplitudes. Future attempts at observing

non-linear nanowire motion, therefore, will focus on resonant driving of these second order

vibrational modes.
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Chapter 5

Position-Controlled High-Q III-V

Nanocavity System Formed by InP

Nanowires on a GaAs Photonic

Crystal Platform

5.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 3, semiconductor nanowires formed from the bottom-up provide

a versatile platform for the development of solid-state quantum light sources. The small

diameters of these structures allow for the realisation of many heterostructure configurations,

including quantum wells [43, 44] and quantum dots [6, 7, 45], from a wide variety of materials

combinations [70], while the layer-by-layer nature of the epitaxial growth process naturally

results in to the formation of an embedded emitter that is centred on the nanowire axis [102,

106]. The brightness and directionality [99–101], polarisation [83, 106] and collection efficiency

[80, 102] of the emission from the embedded light source can also all be tailored through

appropriate modification of the surrounding nanowire morphology. Bottom-up nanowires
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have therefore attracted a great deal of interest in the pursuit of realising ultra-compact

integrated photonic systems.

However, the vertical configuration of these structures after growth presents a significant

barrier to achieving strong light confinement and efficient injection of emitted photons into

on-chip photonic circuitry, especially for nanowires with dimensions optimised for high photon

emission rates. Previous attempts at realising a highly localised integrated nanowire-based

light source have involved transfer of nanowires from the growth substrate and subsequent

fabrication of a photonic crystal device around a selected individual nanowire with desirable

optical properties [1, 2]. Photonic crystal devices offer the ability to both guide light from one

location to another efficiently and concentrate light into extremely small volumes [143–145],

and therefore provide a promising route for the strengthening of nanowire light confinement

and efficient incorporation of photonic emission with on-chip photonic elements. In these

demonstrations, however, enhancement of light confinement is limited by the relatively small

overlap of the confined mode of the photonic crystal and the nanowire volume.

In this chapter the theoretical and experimental study of a novel alternative means of achiev-

ing highly localised nanowire emission in an integrated photonic system is presented. The

system in this case consists of an InP nanowire placed in a partially etched GaAs photonic

crystal slot waveguide. For appropriate nanowire and photonic crystal structural parameters,

a nanocavity mode with a very high Q-factor and a mode volume, V comparable to a cubic

wavelength inside the nanowire can be realised at the nanowire location. In Section 5.2, a

detailed description of this nanocavity design, originally proposed by Birowosuto et. al [146],

is presented. Also included in this section is a discussion of another nanowire-photonic crystal

integrated design proposed by Larrue et. al [147], which provides a potential means of enhanc-

ing light confinement in nanowires without removal of the nanowire from the growth substrate.

As both designs presented in this section involve integration of a nanowire with a photonic

crystal device, the basic properties of photonic crystals are introduced in Section 5.2 as well.

In Section 5.3 frequency-domain and 3D FDTD simulations are used to demonstrate how the

properties of the nanocavity resonance in the design proposed in Ref [146] are influenced by
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modification of the nanowire and photonic crystal slot waveguide parameters, with the aim of

achieving a high-Q, low V cavity resonance at a wavelength coinciding with the approximate

centre of the broadband PL emission spectrum observed from the InP nanowires discussed in

Chapter 2. Following this, the experimental methods utilised to produce nanocavity devices

based on the optimised design determined in Section 5.3 are discussed in detail in Section 5.4.

Results from the optical characterisation of these experimental nanocavity structures using

PL and reflectivity measurements are then presented in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.

The results obtained in Section 5.5 show that PL emission from individual InP nanowires

occurs predominately at an energy corresponding to the low-temperature WZ band energy.

Therefore, 3D FDTD simulations are used to determine the photonic crystal parameters that

yield a high-Q, low V cavity resonance at a wavelength coinciding with this energy. A modi-

fied experimental procedure is then implemented for photonic crystal production to improve

the prospect of realising an experimental cavity device with parameters matching that of op-

timised design. Finally, growth of a new InP nanowire sample is attempted with the aim of

forming arrays of nanowires of a single crystal phase, which by virtue of being free of stacking

faults, would all emit around the resonance wavelength of the optimised cavity design. The

details regarding all of the processes related to this modified design are included in Section

5.7.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Photonic Crystals

Photonic crystals are structures consisting of a periodic arrangement of materials with dif-

ferent dielectric constants. The periodicity of the structures causes Bragg reflections which

control the propagation properties of light through the crystal. Through appropriate tailor-

ing of the dielectric constant of the materials, the length of the periodicity and the type of

symmetry the photonic crystal exhibits, propagation of certain wavelengths of light can be
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prohibited as a result of destructive interference caused by the Bragg reflections [148]. These

reflections lead to the formation of a photonic bandgap in the dispersion relation for in-plane

light propagation, analogous to the electronic bandgap in semiconductors [108]. The type

of photonic crystal structures used for realisation of the nanocavity arrangement described

in this chapter consisted of a periodic triangular lattice of air holes etched into a suspended

membrane of high index material (GaAs). This slab design is commonly adopted for these

structures owing to the relative ease with which it can be fabricated and its potential for in-

tegration with other photonic elements on-chip [149]. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of such a device is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Top-down SEM image of a two-dimensional photonic crystal slab structure formed by
etching of a triangular lattice of air holes (black) with radius r and lattice constant a through a
semiconductor membrane (grey).

A defect state within the photonic bandgap of the photonic crystal slab can be created by

filling in one or more of its air holes. As this defect mode is forbidden in the surrounding

crystal lattice, it is well confined in two dimensions and a cavity is formed. Total internal

reflection at the semiconductor-air interface provides further confinement of the cavity mode in

the direction perpendicular to the photonic crystal plane. One of the most well studied types

of cavity in this slab architecture is the L3 cavity design, which is formed when three air holes

are removed in a line. L3 cavities were the first type of photonic crystal cavity arrangements

in which quality factors greater than 104 were demonstrated experimentally [145] and have

subsequently been implemented for a number of applications, including creation of efficient

single photon sources [150] and measurements of quantum electrodynamics [89]. Omission
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of air holes along a complete row of a photonic crystal slab creates defect states within the

photonic bandgap of the structure which are free to propagate along the length of the defect

axis (see Figure 5.5). This type of linear defect, known either as a line-defect or W1 waveguide,

provides a means of coupling and guiding the emission from an emitter efficiently from one

location to another on-chip and is thus one of the key components in the future realisation of

integrated photonic circuits [151].

In the following sections, two alternative approaches for enhancing light confinement in small

diameter nanowires through integration with photonic crystal devices are presented. The first

involves the growth of a single vertical nanowire at the antinode location of a resonant L3

cavity mode, proposed by Larrue et. al [147], and in the second, proposed by Birowosuto et.

al [146], a nanocavity system is formed through the transfer and placement of an individual

nanowire into a partially etched slot at the centre of a photonic crystal line-defect.

5.2.2 Bottom-Up Growth of a Nanowire at the Centre of an

L3 Photonic Crystal Cavity

For a nanowire grown by bottom-up growth techniques, the small refractive index contrast

between the nanowire and the substrate dramatically affects the reflection co-efficient of the

bottom facet mirror, leading to a large majority of emitted nanowire photons being lost to

the substrate region. These losses can be somewhat compensated for by either increasing

the diameter of the nanowire (with lasing demonstrated for single vertical nanowires with

large lateral cross-sections [152, 153]), transferral of the nanowire from its growth substrate

onto another host substrate [154, 155], or a combination of both. However, the multimode

confinement in larger diameter nanowires typically leads to the formation of a complex far-

field radiation pattern and low spontaneous emission rates for each of the confined modes

[156], and nanowires transferred from the growth substrate are randomly dispersed on the

host substrate, which can be a major obstacle for large-scale assembly and integration with

other photonic elements on-chip.
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In the scheme proposed by Larrue et. al [147], the loss mechanism at the nanowire-substrate

junction is significantly reduced by instead incorporating the vertical nanowire structure with

a high-Q low V L3 photonic crystal cavity. In this arrangement, the cavity acts as photon

reservoir that recycles photons into the nanowire volume and prevents them from being sur-

rendered to the surrounding substrate region. The design and resulting mode profile of the L3

photonic crystal cavity are displayed in Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b). The L3 design is se-

lected owing to the spatial distribution of the cavity mode, which has a maximum intensity at

the centre of the cavity (predominately polarised in the direction perpendicular to the defect

orientation, y) [157]. In addition, an L3 cavity provides strong modal selectivity as a result

of optical losses in higher order modes [158, 159]. Shifting of the two holes terminating the

cavity in the direction parallel to the defect orientation further enhances the confinement of

the normal L3 fundamental cavity mode and a Q-factor of ~40000 is achieved for this modified

cavity design [147, 160].

Figure 5.2: Modified L3 photonic crystal cavity design for a coupled nanowire-cavity system. Here
the photonic crystal slab material is GaAs (n=3.4). (a) Schematic diagram of the modified L3 cavity
design. The two holes terminating the cavity along x are displaced by an amount s=0.18a, where
a is the lattice constant of the photonic crystal (the nearest neighbour periodicity of the air holes).
(b) Calculated |Ey|2 intensity distribution of the fundamental resonant mode of a bare L3 cavity.
Placement of the vertical nanowire on the photonic crystal slab, illustrated by the blue dashed line in
(a), is chosen to coincide with the maximum field intensity region of the cavity mode.

The introduction of the vertical nanowire at the centre of the L3 cavity breaks the symmetry

of the slab structure and leads to a perturbation of the resonant photonic crystal cavity mode.

With increasing nanowire diameter, the vertical confinement of cavity mode steadily reduces

until a point at which guided modes are allowed to propagate freely through the nanowire
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structure. This increase in the overlap of the electric field of the coupled mode with the

nanowire, however, also naturally leads to a decrease in the Q-factor of the resonator. FDTD

simulations carried out with the freely available software package MEEP [161], show that for

a hexagonal GaAs nanowire with optimised parameters, placed at the centre of a GaAs L3

photonic crystal cavity, a high spontaneous emission factor (the fraction of the spontaneous

emission funnelled into the resonant mode with respect to that into all other modes) β, of

0.3 can be achieved whilst maintaining a comparatively much larger Q-factor (~300) than is

possible for a vertical nanowire sitting on a bare substrate.

Although this system has been engineered with optimal tailoring of the vertical emission

properties of the nanowire in mind, funnelling of NWQD emission from the nanowire region

back into the photonic crystal slab may be achieved through increasing the reflectance of the

nanowire top facet. These photons directed back into the photonic crystal cavity region could

then be routed into other coupled photonic elements on-chip. Increasing the reflectance of

the top facet can be performed by first embedding the nanowire in a polymer matrix (e.g

benzocyclobutene), exposing the top facet of the nanowire through controlled etching of the

polymer layer and subsequent deposition of a thin layer of metal (e.g. Au), before removal

of the remaining polymer material [162]. The coupled resonant mode profile calculated for

the optimised nanowire design shown in the right panel of Figure 5.3(b) with a thin perfect

metal (100% reflection, no absorption) top layer is shown in Figure 5.3(c). It is found that

introduction of the top metal layer leads to a greater proportion of the coupled cavity mode

to reside in the photonic crystal slab for these nanowire dimensions, reducing the value of β

by approximately a half. Further optimisation of the nanowire parameters is required then for

this modified design, but it has potential for providing a means of integrating cavity-enhanced

single photon nanowire emission with photonic elements on-chip.

The simple design and cavity-enhanced emission properties of this nanowire-cavity system

make it a particularly attractive means of realising highly efficient, low threshold nanolasers

and high quality single-photon sources that are compatible with large scale integration. Meth-

ods of photonic crystal cavity fabrication in a number of III-V materials systems are well
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Figure 5.3: Optimisation of nanowire dimensions for enhanced overlap of the coupled cavity mode with
the nanowire volume. The nanowire material is set to be the same as that for the photonic crystal slab
(GaAs). (a) Schematic diagram of the coupled cavity system, consisting of a single vertical hexagonal
nanowire with diameter d, and height h placed at the centre of a modified L3 photonic crystal cavity;
Calculated |E|2 intensity distribution of the fundamental coupled cavity mode for a nanowire with
h=5a and (b) d=0.2a (left-hand panel), d=0.7a (right-hand panel), (c) d=0.7a with a thin perfect
metal layer on the top facet. For a mode wavelength λM≈860nm, the nanowire dimensions both in
the right-hand panel of (b) and in (c) correspond to d≈160nm and h≈1.2µm.

established and control of nanowire position (at the centre of the L3 cavity mode anti-node

in this case) in bottom-up growth techniques is enabled through lithographic definition as de-

scribed in Chapter 2. Experimental realisation of this system, however, is greatly complicated

by the fact that, whereas formation of III-V nanowires in the vertical direction requires the use

of a (111)A or B substrate [38, 73], owing to the difficulties associated with realising smooth,
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high quality surfaces in the (111)A or B direction [163, 164], semiconductor photonic crystal

structures are typically fabricated from membranes epitaxially grown on (100) substrates. As

a consequence of these differing substrate crystal orientation requirements, the feasibility of

successful vertical nanowire growth on a photonic crystal cavity in the manner proposed here

is low, and although experimental realisation of one similar system has been reported [165],

to date there have not been any demonstrations of this coupled cavity arrangement in the

III-V materials system.

5.2.3 Nanowire Placed in a Partially Etched Photonic Crystal

Slot Waveguide

The unconventional (111)A or B substrate orientation required for bottom-up III-V nanowire

growth, and losses associated with the low index contrast between the nanowire and under-

lying growth substrate mean that enhancement of nanowire light confinement is typically

pursued through removal and transfer of the nanowire onto a host substrate, where a tailored

cavity architecture can then be fabricated around it [2, 155, 166]. However, as the nanowire

is randomly dispersed on the host substrate after transfer, highly precise nanofabrication

techniques are required to align exactly the cavity location and orientation with that of the

deposited nanowire. Experimental demonstration of successful coupling between nanowires

and small photonic cavity systems fabricated after nanowire transfer have been reported [2]

but the confined mode volume (at the modal wavelength) in these systems is too large to

achieve strong overlap of the confined mode with the nanowire volume.

In the scheme proposed Birowosotu et. al, [146] strengthening of light confinement in a small

diameter nanowire is achieved by transfer and placement of the nanowire into a partially

etched slot at the centre of a photonic crystal line-defect which has been pre-fabricated on

the host substrate. In this arrangement, depicted schematically in Figure 5.4, cavity losses

associated with a horizontal nanowire lying on a bare substrate are greatly diminished by the

surrounding photonic crystal waveguide structure, which leads to the formation of a coupled
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nanocavity at the nanowire position that exhibits high-Q and an effective mode volume, V

of ~(λ/n)3 for suitably optimised structures. Strong light confinement in a small volume is a

result of the small refractive index modulation in the photonic crystal line-defect generated by

the placement of the nanowire in the partially etched slot. The nanowire also acts to suppress

electric field losses associated with the large vertical asymmetry of the photonic crystal slab

in the partially etched slot region.

Figure 5.4: Schematic of a high-Q low-V position-controlled nanocavity design proposed by Birowosotu
et. al. The nanocavity is formed by placement of a subwavelength sized nanowire at the centre of a
partially etched slot in the middle of a photonic crystal line-defect. The inset displays a cross-section of
the nanocavity arrangement. White text labels refer to nanowire parameters (d = nanowire diameter,
L = nanowire length), while those in black refer to surrounding photonic crystal device parameters
(a = nearest neighbour periodicity of air holes, W = line-defect width, r = air hole radius, t = slab
thickness, h = slot height, w = slot width).

Due to the fact that the nanowire structure is not bound to the surrounding photonic crystal

device after placement in the slot, one of the most attractive features of this system is the

potential ability to control the position of the cavity along the line-defect after device fabri-

cation, which provides the possibility of realising position-controlled on-demand high quality

quantum light sources for photonic integrated circuits. Post-fabrication formation of high-Q

low-V nanocavities in photonic crystal waveguides has been demonstrated elsewhere with the

use of scanning probe lithography, [167] however, in this scheme, once the cavity has been

‘written’, the cavity location cannot be subsequently re-positioned. Re-writeable photonic

crystal nanocavities have been reported in the case of water/polymer micro-infiltration of
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photonic crystal air holes [168, 169] but as well as the high level of complexity involved in

cavity formation using this method, the feasibility of incorporating this type of cavity with

other integrated photonic circuit elements is low.

As described above, strong confinement of light in the region of the nanowire is provided by

the spatial index modulation of the photonic crystal line-defect resulting from the placement

of the nanowire in the partially etched slot waveguide. The origin of this high-Q, low-V cavity

mode can be explained by considering the dispersion characteristics of the line-defect photonic

crystal waveguide design in this scheme and how these are modified by the introduction of

the partially etched slot and subsequent placement of an individual nanowire inside the slot.

The band structure of a photonic crystal slab structure with a line defect, calculated using

the MIT photonic bands (MPB) software package [109], is displayed in Figure 5.5. Removal

of a complete row of air holes from the photonic crystal creates a series of regularly spaced

point defects within the crystal which couple to form a series of guided modes in the photonic

bandgap (PBG) which are free to propagate along the defect axis. These TE-like gap-guided

modes are confined laterally by the periodic air hole arrangement either side of the defect and

vertically by total internal reflection (TIR).

It is observed that the group velocity (dω/dk) of the fundamental gap-guided mode (labelled

(i) in Figure 5.5) decreases monotonically and tends to zero as it reaches the Brillouin zone

(BZ) edge. The evolution of this gap-guided mode as the wavevector progresses from the light

cone to the BZ edge is a result of coupling between the fundamental gap-mode and a second

category of guided TE-like ‘index-modes’ that arise as a consequence of the waveguide having

a higher refractive index than the surrounding air [108]. Coupling of the highest energy index-

guided mode (labelled (iv) in Figure 5.5) with the fundamental gap-guided mode induces an

anti-crossing between the two, creating a region close to the BZ edge where the group velocity

tends to zero (termed the ’slow-light’ region) [170].

Introduction of a partially etched slot that sits at the centre of the line-defect and extends

along its length reduces the effective refractive index in the line-defect region, which induces

a modification of the group velocity profile of the fundamental gap-mode and causes it to
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Figure 5.5: Calculated band structure showing the TE-like fundamental PBG modes for a photonic
crystal (i) line-defect (ii) line-defect with a partially etched slot and (iii) nanowire (with square cross-
section) at the centre of a partially etched slot. Anti-crossing of highest energy index-guided mode (iv)
and PBG mode (i) causes group velocity of (i) to tend towards zero near BZ edge. Left hand panels
display schematic diagrams of the device arrangements that produce modes (i), (ii) and (iii).

be pulled up towards the higher frequency air band (consisting of the extended slab modes

propagating in air) [171]. This slot waveguide gap-guided mode is depicted by the curve

labelled (ii) in Figure 5.5. Subsequent placement of a nanowire with similar refractive index

to the surrounding photonic crystal device at the centre of the partially etched slot waveguide

restores a fraction of the original effective refractive index of the line-defect and red-shifts

the fundamental gap-mode into a region in the PBG that lies in-between that of the original

gap-guided and slot waveguide modes (labelled (iii) in Figure 5.5). As this nanowire-slot

waveguide mode is surrounded by a complete frequency gap inside the line-defect PBG, light

is strongly confined to the nanowire region, resulting in the formation of a high-Q low-V

cavity. Similar designs exploiting this ‘mode-gap’ effect to create high-Q low-V nanocavities

in photonic crystal line defect structures have been reported elsewhere [167, 172–177].

The coupled nanowire-photonic crystal system designed by Birowosuto et. al is optimised for

cavity operation in a wavelength range for telecommunications applications (1.3µm–1.55µm)

and employs Si as the materials system for fabrication of the photonic crystal slot waveg-
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uide. Recently, there have been a number of reports demonstrating growth of embedded

quantum dots in small diameter InP nanowires that exhibit very narrow emission line-widths

and spectrally pure, bright single-photon emission at sub-micron emission wavelengths [5, 77].

Therefore tailoring of the cavity parameters in this design to achieve a cavity resonance at

sub-micron wavelengths provides the opportunity for realisation of an extremely high quality

source of indistinguishable single photons and also measurements of cavity quantum elec-

trodynamics using a single NWQD. In addition, such a system has the potential to provide

sufficient optical gain to demonstrate lasing operation from nanowires with sub-100nm diam-

eters. Optimising the cavity resonance to sub-micron wavelengths also offers the advantage

that the fundamental optical properties of the cavity system can be extensively characterised

by commercially available high performance silicon photodetectors. Additionally, as device

size requirements scale with wavelength, a cavity design optimised for operation at shorter

wavelengths offers the possibility of a more compact structural arrangement.

As the bandgap energy of Si is ~1.1eV (at RT) [178] however, achieving cavity operation with

this design at sub-micron wavelengths requires utilisation of a different materials system for

the photonic crystal slot waveguide device. In the following sections of this chapter, a detailed

investigation into the design and experimental realisation of a movable high-Q, low-V nanowire

cavity system, consisting of an InP nanowire placed inside a partially etched GaAs photonic

crystal slot waveguide, optimised for cavity resonance at sub-micron wavelengths is presented.

As well as possessing a more appropriate bandgap energy for a sub-micron cavity resonance

wavelength, GaAs was selected as the materials system for photonic crystal device fabrication

in this case due to the fact that fabrication methods for these devices in this materials system

are well established in the LDSD group at the University of Sheffield. Manufacture of a

number of other high quality photonic devices in the GaAs materials system have also been

demonstrated by the LDSD group [143, 179], providing the potential for future integration of

this optimised cavity arrangement with other photonic devices on-chip.
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5.3 Optimisation of Nanocavity Design for Cavity

Resonance at Sub-Micron Wavelengths

The scale invariance of Maxwell’s equations allowed, as a first step in optimisation with the

GaAs materials system, the translation of the photonic crystal slot waveguide parameters

in Ref [146] to those appropriate for a cavity mode resonance at shorter wavelengths. To

maximise the probability of spectral overlap of nanowire emission and the cavity resonance

in this first instance, a target cavity resonance wavelength of λR≈870nm for this system was

selected, as this corresponds approximately to the centre of the broadband PL energy distri-

bution observed from low temperature PL measurements on the previously grown polytypic

InP nanowire samples presented in Chapter 2. Conversion of the photonic crystal waveguide

parameters to those more suitable for λR≈870nm led to selection of the following starting

values: a=246.5nm, r=70nm, t=140nm and again W=0.98
√

3a (~418nm). The value of t

here was chosen based on a compromise between strong modal confinement in the z-direction

via TIR at this resonant wavelength [108] and the structural integrity of the photonic crystal

slab. As the narrowest nanowire diameter achieved in previous InP nanowire growth was on

the order of ~100nm, this value was chosen as the nanowire diameter in this adapted design.

It is noted that although this adapted design does not take into account the slight refrac-

tive index difference between Si (nSi=3.48) and GaAs (nGaAs=3.4), it was deemed a suitable

starting point for design optimisation here.

Optimisation of the nanowire-photonic crystal cavity system was performed using both frequency-

domain and FDTD simulation approaches. Frequency-domain simulations were employed to

investigate the shift in frequency of the fundamental PBGmode of the nanocavity arrangement

when parameters of the photonic crystal were modified, in order to ascertain the structural

arrangement which produced a PBG mode coinciding in frequency with the desired cavity

resonance. The cavity properties of this structural arrangement, such as the Q-factor and

V at the resonant wavelength were then subsequently obtained using 3D FDTD simulations.
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Initial optimisation steps were carried out using frequency-domain simulations, as these are

much less computationally demanding than equivalent FDTD simulations of the same struc-

tural system (owing to the fact that calculations are performed in the frequency-domain with

a periodically repeating supercell) and allowed for the structural parameters corresponding

to the approximate desired cavity resonance wavelength to be obtained in a much shorter

time-frame than would have been possible using only FDTD simulations.

Frequency-domain simulations commenced with consideration of the most straightforward

cavity design, where the slot width and height of the photonic crystal slot waveguide were set

to match that of the nanowire diameter (100nm). The band structure for this arrangement,

calculated using MPB with the supercell depicted schematically in Figure 5.6(a), is displayed

in Figure 5.6(b). Here, the refractive index for the InP nanowire is set to nInP=3.17 (with the

refractive index of the photonic crystal slot waveguide set to nGaAs=3.4 as mentioned above).

As the nanowire in this case completely fills the partially etched slot region in all directions,

the fundamental PBG mode of this system, depicted by the curve labelled (i), resembles that

observed for an unmodified line-defect in terms of its evolution with wave-vector k and relative

position to the dielectric band edge (see Figure 5.5). In a real experimental design however,

placement of a nanowire in a partially etched slot with the same width as the nanowire

diameter would be challenging, and so the frequency shift of the fundamental PBG mode as

a function of expanding slot width (in increments of 2.5nm) was determined. Curves (ii) and

(iii) in Figure 5.6(b) depict the PBG modes calculated for a slot width of 115nm and 135nm,

respectively. The reduction in effective refractive index caused by the increasing fraction of

air in the slot waveguide leads to an expected blue-shifting of the fundamental mode, but it is

observed that even a relatively small increase of 35nm causes a considerable frequency shift of

the PBG mode from the initial position of (i) (∆ω≈0.043(2πc/a)) and a large deviation from

the desired cavity mode resonance frequency (∆ω≈0.029(2πc/a)), illustrated by the black

dashed line in this plot.
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Figure 5.6: Frequency-domain simulations for characterisation of the frequency shift of the fundamental
nanowire-photonic crystal slot waveguide PBG mode with varying photonic crystal device parameters.
(a) Schematic diagram of supercell utilised for frequency-domain simulations, consisting of a nanowire
with square cross-section placed in the centre of a partially etched photonic crystal slot waveguide.
The refractive indices of the nanowire and photonic crystal for all calculations were set at nInP=3.17
and nGaAs=3.4, respectively; Calculated band structure diagrams show how the fundamental PBG
mode of the system shifts in frequency when the (b) slot waveguide width is varied, (c) slot waveguide
and line defect width are varied simultaneously by the same dimensional increment, (d) slot height is
varied, (e) slot height is varied for the structural arrangement producing the highest frequency PBG
mode (iii) observed in (c). In all band structure plots, the dashed black line indicates the frequency
equivalent to λR≈870nm. Structural parameters that correspond to the calculated band structures in
(b), (c), (d) and (e) are presented in the main text.

In an attempt to compensate for the reduction in the effective refractive index induced by the

increasing slot width, for each slot width increment, the line-defect width was simultaneously

increased by the same step size (2.5nm). Figure 5.6(c) displays the fundamental PBG modes

for a slot width and corresponding line-defect width of (i) w=115nm, W=0.98
√

3a+7.5nm;

(ii) w=135nm,W=0.98
√

3a+17.5nm and (iii) w=150nm,W=0.98
√

3a+25nm. It is seen that,

as well as causing a red-shift of the fundamental PBG modes, the complementary increase

in the line-defect also leads to a small reduction in the frequency shift as the slot width is
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increased (∆ω(i)−(ii)≈0.018(2πc/a) compared to ∆ω(ii)−(iii)≈0.023(2πc/a) in Figure 5.6(b)).

Red-shifting of the fundamental PBG modes was also observed when the depth of the slot was

reduced below the diameter of the nanowire. Figure 5.6(d) shows the calculated fundamental

PBG modes for the structural arrangement that produced mode (i) in Figure 5.6(d) with a

varying slot depth of (i) 60nm, (ii) 90nm and (iii) 115nm. As the nanowire diameter has

been set to 100nm in this design, matching the slot depth with nanowire diameter means that

approximately 70% of the suspended photonic crystal device is removed in the slot region.

In an experimentally realised structure, the removal of this amount of material in the slot

region has the potential to greatly weaken the structural integrity of the suspended device.

However, reducing the depth of the slot will lead to a reduction in the spatial overlap of the

cavity mode with the nanowire volume. Determining a slot depth that provides an adequate

comprise between these two opposing conditions is therefore important in this design.

Taking into consideration the observations from the previous three optimisation steps, red-

shifting of the most blue-shifted PBG mode in Figure 5.6(c) towards the desired cavity reso-

nance was attempted through varying the slot depth of the corresponding structural arrange-

ment. This structural arrangement was chosen for further optimisation as it possesses the

largest studied slot width (150nm), and experimentally, a larger slot width will facilitate eas-

ier placement of the nanowire inside the slot waveguide. Figure 5.6(e) displays the calculated

fundamental PBG modes for this structural arrangement with a slot depth of (i) 60nm, (ii)

70nm and (iii) 85nm. For the smallest slot depth, it is observed that the frequency of the

fundamental PBG mode coincides with the desired cavity resonance frequency in the region

close to the BZ edge. The parameters of this structural arrangement, therefore, were selected

as the initial parameters for nanocavity optimisation using FDTD simulations.

3D FDTD simulations were performed using the commercial-grade simulator ‘FDTD solutions’

from Lumerical [116]. The simulation domain, depicted schematically in Figure 5.7, consisted

of a GaAs photonic crystal slot waveguide (nGaAs=3.4) with an InP nanowire (nInP=3.17) of

finite length, L=2µm at its centre. Investigation of the cavity properties of this system began

by determining the fundamental cavity resonance wavelength λR, using a broadband electric
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dipole source placed at the centre of the nanowire. The Q-factor and V of the cavity system

were then subsequently calculated using a narrowband excitation range (~2nm) around this

previously calculated resonance wavelength. In the FDTD software package utilised for these

calculations, the Q-factor is determined by the slope of the envelope of the decaying signal

using the formula

Q = −2πfRlog10(e)
2m (5.1)

where fR is the resonance frequency of the mode, and m is the slope of the decay [116]. V is

calculated according to the conventional Purcell definition

V =
∫

V ε|Ey(r)|2dV
max[ε|Ey(r)|2] (5.2)

where |Ey(r)|2 is the electric field intensity at point r, and max|Ey(r)|2 is the maximum field

intensity value inside the simulation domain [180].

Figure 5.7: Schematic illustration of the 3D FDTD simulation domain utilised for optimisation of the
nanowire nanocavity design. An electric dipole is placed in the middle of a finite length InP nanowire
(nInP=3.17) with square cross-section, which is located at the centre of a GaAs photonic crystal slot
waveguide (nGaAs=3.17). The simulation domain measures 37 (x-axis) by 30.5 (y-axis) by 7.9 (z-axis)
lattice periods (a) and is surrounded by perfectly matched layers (PML) to ensure complete absorption
of the electric fields (without any reflection) at the boundaries.
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For the optimised structural arrangement described above, the value of the cavity resonance

wavelength calculated from FDTD simulations was found to be significantly red-shifted in

comparison to that determined previously from frequency-domain simulations (λR≈920nm).

Using equations 5.1 and 5.2, the Q-factor and V of this cavity resonance were calculated to

be ~43500 and ~0.71(λ/n)3 (where n = nInP), respectively. However, as is observed from the

calculated mode profile of the cavity mode in Figure 5.8(a), because the main component of

the electric field of the (TE) cavity mode (Ey) is oriented perpendicularly to the nanowire/slot

interface along most of the nanowire length, the majority of the mode residing outside of the

photonic crystal slab is concentrated in the slot region around the nanowire. This is further

illustrated in Figure 5.9(a)(i), which shows the development of |Ey| in the y-direction at a

position in x and z corresponding to the centre of the nanowire (x=0µm, z=0.06µm). The

maxima of |Ey| are clearly located in the slot region around the nanowire, with the field

intensity changing abruptly at the slot boundaries. It is also observed that the fraction of the

field confined within the nanowire is comparatively small compared to that residing outside.

The fraction of electric field confined within the nanowire for this cavity resonance, Cy was

calculated using

Cy =
∫ L/2
−L/2

∫ d/2
−d/2

∫ d/2
−d/2 εNW|Ey|2dxdydz∑N

i=1
∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ εi|Eyi|2dxidyidzi

(5.3)

where i refers to each of the materials within the simulation domain (i.e. air, GaAs and InP)

and εNW is the dielectric constant of the nanowire. Using Equation 5.3, Cy was determined

to be ~0.07. This is approximately a factor of 3 smaller than that reported for a similar

cavity system with a comparable slot width and nanowire diameter by Birowosuto et al. in

the supplementary information of Ref [3]. As expected, when the slot width is matched to

the nanowire diameter (w=100nm), the electric field profile of the cavity resonance, shown in

Figure 5.8(c), is more like that of an unmodified photonic crystal line-defect mode. Along the

y-direction, |Ey| develops gradually across the nanowire boundaries and significantly more

of the field resides within the nanowire volume compared to that for w=150nm, with the
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maxima of |Ey| located at x=0 (Figure 5.9(a)(iii)). This comparative increase in the fraction

of the field inside the nanowire observed in Figure 5.8(c) and Figure 5.9(a)(iii) is reflected in

the value of Cy, which was calculated to be ~0.15 for this arrangement.

Figure 5.8: FDTD simulations for characterisation of the resonance properties of the fundamental
cavity mode for a nanowire-photonic crystal nanocavity arrangement when varying the slot width, w
relative to the nanowire diameter, d. Calculated 2D |Ey| field-profiles of the fundamental cavity mode
in the x-y plane (left) and y-z plane (right) are shown for d=100nm and (a) w=150nm, (b) w=110nm,
(c) w=100nm. For all calculations, the other nanocavity parameters have fixed values of t=140nm,
a=246.5nm, r=70nm, W=0.98

√
3a+25nm and h=60nm. The colour scale in each image is logarithmic

and the field profiles are normalised to the source power. Photonic crystal and nanowire structures are
depicted by white and black solid lines, respectively. Properties of the simulation domain are described
in Figure 5.7.
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The increased confinement of the field inside the nanowire for this arrangement slightly reduces

V relative to that for w=150nm (V≈0.66(λ/n)3), but this decrease in V is accompanied by

a comparatively larger reduction in the Q-factor of the cavity resonance (Q≈30000). It is

thought that the main contributor to this decrease in Q is the reduction in vertical confinement

of the cavity mode when w=100nm. Figure 5.9(c) and Figure 5.9(d) show the spatial Fourier

transforms (FT) of the cavity mode electric fields displayed in Figure 5.8(a) and Figure 5.8(c),

respectively. For decomposed plane waves which have in-plane momentum components (kx,

ky) inside the light cone (represented by the white circles at (0,0) with a radius of 2π/λR), the

condition for TIR is broken [145, 146, 181]. When w is reduced from 150nm to 100nm, it is

observed that the number of in-plane momentum components inside the light cone increases,

resulting in a comparatively weaker vertical confinement of the cavity mode. The reduction in

w from 150nm to 100nm also leads to a red-shifting of the cavity resonance, with λR≈954nm

for w=100nm.

Although Cy was observed to reduce considerably with an increase in w from 100 to 150nm

(and as is shown in Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.9(a)(ii), the electric-field outside of the photonic

crystal slab resides mainly in the slot region around the nanowire even for only a infinites-

imal width mismatch between nanowire diameter and slot width), experimental observation

of cavity enhanced emission from a similar nanowire cavity system where w is greater than

the nanowire diameter has been recently reported by Birowisuto et al. [3]. With this in

mind, the structural parameters of the photonic crystal waveguide were modified in order to

realise a cavity resonance at the target wavelength λR≈870nm for the ideal scenario where

w=d=100nm. Taking into consideration observations made from the previous frequency do-

main simulations, this was achieved by increasing r to 80nm and decreasing both a to 242.5nm

and W to 0.98
√

3a with h and L remaining as 60nm and 2µm, respectively. These structural

changes also resulted in a significantly increased Q-factor, relative to the previously described

arrangements, of ~76000 and a small decrease of V to ~0.65(λ/n)3. The value of Cy, however,

remained at ~0.15.
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Figure 5.9: Variation in the properties of the fundamental nanocavity mode as a function of slot
waveguide width, w. (a) Development of |Ey| along the y-direction at the centre of the nanowire in
x and z (x=0µm, z=0.06µm) for (i) w=150nm, (ii) w=110nm, (iii) w=100nm; (b) Summary of the
calculated λR, Q, V and Cy values for each of the values of w; Spatial Fourier transformation spectra
obtained from the y-component of the electric field (|Ey|) in the x-y plane for (c) w=100nm, (d)
w=150nm. The colour scale in each image is logarithmic and the light cone is depicted by the white
circle with a radius, rLC=2π/λR. For all calculations, the other nanocavity parameters have fixed
values of t=140nm, a=246.5nm, r=70nm, W=0.98

√
3a+25nm, h=60nm and L=2µm.

One way of improving the value of Cy for the ideal w=d system described above, is through

an increase in the value of h. A slot depth of 60nm was chosen for all of the previous

FDTD simulations, as in the preceding frequency-domain simulations this resulted in a λR
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which coincided with the target wavelength of 870nm. The original reason for reducing the

slot depth relative to the nanowire diameter was that in an arrangement where h=d, the

suspended photonic crystal slab, with only ~40nm of material remaining in the slot region,

would be very susceptible to collapse during nanowire transfer and placement. To ascertain

in more detail how modification of the slot waveguide depth for this arrangement affected the

properties of the cavity mode and its spatial overlap with the nanowire volume, Cy, Q, V

and λR were calculated for h values of 30, 50, 70 and 90nm. For each of these values of h,

Figure 5.10(a) shows the calculated cavity mode profile in the y-z plane at x=0. As expected,

it is observed from the mode profiles that as h increases, the amount of field confined within the

nanowire also increases. A plot of the calculated Cy values for each slot depth (in addition to

h=60nm calculated previously) is plotted in Figure 5.10(b), and shows that the fraction of the

field confined within the nanowire increases from ~0.07 for h=30nm upto ~0.24 for h=90nm.

However, although the mode volume of the cavity mode does not change significantly when

h is modified (0.62 . V . 0.69), the Q-factor of the resonance decreases from ~250000 for

h=30nm to ~20000 for h=90nm. To highlight this contrary trend in the relationship of Cy

and Q to h, the values of Q/V for each slot depth are also plotted in Figure 5.10(b). Taking

into consideration the mode profiles displayed in Figure 5.10(a), the decrease in the Q-factor

with increasing h is thought to be a result of the increased perturbation of the photonic

crystal waveguide mode as the slot depth increases, which leads to a reduction in the vertical

confinement of the mode in the photonic crystal slab. The spatial FTs of the cavity mode

electric fields for h=60nm and h=90nm displayed in Figures 5.10(c) and (d) further support

this explanation. It is clearly observed that for h=90nm, the number of in-plane momentum

components inside the light cone (white circle) is increased compared to that when h=60nm.

For this range of h values, λR was found to change by only ~10nm (865nm . λR . 875nm).
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Figure 5.10: Calculation of the fundamental cavity mode properties when varying the slot waveguide
depth, h. (a) Calculated 2D |Ey| field-profiles of the fundamental cavity mode in the y-z plane for
d=w=100nm and h=30, 50, 70, 90nm. The colour scale in each image is logarithmic and the field
profiles are normalised to the source power. Photonic crystal and nanowire structures are depicted
by white and black solid lines, respectively; (b) Summary of the calculated Q/V and Cy values for
each of the different values of h, including h=60nm for comparison; Spatial Fourier transformation
spectra obtained from the y-component of the electric field (|Ey|) in the x-y plane for (c) h=60nm,
(d) h=90nm. The colour scale in each image is logarithmic and the light cone is depicted by the white
circle with a radius, rLC=2π/λR. For all calculations, the other nanocavity parameters have fixed
values of t=140nm, a=242.5nm, r=80nm, W=0.98

√
3a and L=2µm.
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As the structural parameters of individual nanowires transferred to the photonic crystal sub-

strate will vary somewhat in experiment, the effect on the properties of the fundamental

cavity mode when changing the nanowire diameter and length was also investigated using

FDTD simulations. Maintaining the ideal scenario where w=d, and setting h to the previous

value of 60nm, it was found that an increase (decrease) in the nanowire diameter resulted in

a decreased (increased) resonance Q-factor and an increased (decreased) V and Cy relative

to d=100nm. A summary of the calculated values of Q, V and Cy for d values ranging from

50nm to 150nm in 25nm increments (including that for d=100nm for comparison) is displayed

in Figure 5.11(b). Inspection of the mode profiles in the y-z plane at x=0 for the largest and

smallest d values (50 and 150nm, respectively) which are displayed in Figure 5.11(a), show

that the decrease in Q as d increases is again a result of the reduction in vertical confinement

of the mode in the photonic crystal slab caused by an increase in the perturbation of the pho-

tonic crystal waveguide mode. The combination of this increased mode perturbation and an

increased nanowire volume as d increases also leads to a greater amount of the overall electric

field to be confined within the nanowire, which results both in the increase in Cy observed

in Figure 5.11(b) and the decrease in V . The variation in λR for this diameter range is also

displayed in Figure 5.11(b). Figure 5.11(c) shows the mode profiles in the x-z plane at y=0

for a nanowire with d=100nm and a length of 1, 2 and 3µm. It is observed that the spread of

the cavity mode distribution is proportional to L, and becomes more uniform as L increases.

As a result, the calculated values of Q and V were both found to increase with increasing L.

Cy and λR, however remained comparatively unchanged. A summary of the calculated values

of λR, Q, V and Cy for L=1, 2 and 3µm are shown in Figure 5.11(d). Although the mode

profiles in Figure 5.11(d) provide an insight into the origin of the variation in Q and V with

L, it is not clear exactly why the increase in Q when L is increased from 2µm to 3µm is so

much larger in comparison to when L is increased by the same magnitude from 1µm to 2µm.

Taking into account all of the simulation results presented above, the base photonic crystal

design chosen as the best candidate for experimental realisation of a nanocavity system with a

λR≈870nm, which has both a high Q-factor and low V was that where t=140nm, a=242.5nm,
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Figure 5.11: Calculation of the fundamental cavity mode properties when varying dimensions of the
nanowire situated in the slot waveguide. Calculated 2D |Ey| field-profiles of the fundamental cavity
mode in the (a) y-z plane for d=w=50nm and d=w=150nm with L fixed at 2µm and in the (c) x-z
plane for L=1, 2 and 3µm with d=w fixed at 100nm. The colour scale in (a,c) is logarithmic and
the field profiles are normalised to the source power. Photonic crystal and nanowire structures are
depicted by white and black solid lines, respectively; A summary of the calculated λR, Q, V and Cy

values for (b) d=w values ranging from 50nm to 150nm in 25nm increments with L fixed at 2µm and
(d) L=1, 2 and 3µm with d=w fixed at 100nm. For all calculations, the other nanocavity parameters
have fixed values of t=140nm, a=242.5nm, r=80nm, W=0.98

√
3a, h=60nm and L=2µm.

r=80nm, W=0.98
√

3a. In terms of the nanowire and slot parameters, it was shown that a

value of h in the range 50–70nm provided the best compromise between maintaining both a
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high Q/V and Cy value, and the ideal situation for maximum spatial overlap of the cavity

mode with the nanowire volume in the x-y direction is when w=d. Therefore, a h value of

60nm was aimed for in the cavity design, and in recognition of the fact that the diameter of

individual nanowires transferred onto the device substrate will vary somewhat, devices with

a range of w values would be required.

5.4 Experimental Realisation of the Nanocavity De-

sign

5.4.1 Fabrication of a GaAs Photonic Crystal Slab with a Par-

tially Etched Slot Waveguide

The optimised photonic crystal slot waveguide designs described in the previous section were

fabricated using a top-down approach that involved a repeated lithography and etching pro-

cess, to first produce the holes establishing a particular photonic crystal device with a line

defect and then subsequently define the partially etched slot waveguide. A schematic diagram

of the wafer layer structure (Growth Reference: VN2782) used in device fabrication is shown

in Figure 5.12. It comprised of a 140nm-thick GaAs region containing a layer of InAs QDs

deposited on a 1µm Al0.6Ga0.4As layer, grown on a GaAs substrate cleaved along the [100]

plane. This particular wafer was selected for device fabrication as the QD density was mea-

sured to be low after optical characterisation, reducing the probability of exciting a QD at the

location of a deposited nanowire in or around a photonic crystal device, which may potentially

obscure observation of successful cavity enhanced nanowire emission. The thickness of the

Al0.6Ga0.4As sacrificial layer in this wafer structure was chosen so that after removal, the ver-

tical separation between the remaining GaAs membrane and underlying substrate was large

enough to prevent light leakage to the substrate once the sacrificial layer has been removed.
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Figure 5.12: Schematic diagram of the epitaxially grown wafer structure used for photonic crystal slot
waveguide device fabrication.

Fabrication commenced with the baking of a cleaved piece of the VN2782 wafer on a 180°C

hotplate for 60s to evaporate any water on its surface. This sample (PCslots-5A) was then

spin-coated with an electron-sensitive resist, ZEP520A (Zeon Chemicals), at ~5000rpm for 30s

to give a resist thickness of ~340nm (Figure 5.13(b)). It was then baked again for 5 minutes

at 180°C to drive off solvent in the spun resist.

Arrays of photonic crystal designs with a pitch of 50µm were then patterned into the resist

(Figure 5.13(c)) using electron-beam lithography (EBL)∗. The electron accelerating voltage

and beam aperture size used for device patterning on this sample was 30keV and 7.5µm,

respectively, giving a feature resolution limit (with this resist thickness) of ~60nm. A typical

array consisted of 5 columns by 5 rows of devices, with the patterned air hole radius varied

from row to row (bottom-to-top) in order to increase the probability of realising a fabricated

structure with parameters corresponding to those of the optimised design described in the

previous section. To further augment this probability, multiple device arrays were patterned

on PCslots-5A, with the exposure dose of the beam varied from array to array. In addition to

the photonic crystal designs, alignment markers were patterned at the edges of each write-field

(50x50µm2 here) in this patterning run, to prepare the sample for subsequent overlay of the

slot waveguide patterns.

The ZEP520A resist was then developed in Xylene for 60s at 23°C after EBL exposure, leaving

an etch mask defined by the exposed areas of resist (Figure 5.13(d)). Transfer of the etch mask

∗EBL system used for device patterning – Raith 150.
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pattern into the underlying 140nm GaAs layer was achieved using a highly anisotropic induc-

tively coupled plasma (ICP) etch, with CHF3 as the etching gas (Figure 5.13(e)). Etching was

performed until all of the 140nm GaAs layer in the exposed areas was expelled (penetrating

slightly into the AlGaAs layer), using an endpoint sample to monitor the etch time required to

achieve this etch depth. The remaining ZEP520A resist on the sample after etching was then

removed using warm 1-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidinone and a subsequent IPA rinse (Figure 5.13(f)).

Figure 5.14 displays SEM images of example photonic crystal devices produced using the

described fabrication procedure, along with the layout of the alignment markers patterned at

the edges of each write-field. The number of air hole repeats in x for these structures was 43,

and in y the number of repeats, separated by the line defect, was 20.

After fabrication of the photonic crystal devices, the sample was respun with ZEP520A (in

the same manner as outlined above) and using the previously patterned alignment markers

in each write-field as a guide, the slot waveguide designs were patterned into the resist using

EBL once more. Similar to the photonic crystal designs, the patterned slot widths were varied

along each column of devices within in a particular array, with the dose value for each width

varied from array to array. Again, after patterning, the resist was developed and the resulting

etch mask was transferred into the 140nm GaAs layer using an ICP etch with CHF3.

Unlike for the photonic crystal structures however, to obtain a slot depth matching that of

the optimised design required a very precise etch time, and as the exposed GaAs region for an

individual slot is small relative to that of the air holes comprising the surrounding photonic

crystal, the etch rate was expected to be slower than was observed previously. To characterise

the relationship between etch time and etch depth for a particular slot width, slots with

varying widths were patterned on separate pieces of the VN2782 and each separate piece was

etched for a different etch time using the same ICP recipe as before. These test pieces were

then cleaved along the direction perpendicular to the slot length, as shown in Figure 5.15(a),

mounted on a 90° mount and imaged using an SEM. An SEM image of a group of slots with

different widths etched for the same period of time is shown in Figure 5.15(b). The two main

observations from these slot tests were that, for a particular etch time, the small variation
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Figure 5.13: Top-down fabrication process used to create photonic crystal devices containing a line-
defect. Schematic diagrams show, (a) The sample (PCslot-1A) before processing; (b) Spin-coating of
ZEP520A onto the sample surface; (c) Pattern exposure of resist by electron beam lithography; (d)
Development of ZEP520A resist in Xylene, removing exposed regions; (e) ICP etching of sample to
transfer the resist pattern into underlying GaAs region; (f) Removal of resist; (g) An overview of a
single (5x5) device array pattern etched into the top GaAs layer after steps (a)–(f). Alignment markers
sit in each of the four corners of an individual write-field (illustrated here by black dashed lines), with
a photonic crystal device positioned in the centre.

in slot width did not affect the resulting slot depths (i.e. the slot depth for each patterned

width was approximately the same) and using the same ICP recipe as that for the photonic

crystal devices led to the production of slots with straight and smooth sidewalls.
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Figure 5.14: Top-down SEM images of photonic crystal devices containing a line-defect after fabrica-
tion. (a) A single device sits (approximately) in the centre of four surrounding alignment markers,
which outline the dimensions of an individual EBL write-field; (b) The number of air hole repeats for
each device in x and y is 43 and 20, respectively, giving overall lateral dimensions of ~10.5x9µm on
average. Scale bars 5µm.

Following transfer of the slot waveguides into the GaAs layer, the remaining ZEP520A resist

on the sample was again removed using warm 1-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidinone and a subsequent

IPA rinse. The sample was then selectively wet-etched with hydrofluoric (HF) acid to remove

the sacrificial AlGaAs layer, rinsed in deionised (DI) water and dried with a nitrogen gun to

leave a final free-standing membrane containing arrays of patterned photonic crystal plus slot

waveguide devices (Figure 5.16(a)). Figures 5.16(b)–(e) display SEM images of a selection of

photonic crystal slot waveguide devices produced using the described fabrication procedure.

Even with the adoption of alignment markers at the edges of each write-field to ensure the

overlaid slots were patterned relative to the previous photonic crystal patterns, it was found

that the slot position relative to the centre of the photonic crystal waveguide varied slightly in

both x and y from device to device within a particular array. This slight random variation in

slot position was attributed to the limits in overlay positional accuracy that could be achieved

with the EBL system used for device patterning, which was ~50nm. For a small number of

devices, overlap of the slot with a row of holes was observed, as shown in Figure 5.16(e). This

substantial misalignment of the slot from the targeted position was thought to be a result of

one or more of the four alignment markers within a write-field not being detected during the

overlay process. As seen in Figure 5.16(c), another artefact discovered after device fabrication
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Figure 5.15: Characterisation of the relationship between ICP etching time and resulting slot etch
depth. Schematic diagrams in (a) and (b) show the patterned slot design, comprising of slots with
varying widths, transferred into a test piece of wafer by ICP etching. The test piece is cleaved perpen-
dicularly to the slot orientation and broken to allow for measurement of the slot depth corresponding
to a particular ICP etch time; (c) SEM image of a cleaved test piece orientated at 90° to the scanning
electron-beam. For a particular etch time, the depth of each patterned slot in (a) is approximately the
same. Scale bar 1µm. Inset: profile of a typical slot produced after ICP etching. Scale bar 100nm.

was the appearance of small periodically repeating nodules along the length of a slot. These

were assumed to originate from the calculated proximity corrections incorporated into the slot

design before patterning, which were included in an attempt to realise slots with sharp square

edges after fabrication. Although nodule size was found to vary from device to device, they

did not exceed a maximum of a few nm in dimension. This sample therefore, was utilised for

subsequent nanowire deposition and manipulation.
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Figure 5.16: Creation of suspended GaAs photonic crystal slot waveguide devices. (a) Schematic
diagram showing the resulting layer structure after the sacrificial AlGaAs layer is selectively etched
with HF acid; Top-down SEM images show, (b) a free-standing photonic crystal slot waveguide device,
where the light grey rounded edges around the periphery of the device outline the region of AlGaAs
that has been under-etched and (c) nodules of material a few nm in size not removed after ICP etching
of the slot, which repeat periodically along the slot length; Angled SEM images show, (d) depth of the
slot waveguide and air holes comprising the surrounding photonic crystal and (e) a device where the
etched slot overlaps the first row of holes on one side of the line defect. Scale bars 1µm.
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5.4.2 Nanowire Transfer

Optimisation of the nanowire cavity design described in Section 5.3 was based on a nanowire

diameter of ~100nm, as this corresponded to the approximate smallest InP nanowire diameter

measured on Sample 2F (MR3428) in Chapter 2. In order to transfer these smallest diameter

nanowires from the growth substrate to the suspended photonic crystal slot waveguide devices

on PCslots-5A, a method was required to first detach the nanowires from the growth substrate

and then deposit them (horizontally) on the surface of PCslots-5A in the vicinity of devices

with parameters closest to those of the optimised design. Typically, nanowire transfer in

this manner is achieved by sonication of nanowires from the growth substrate into a solution

(usually a solvent) and subsequent deposition of a small amount of this solution containing

suspended nanowires onto the device substrate [1, 182]. The success of this method depends

primarily on the density and coverage of nanowires on the growth substrate being high enough

to create a suspended nanowire solution that requires minimal repeated deposition steps

to deliver an appropriately high number of nanowires onto the device substrate. Multiple

depositions may cause damage to pre-fabricated devices on the device substrate and lead

to the removal of nanowires transferred in prior deposition attempts. This transfer method

was attempted with cleaved pieces containing nanowire arrays from other areas of MR3428

without success (even after repeated deposition steps), and was thought to be a consequence

of the nanowire density and coverage not being high enough on this sample.

Nanowire transfer with Sample 2F therefore, was instead performed using a dry mechanical

dispersion technique, which is outlined schematically in Figure 5.17(a). In this technique, the

growth substrate is turned upside down and swept across the surface of the device substrate,

causing the nanowires to detach from the growth substrate and disperse onto the device

substrate. In an attempt to ensure only the region of nanowires with diameters ~100nm on

Sample 2F were deposited onto the area of PCslots-5A containing the device structures with

parameters closest to those of the optimised design, great care was taken in trying to bring

into contact only these specific regions during transfer. It is noted that this nanowire transfer
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selectivity would not have been feasible with the sonication method described above. Great

care was also taken in trying to minimise as much as possible the contact between the two

sample substrates during transfer, in order to reduce the probability of damaging any of the

suspended device structures. As a result of this, a number of transfer attempts were required

before the majority of ~100nm diameter nanowires on Sample 2F were successfully dispersed

onto PCslots-5A. Figure 5.17(b) and Figure 5.17(c) display SEM images of a two regions in

close proximity on PCslots-5A after successful nanowire deposition using this technique. It

is observed from these SEM images that due to the prolonged contact and relative motion

between the two substrates during the transfer process, the dispersed nanowires formed a

pronounced trail along the surface of the device substrate, with the density of nanowires

fluctuating randomly across the length of the trail.

Figure 5.17: Deposition of small diameter InP nanowires from Sample 2F onto the surface of Sample
PCslots-5A. (a) Schematic outline of the dry mechanical dispersion technique used for nanowire depo-
sition; Angled SEM images in (b) and (c) show typical nanowire distribution after deposition. Scale
bars 50µm.
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Following successful nanowire deposition using the dry mechanical dispersion technique de-

scribed above, PCslots-5A was inspected to determine the most suitable nanowire candidates

for subsequent nanomanipulation. As this was a first attempt at manoeuvring nanowires on

the device substrate, the most suitable candidates were deemed as individual nanowires that

were on or in close proximity to a photonic crystal device with parameters similar to those of

the optimised design which were mostly free of debris, as these provided the best opportunity

for successful nanowire placement into the slot waveguide with minimal damage to the sur-

rounding photonic crystal. SEM images of the three devices, herein referred to as Devices 1,

2 and 3, containing nanowires that satisfied these criteria best are displayed in Figure 5.18.

The measured parameters of these devices and dimensions of the corresponding highlighted

nanowires selected for nanomanipulation are presented in Table 5.1. Measurements of the slot

waveguide depth, h after fabrication of these devices was not possible due to the slot being

bounded by the GaAs slab on either side, and therefore as slot etching on PCslots-5A was

performed using etch parameters optimised for creation of a slot with a depth of ~60nm, for

each of these devices (and all other devices on PCslots-5A) h was also assumed to be ~60nm.

a (nm) r (nm) W (nm) w (nm) d (nm) L (µm)
Device 1 250 78 418 175 NW-1A 135 1.9

Device 2 248 75 415 167 NW-2A 122 2.3

Device 3 255 80 420 165 NW-3A 133 1.8
NW-3B 140 0.9
NW-3C 137 0.8

Table 5.1: Summary of measured dimensions of nanowires selected for nanomanipulation and param-
eters of surrounding photonic crystal devices displayed in Figure 5.18. For each device, it is assumed
that h≈60nm.
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Figure 5.18: Angled SEM images of regions around photonic crystal slot waveguide devices on PCslots-
5A containing deposited nanowires from Sample 2F selected for nanomanipulation (circled in red).
Scale bars 2µm. Insets in (a) and (b) display higher magnification images of selected nanowires. Scale
bars 500nm.

5.4.3 Nanomanipulation of Transferred Nanowires Using Atomic

Force Microscopy

Nanomanipulation of the selected nanowires displayed in Figure 5.18 was performed us-

ing atomic force microscopy (AFM)†. The main elements of the AFM system are depicted

schematically in Figure 5.19(a)‡. Deflection of a silicon tip attached at the end of a flexible

cantilever as it interacts with the sample surface is measured via an optical lever, whose basic

constituents comprise a laser and photodiode that is split into four quadrants. Laser light

reflects off the side of the cantilever opposite to that attached to the tip, and as the cantilever

bends under the action of sample-tip forces, the resulting motion of the reflected spot on
†All surface topography imaging and manipulation of nanowires presented in this section was carried out

by Dr. Nic Mullin.
‡AFM system used for nanomanipulation — Bruker Dimension Icon.
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the photodiode creates a differential (electronic) signal, which relays information about the

current position of the tip relative to a zero deflection point. Movement of the reflected laser

spot in the vertical direction corresponds to height variations in the sample, with horizontal

displacements relating to frictional forces between the tip and sample as they move relative

to one another. Relative motion between the tip and surface is achieved using a scanning

arrangement, which consists of piezoelectric actuators that are capable of moving the tip in

x, y and z directions over the sample.

Nanomanipulation in this case proceeded in the following manner: first an area of PCslots-5A

corresponding to one of the best candidate regions depicted in Figure 5.18 was imaged using

the AFM cantilever tip to determine the approximate co-ordinates of the selected nanowire on

the sample surface relative to the boundaries of the imaged area; second, with this positional

information, the AFM cantilever tip was then used to ’push’ the nanowire from its current

location along a desired trajectory; lastly, the same area imaged in the first step was re-

imaged to establish whether or not the nanowire had been successfully displaced from its

starting position, and what its resulting position was after this displacement.

Images of the sample surface presented here were obtained with the AFM system set up

in tapping mode. One of the main advantages of this mode is that there is little to no

lateral force exerted on the sample during imaging (which can lead to surface damage or

undesirable movement of objects on the surface) as the cantilever tip is only in contact with

the sample surface for a very short period of time. In tapping mode, the cantilever tip,

before engaging on the sample surface, is tuned to a frequency just below resonance (typically

on the order of 200-400 kHz in air for the cantilever tips used here [183]) in the direction

perpendicular to the cantilever axis by a dedicated piezo drive installed at the base of the

cantilever (separate to the piezo actuators controlling the movement of the sample in x, y and z

directions). As the cantilever oscillates up and down, the reflected laser spot moves in a regular

pattern vertically over the photodiode quadrants, generating a sinusoidal AC (electronic)

signal, which is analysed by a lock-in amplifier and converted into an amplitude value, Afree.

After determining Afree for a particular piezo driving voltage (in this case Afree≈20nm), the
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Figure 5.19: Nanowire nanomanipulation using AFM. Schematic diagrams show: (a) The main ele-
ments comprising the AFM system used for nanomanipulation. Motion of the cantilever tip relative to
the sample is driven by a set of piezo actuators connected to the cantilever base. An optical detection
system incorporating a laser and photodiode measures deflection of the tip in response to changes in
topography of the sample surface; (b) The raster scan type motion utilised for imaging a region of the
sample surface while in tapping mode. Owing to the relative speed of tip motion along the orthogo-
nal scanning axes during the raster scan trace-retrace steps, x and y are referred to as the fast and
slow scan directions, respectively. Right hand panels illustrate how a change in cantilever oscillation
amplitude is detected in the AFM system when the tip is brought in close proximity to the sample
surface. A particular damped oscillation amplitude can then be selected and maintained through use
of a feedback loop; (c) The method employed to reposition nanowires from a location on or around a
photonic crystal device into the slot waveguide. The cantilever tip is first positioned in close proximity
to the nanowire and an initial single trace-retrace step is performed in tapping mode. The cantilever
tip is then driven into the sample with a selected negative lift value. With the tip and sample surface
in contact, another trace-retrace step is performed, and if the negative lift value is large enough, the
lateral force exerted on the nanowire by the tip causes the nanowire to be displaced from its original
position. Compared to normal tapping mode operation, each trace-retrace step in this procedure only
spans a half line spacing in the y-direction, and so twice as many scan traces are performed in the
same scanning area. The final position and orientation of the nanowire after a full scan with the AFM
in lift mode operation is determined by the location and number of points along the nanowire pushed
by the tip and the negative lift value that is assigned in lift mode operation.
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oscillating tip is then brought into contact with the sample again, leading to a damping of

the free oscillation. As damping increases when the tip is pressed harder into the sample, the

amount of interaction between the tip and sample in this mode can be set by defining a damped

amplitude setpoint value, Aset that is maintained by a proportional-integral-differential (PID)

controller, which adjusts the voltage applied to the scanning piezo (in the z-direction) in

response to amplitude variations of the sinusoidal motion of the reflected laser spot on the

photodiode [184, 185]. Using this feedback loop, the value of Aset was fixed at ~90% of Afree,

and with this value defined, a specified area of the sample surface was then characterised by

the oscillating tip through lateral displacement of the cantilever relative to the sample in the

raster scan type motion depicted in Figure 5.19(b). AFM images resulting from scans using

this technique for the regions encompassing the nanowires of interest shown in Figure 5.18

are displayed in Figure 5.20. All image scans consisted of 512x512 pixels, spanning a scan

area of 15µm by 15µm, captured with a scan speed of ~1 line per second.

After obtaining a topographic image of an area encompassing a nanowire of interest, the

cantilever tip was laterally translated to a location adjacent to the nanowire (with the tip out

of contact with the sample surface) in preparation for nanomanipulation. The AFM system

was then switched to lift mode, and a negative lift scan height value was assigned. In lift

mode operation, the cantilever tip first performs a single trace-retrace raster scan in tapping

mode as described above. It is then lifted in z by a chosen displacement and another trace-

retrace scan is performed. By choosing a negative lift value, the tip and sample are brought

closer together in this subsequent trace-retrace step, and for a particular negative lift value

the amplitude of the oscillating cantilever can be damped completely. If the cantilever-tip

ensemble is considered as a point-mass spring, and tip-surface forces are ignored (which is

a reasonable assumption when the separation between the tip and sample is large enough

that the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever=Afree) then the tip-sample force required to

completely damp the free oscillatory motion is given by Fdamp=kAfree/Q, where k and Q

are the spring-constant and quality factor of the cantilever-tip ensemble, respectively [186].

For this cantilever-tip ensemble, k~40N/m and Q~400, and therefore the force required to
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Figure 5.20: Surface imaging of sample PCslots-5A using AFM in tapping mode operation. (a) Op-
tical image of cantilever and tip during surface raster scan of region encompassing a single photonic
crystal device; Topographic images of regions encompassing devices (b) 1, (c) 2 and (d) 3 that contain
nanowires selected for nanomanipulation. Colourmaps refer to tip position in z relative to the surface
of PCslots-5A sample. Scale bars 3µm.

completely damp Afree is Fdamp≈2nN. With the cantilever motion completely damped, the

trace-retrace motion of the tip in lift mode exerts a lateral force on the nanowire, which if large

enough can cause the nanowire to be displaced from its original position. The approach used

for ‘pushing’ individual nanowires on this sample is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.19(c).

Increasing the lateral force exerted on the nanowire by the tip during trace scans in lift

mode was achieved by increasing the negative lift value and driving the tip further into the

sample. After cantilever oscillation is completely damped, the additional force between the

sample and tip as the tip is driven further into the sample is given by FZ=−kZ (Hooke’s law),
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where Z is the cantilever deflection. Negative lift values in the range 50–200nm were utilised

for nanomanipulation on these samples (with these values including the 20nm required to

completely damp Afree), corresponding to tip-sample forces of Ftotal≈1200–7200nN (where

Ftotal = Fdamp + FZ). AFM images depicting the successful nanomanipulation of NW-1A

from the surface of Device 1 into the centre of the slot waveguide, as well as the clearing of

other non-relevant nanowires on its surface, using the approach described above are displayed

in Figure 5.21. In addition to providing the ability to move nanowires residing on or around

the device surface into the slot waveguide, it is observed from the images in this figure that

once placed into the slot waveguide, subsequent repositioning of the nanowire along the slot

waveguide is also possible with this approach, demonstrating its potential for the successful

realisation of a nanocavity system that can be position-controlled.
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Figure 5.21: Nanomanipulation of nanowires on the surface of PCslots-5A using AFM in lift mode
operation. AFM images show (a) the starting position of NW-1A (circled in green), which is then (b)
rotated and placed into slot waveguide using the AFM tip. Once placed in the slot waveguide, the
AFM tip is then used to (c) nudge the nanowire along its length and into the approximate centre of the
photonic crystal device. The AFM tip was also used to clear away other nanowires in close proximity
to NW-1A on the surface of Device 1 (circled in blue) in this nanomanipulation run. Colourmaps refer
to tip position in z relative to the surface of PCslots-5A sample. Scale bars 3µm.

5.5 PL Measurements to Determine Cavity Reso-

nance Wavelength

Confirmation of nanowire cavity formation after placement of a candidate nanowire into the

slot waveguide of the surrounding photonic crystal device was performed using low tempera-

ture µ-PL measurements with the setup presented in Figure 2.13. Successful cavity formation
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in this case would be evidenced by the appearance of a bright, narrow spectral peak on the

background of the nanowire emission, which sharply increases in intensity (with only a neg-

ligible increase in peak width) with increasing excitation power. PL measurements therefore

were taken on candidate nanowires before and after nanomanipulation so that a comparison

of the emission spectra could be performed. Measurements were undertaken using a CW

Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to 700nm, focused into a ~2µm spot by a microscope objective lens

with an NA of 0.42. To ensure maximum collection of light scattered by the nanowire under

excitation, the collection path in each measurement was aligned to coincide with one of the

nanowire ends [187].

The PL emission spectra obtained from NW-2A before (Figure 5.22(a)) and after nanoma-

nipulation (Figure 5.22(b)) is displayed in Figure 5.22(c). Before placement of the nanowire

into the slot waveguide (black-trace), a broad emission peak centred at 855nm was observed,

along with a four other lower intensity peaks at longer wavelengths, the most prominent

of which approximately overlapped the cavity resonance wavelength of the optimised design

(λ~868nm). Emission in the spectral range encompassed by the broad peak (850–860nm)

was seen to occur from all locations excited on PCslots-5A, and was therefore attributed to

emission from the embedded wetting layer in the GaAs membrane. Consequently, the only

emission that could be associated with NW-2A with any certainty consisted of the four lower

intensity peaks at longer wavelengths. After placement of the nanowire into the slot (blue-

trace), strong quenching of nanowire emission was observed, with only the peak at λ~865nm

remaining visible in the spectrum. No evidence of cavity-enhanced emission at this or any

other wavelength encompassing the original nanowire emission spectrum was identified.

Collection of the individual emission spectra from each of the three nanowire candidates on

Device 3 was not possible as the separation between them was smaller than the diameter of

the PL laser excitation spot. The PL spectrum obtained with the excitation spot centered

at the approximate mid-point of NW-3B before nanomanipulation is displayed by the black

trace in Figure 5.23(d). Although low intensity emission in the wavelength range associated

with InP ZB/WZ transitions in the nanowire was observed in this spectrum, it was seen
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Figure 5.22: Optical characterisation of NW-2A on Device 2 before and after nanomanipulation.
AFM images show location of NW-2A (a) before and (b) after nanomanipulation; (c) PL spectra
obtained from NW-2A before (black-trace) and after (blue-trace) placement of the nanowire into the
slot waveguide. For both spectra, an excitation power of ~500nW was used. Scale bars 3µm.

to be dominated by a bright broad feature at longer wavelengths (900–940nm) consisting of

several overlapping single peaks. As this feature appeared at energies lower than the lowest

energy InP ZB/WZ transition [30], it was thought to correspond to emission from the InAsP

layer formed during the growth of these nanowire structures (see Chapter 2). Due to the fact

that it was not possible to discern the exact contribution each of the three nanowires had

made to this measured spectrum, all three were placed into the slot waveguide of the device

to maximise the potential of spectral overlap of nanowire emission with the resonance of the

constructed nanowire cavity, resulting in the configuration displayed in Figure 5.23(b). Before
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performing PL measurements on each of the three nanowires moved into the slot waveguide,

an attempt was made first to move the nanowire clumps and other debris away from the

surface of the photonic crystal device and onto the surrounding bare GaAs region. Although

most of the debris was successfully cleared with a tip-sample force in the range previously

used for the nanomanipulation of the candidate nanowires on this device, displacement of a

number of fragments of other debris was not possible in this force range (owing to the larger

adhesion between these debris fragments and the device surface). In an effort to remove these

remaining pieces of debris, the tip-sample force was therefore incrementally increased upto

~10µN (corresponding to ~250nm of negative lift) during the removal procedure. The increase

in the force exerted on the device surface as the tip was further driven into the sample, however,

led to the photonic crystal membrane in these regions being damaged and also inadvertently

led to the expulsion of NW-3B from the slot waveguide, as illustrated by the AFM image

scan displayed in Figure 5.23(c). Despite being damaged, the photonic crystal membrane

did not collapse entirely after this attempted removal procedure, and so PL measurements

were performed on the remaining nanowires in the slot waveguide of this device. During

PL characterisation of the two nanowires, it was found that NW-3C had no observable PL

emission features, even at relatively high excitation powers (>5uW). As a consequence, PL

measurements were carried out only on NW-3A after nanomanipulation, and the PL emission

spectrum collected with the excitation spot centred at the approximate mid-point of this

nanowire is depicted by the blue-trace in Figure 5.23(d). The emission spectrum was again

seen to be dominated by a broad feature encompassing a similar wavelength range to that

observed before nanomanipulation, but, perhaps as a consequence of the damage caused to

the photonic crystal device during removal of debris from its surface, there was no evidence

of cavity-enhanced emission from this structural arrangement.
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Figure 5.23: Optical characterisation of candidate nanowires on Device 3 before and after nanoma-
nipulation. AFM images show location of nanowires NW-3A, NW-3B and NW-3C (a) before (b) and
after nanomanipulation (c) and then after subsequent attempts at removing nanowire bunches and
debris fragments from surface of Device 3. Dark regions in (c) correspond to areas of Device 3 where
the GaAs membrane has ruptured due to the lateral force exerted by the AFM cantilever tip while in
lift mode; (d) PL spectra obtained from combination of all three nanowires before nanomanipulation
(black-trace) and NW-3A only after nanomanipulation (blue-trace). For both spectra, an excitation
power of ~5µW was used. Scale bars 3µm.
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After suitable nanowire candidates were determined following nanowire deposition, NW-1A

was selected as the test specimen on which to perform the AFM nanomanipulation technique

presented in Section 5.4.3. The emission spectra of NW-1A, therefore, was not obtained be-

fore this first attempt at moving it into the slot waveguide of Device 1 had been carried out.

However, as NW-1A was successfully transferred into the slot waveguide after nanomanipu-

lation (see Figure 5.21), PL measurements were performed on this coupled system to identify

whether or not it exhibited any cavity-like emission behaviour. The PL spectrum collected

from NW-1A after nanomanipulation is displayed in Figure 5.24(a). Away from the wetting

layer, a sharp emission peak centered at a wavelength close to the resonant wavelength of the

optimised cavity design (~878nm) was observed at low excitation powers, with a calculated

Q-factor of ~1000. Power dependent PL measurements undertaken on this nanowire, however,

revealed that the emission peak did not exhibit behaviour expected for a resonant cavity mode

(i.e. its intensity did not sharply increase with increasing excitation power) with it instead

beginning to saturate at a relatively low excitation power (~300nW). It was also found that

the count rate of the emission peak was maximised when the excitation spot was displaced

slightly from the nanowire structure. Taking into account these two observations, it was

posited that the origin of this emission peak was not related to nanowire emission enhanced

by the formation of a cavity system, but instead resulted from a weakly confined photonic

crystal defect mode that was produced by fabrication imperfections in the photonic crystal

device [188, 189]. Further support of this emission peak origin is provided by the PL map

displayed in Figure 5.24(b), which was generated through calculation of the integrated PL

intensity in the wavelength range defined by the width of the emission peak, collected using

a manual raster scan technique over a region encompassing the nanowire and a section of the

surrounding photonic crystal device. It is observed in this PL map that the regions where

the collected PL intensity in this wavelength range is highest are all located somewhere in the

surrounding photonic crystal device and not in the nanowire. No evidence of cavity-enhanced

nanowire emission at other wavelengths was observed from this structural arrangement.
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Figure 5.24: Optical characterisation of NW-1A after nanomanipulation. (a) At low excitation powers,
the PL spectrum collected from the nanowire contains a narrow isolated emission peak centred at
~878nm, with a Q-factor of ~1000. Inset: Normalised integrated intensity of emission peak as a
function of excitation power. Peak is seen to begin to saturate at excitation powers of ~300nW; (b)
PL map of area around NW-1A obtained from a manual raster scan of PCslots-5A sample relative
to fixed excitation and collection paths of PL setup. Highest PL intensity regions are observed to be
located exclusively in the photonic crystal device. Scale bar 3µm.

In addition to the nanowire candidates described above, PL measurements were also car-

ried out on a number of other nanowires deposited on the surface of PCslots-5A. PL spectra

obtained from separate groups of clumped nanowires complemented that seen in previous
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nanowire characterisation on this sample (see Figure 2.16(d)), with broadband emission ob-

served over the majority of the energy range bounded by available ZB/WZ transitions. How-

ever, as well as being considerably less intense in comparison, emission from most of the single

isolated nanowires characterised on this sample was found to occur predominately around the

low temperature WZ band edge energy (λ≈833nm) only. The broadband emission observed

from groups of clumped nanowires on this sample would suggest that these single isolated

nanowires do not necessarily consist of a single crystalline phase, but the lack of emission

seen at energies lower than the WZ bandgap energy may indicate that either emission corre-

sponding to available range of indirect ZB/WZ transitions is much weaker than that of the

direct WZ transition or the stacking fault density in these nanowires is low. An example of

the typical PL spectrum obtained from a group of clumped nanowires and a single isolated

nanowire on PCslots-5A is displayed in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25: PL spectra obtained from a group of clumped nanowires (black-trace) and a single isolated
nanowire (blue-trace) deposited on the surface of PCslots-5A using excitation powers of ~700nW and
~2µW, respectively.
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5.6 Reflectivity Measurements to Determine Cav-

ity Resonance Wavelength

As no evidence of cavity formation was observed in the PL spectra from the three nanocav-

ity systems described in Section 5.5, the setup previously used for µ-PL measurements was

modified so that polarisation resolved reflectivity measurements could instead be performed

on these three systems. Cavity formation in polarisation resolved reflectivity measurements

is detected through a change in the polarisation of light reflected from the cavity system rel-

ative to that of the light incident upon it at a wavelength coincident with the fundamental

cavity resonance wavelength. This type of measurement therefore allows for confirmation of

nanowire cavity formation irrespective of the emission properties of the nanowire forming the

cavity.

The setup utilised for polarisation resolved reflectivity measurements is outlined schematically

in Figure 5.26. To enable cavity detection over a broad spectral range, a tuneable Ti:Saph

ultrashort pulsed laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) was used as the excitation source in this

setup. In an effort to decrease the amount of background signal in these measurements (i.e.

light not reflected by the cavity), the non-polarising beam splitter in the previous PL setup

was replaced by a polarising beam-splitter (PBS), which acted to suppress the transmission to

the spectrometer of reflected light from the cavity that has same polarisation as that incident

upon it. Further quenching of the unwanted background signal was attempted by also placing

a half wave plate (HWP) and linear polariser (LP) in both the collection and excitation paths.

To calibrate the setup and evaluate its suitability for optical characterisation of the nanowire

cavity systems, reflectivity measurements were first performed on an L3 photonic crystal

cavity device, which was fabricated in a wafer with the same layer structure as shown in

Figure 5.12, using a similar fabrication procedure to that described in Section 5.4.1§. This

§Fabrication of L3 photonic crystal cavity device used for reflectivity measurements was performed by Dr.
Ben Royall.
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Figure 5.26: Schematic overview of the experimental setup used for reflectivity measurements. s-
polarised light, prepared by the linear polariser (LP) and half-wave plate (HWP), is reflected by the
polarising beam-splitter (PBS) onto the sample. The HWP in-between the PBS and objective is used
to rotate the polarisation of the incident light relative to the L3 cavity direction. Light reflected by the
sample which is polarised perpendicularly to the light incident upon it is transmitted through the PBS
into the spectrometer, whilst reflected light which is co-polarised with the incident light is reflected by
the PBS. An additional HWP and LP pair are placed between the PBS and spectrometer as a further
barrier to any residual light transmitted through the PBS which has the same polarisation as the
incident beam. The quarter-wave plate (QWP) is included to correct for birefringence of the sample
and the optics in the excitation path. Red arrows indicate the light beam paths in the reflectivity
setup, with green arrows specifying the polarisation degree of freedom of the light before and after
interaction with the PBS. Inset illustrates how the polarisation angle of the incident light θ, is defined
relative to the L3 cavity direction.

device was chosen for initial testing of the reflectivity setup as there is a relatively wide

spectral separation between the (single) fundamental mode resonance and higher order mode

resonances of an L3 cavity [158, 159], and the quasi-continuum of excitonic transitions of
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the QD ensemble in the wafer allowed for the cavity resonance wavelength to be determined

from PL measurements beforehand. The PL spectrum obtained from the L3 photonic crystal

device utilised for reflectivity measurements is shown in Figure 5.27(a).

In this experimental arrangement, the number of reflected cavity photons transmitted through

the PBS is maximised when the incident polarisation is oriented at 45° (or 135°) relative to

the L3 cavity axis (i.e. the direction coincident with the line of missing holes) [190–192].

As it was not possible to rotate the L3 sample after it had been mounted on the cryostat

coldfinger, a HWP was placed between the PBS and objective (in the excitation path) to

allow for rotation of the incident light polarisation relative to the L3 cavity axis. A quarter

wave plate (QWP) was also placed in the excitation path, between the HWP and objective.

A previous report in the literature had specified that placing a QWP in this location had

further aided in the suppression of unwanted background in their measurements, by acting to

correct for any birefringence of the optics in the excitation path and also the cavity sample

itself [193].

The HWP rotation angle that oriented the polarisation of the incident light at ~45° to the L3

cavity axis was determined by monitoring the PL signal of the cavity resonance peak as the

HWP was rotated and identifying the angle at which this signal was maximised. Reflectivity

measurements were then performed with the pulsed laser tuned to the wavelength correspond-

ing to the centre of the cavity resonance peak. With the incident light polarisation oriented at

approximately 45° relative to the L3 cavity direction, the reflectivity lineshape of the cavity

resonance was observed to be asymmetric as shown in Figure 5.27(b). Upon rotation of the

HWP away from this 45° position however (towards θ=0°), the reflectivity line was seen to

gradually switch from an asymmetrical shape to a symmetrical shape in the manner depicted

by the reflectivity spectra shown in Figures 5.27(c), (d) and (e).
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Figure 5.27: Polarisation resolved reflectivity measurements on an L3 photonic crystal cavity. (a)
Normalised PL spectrum of the fundamental L3 cavity mode. Experimental data (circles) was fitted
with a single Lorentzian function; (b,c,d,e) Representative normalised reflectivity spectra obtained
from the L3 sample at four different incident light polarisations. The θ values denoted in (b) and
(e) are defined relative to the L3 cavity direction (as illustrated in Figure 5.26). Experimental data
(circles) in (b,c,d,e) was fitted with a Breit-Wigner-Fano function as described in Ref [194]. The black
dashed lines in (b,c,d,e) indicate the centre of the PL cavity mode peak displayed in (a).
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As has been reported previously in the literature, the observed change in the reflectivity

lineshape as the HWP was rotated is the behaviour expected when a Fano interference phe-

nomenon is occurring. The asymmetric reflectivity lineshape observed in Figure 5.27(b) is a

result of interference between the electric field of the light reflected by the cavity (scattering

by a discrete state) and the electric field of the light reflected by the surrounding photonic

crystal (scattering to the continuum), which was also impinged upon by the incident light in

this case [195, 196]. As the HWP is rotated, the relative strength of the scattering by the

discrete state with respect to the scattering to the continuum is modified, leading first to the

formation of a symmetrical lineshape as a consequence of destructive interference between

the light reflected by the cavity and surrounding photonic crystal (Figure 5.27(c)) and then

subsequently an asymmetrical lineshape that is the reverse of that seen in Figure 5.27(b). The

shape of the reflectivity line then becomes symmetric again when the incident light polarisa-

tion is oriented parallel or perpendicular to the L3 cavity direction (Figure 5.27(e)). In Fano

interference, the symmetric lineshape seen in Figure 5.27(e) emerges when the continuum

channel contribution is much greater than that of the discrete state. Taking into account

the cross-polarised configuration of the setup, when the incident light is polarised perpen-

dicularly to the cavity direction, the reflected light is collected along the direction in which

emission from the cavity is low with respect to the continuum contribution. Similarly, when

the polarisation orientation of the incident light is parallel to the cavity direction, the cavity

mode is not excited efficiently and thus the continuum once again dominates. Although it

was not possible to determine accurately the relative angle between the incident light po-

larisation and the L3 cavity direction for the spectra shown in Figures 5.27(c) and (d), PL

measurements confirmed that the symmetrical lineshape observed in Figure 5.27(e) occurred

when the incident light polarisation was oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the L3

cavity direction. It is noted that the Q-factor of the cavity resonance determined from these

reflectivity measurements was found to be approximately the same as that determined from

PL measurements (~2300).
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Although the fundamental cavity mode was successfully observed during reflectivity mea-

surements performed on this L3 photonic crystal cavity, for other L3 devices on the same

sample that had a slightly lower cavity Q-factor (measured using PL), detection of the cav-

ity mode did not occur. Even with the cross-polarised signal collection approach utilised in

this setup, the suppression of the background signal was apparently not strong enough for

the cavity resonance to be visible for these lower-Q devices. As seen in Figure 5.28(a), the

calculated Q-factor for nanocavity arrangements with parameters matching those of the ex-

perimental devices presented in Table 5.1 (with the parameters of NW-3A used in the case of

Device 3) using FDTD simulations ranged from 12000 . Q . 57000, with Device 1 possessing

the largest. However, SEM images revealed that for Device 1 the nanowire after nanoma-

nipulation was located against one of the sidewalls of slot waveguide rather than its centre

(Figure 5.28(b)). FDTD simulations showed that for an arrangement where the nanowire is

located at this position within the slot, as well as resulting in a modification of the cavity

mode field profile (as seen in Figures 5.28(c) and (d)), a relative order of magnitude reduction

in the resonance Q-factor occurs (Q≈1700). Accordingly, no observation of a cavity resonance

was observed during reflectivity measurements on Device 1. No observation of a cavity res-

onance was observed during reflectivity measurements on Devices 2 and 3 either, indicating

that the experimental Q-factors of these devices were also lower than that of the L3 device

from which the spectra in Figure 5.27 were obtained.
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Figure 5.28: Calculated resonant mode properties of experimental nanocavity devices. (a) Summary
of calculated Q and λR values for nanocavity arrangements with photonic crystal and nanowire pa-
rameters corresponding to those measured for Devices 1, 2 and 3; (b) Angled SEM image of Device 1
after nanomanipulation. Scale bar 500nm; (c) Calculated electric field profile in the x-y and y-z planes
of an arrangement with photonic crystal and nanowire parameters corresponding to those of Device
1, with the nanowire positioned against one of the slot sidewalls. The colour scale is logarithmic and
the field profiles are normalised to the source power. Photonic crystal and nanowire structures are
depicted by white and black solid lines, respectively; (d) Development of |Ey| along the y-direction for
the arrangement in (c) at the centre of the nanowire in x and z.
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5.7 Cavity Resonance at the InP WZ Bandgap En-

ergy

5.7.1 Optimisation of the Cavity Design

The lack of any observation of cavity enhanced nanowire emission during PL measurements

performed on Devices 1, 2 and 3 may have been the result of a number different factors.

Although, in the case of Device 2, the calculated Q-factor of the nanocavity mode was ~55000,

there was a considerable mismatch between nanowire diameter and slot width, and therefore

the spatial overlap of the electric field with the nanowire volume was likely to be very small.

Also, after nanomanipulation, destruction of a considerable region of the photonic crystal

structure of device 3 had occurred, and as observed in Figure 5.28(b), the nanowire comprising

device 1 was located against one of the sidewalls of the slot waveguide rather than in the centre

which FDTD simulations showed led to a significant reduction in the Q-factor of the cavity

system. In addition, the lack of evidence of cavity formation in reflectivity measurements

provides a hint that, for all of the experimental devices, the Q-factor of the cavity mode was

not high enough to allow for detection of cavity enhanced emission during PL measurements.

However, even if there had been a larger sample size of devices to study and the parameters

of these devices had matched exactly those of the ideal arrangements modelled in Section 5.3,

the observation that emission from individual nanowires transferred to the device substrate

did not match that seen previously in ensemble PL measurements (Section 2.4.3), and instead

occurred predominately only around the InP WZ bandgap energy means that the probability

of observing cavity enhanced nanowire emission would still have been small even for these

ideal nanocavity devices.

Therefore, in order to maximise the probability of realising cavity-enhanced nanowire emis-

sion in this design scheme, a cavity arrangement with a resonance around the wavelength

corresponding to the InP WZ bandgap energy emission which was observed from the ma-
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jority of individual single nanowires characterised on PCslots-5A, was required. As before,

optimisation of cavity parameters for this resonance wavelength was first performed using nu-

merical calculations. Taking note of the previous simulation results presented in Section 5.3,

blue-shifting of the previous target resonance wavelength to that of the InP WZ bandgap en-

ergy emission was achieved (with a slab thickness again of 140nm) by decreasing a and W to

235nm and 0.96
√

3a, respectively, while r was kept at 80nm. As in the previous simulations,

the ideal scenario of w=d was simulated with h again set to 60nm. The nanowire parameters

also remained as d=100nm and L=2µm. For this design, λR was calculated to be ~833nm,

with the calculated value of Q somewhat higher than that for the equivalent design previously

described whose λR≈870nm (Q≈110000) and a calculated V value that was slightly smaller

(V≈0.62(λ/n)3). There was no difference, however, in the calculated value of Cy between

these two designs (Cy≈0.15). The mode profile of the cavity resonance for this arrangement

is shown in Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29: Calculated electric field profile of a nanowire-photonic crystal waveguide fundamental
cavity mode with a resonance wavelength λR≈833nm in the x-y and y-z planes. The colour scale is
logarithmic and the field profiles are normalised to the source power. Photonic crystal and nanowire
structures are depicted by white and black solid lines, respectively. Parameters of the nanocavity
system are described in the main text.

5.7.2 Photonic Crystal Slot Waveguide Device Fabrication

Fabrication of the photonic crystal slot waveguide arrangement optimised for λR≈833nm

presented above was attempted using a similar approach outlined in Section 5.4.1. Although

there is a considerable wavelength separation between the resonance of the optimised cavity

in this instance and the centre of the wetting layer emission observed in all previous PL

measurements on PCslots-5A (∆λ≈22nm), there was still a possibility that this wetting layer

emission may obscure to some extent observation of cavity-enhanced nanowire emission (as
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it may have done previously also), especially at higher excitation powers and if the cavity

resonance is shifted slightly to longer wavelengths as a result of variations in device parameters

after fabrication. A different wafer therefore, with the same layer structure as VN2782 but

containing no embedded InAs QDs, was utilised for photonic crystal fabrication here. This

wafer layer structure (Growth Reference: VN2891) is depicted schematically in Figure 5.30(a).

As the spectral width of the sole InP WZ bandgap emission peak is considerably smaller than

that of the wavelength range encompassing all of the available ZB/WZ energy transitions in

a polytypic nanowire, a new photonic crystal device array design was implemented on this

sample in an effort to maximise the probability of spectral overlap between the emission from

a transferred nanowire and the resonance wavelength of the cavity system produced after

nanowire placement into the slot waveguide. In this design, which is outlined schematically

in Figure 5.30(b) and Figure 5.30(c), a single slot waveguide encompasses three separate pho-

tonic crystal devices whose patterned hole radii are incrementally increased by 1nm from the

leftmost device to the rightmost device, which — with the ability of being able to push a

nanowire along the slot waveguide demonstrated in Section 5.4.3 — provides three oppor-

tunities to achieve successful spectral overlap of the cavity resonance and emission of the

single nanowire placed into the slot. This scheme is repeated for a total of five rows, with the

patterned air hole radius of the left-most crystal in each successive row set to be 1nm larger

than the right-most crystal of the row below, forming a ‘chain’ of devices with incrementally

increasing hole sizes.

The capability to pattern a single slot waveguide extending over three photonic crystal devices

(with similar dimensions to those patterned on the previous sample) without any interruptions

due to write-field stitching errors, was provided by the use of a newer EBL system¶, which

offered a patterning step size comparable to the previous system for a greatly enlarged write-

field size of 500x500µm2. The newer EBL system also promised a better overlay accuracy of

~20nm.

¶EBL system used for device patterning in this instance – Raith Voyager
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Figure 5.30: Fabrication of photonic crystal slot waveguide devices on sample PCslots-5B. Schematic
diagrams show overviews of (a) the epitaxially grown wafer structure used for photonic crystal slot
waveguide device fabrication; (b) the ‘chain’ of photonic crystal devices that form a single device group.
The patterned hole radius of each device is increased incrementally by 1nm from device-to-device in
the sequence depicted by the blue dashed line (where r corresponds to the smallest hole radius in the
device ‘chain’). A single slot waveguide (red solid lines) encompasses all three of the photonic crystal
devices (dark grey squares) forming a row to provide multiple opportunities for successful realisation
of cavity enhanced nanowire emission with a single nanowire. Square markers (yellow squares) are
patterned to the right of each row in order to specify device row number and also to clearly indicate
where one group of devices begins and another finishes (when looking along successive rows of device
groups); (c) a region of a single device array patterned on PCslots-5B. Alignment markers sit in each
of the four corners of an individual write-field (illustrated here by black dashed lines), which contains
a total of 8 device groups.

As before, alignment markers were patterned at the edges of each write-field in the same

patterning run as the photonic crystal devices, in preparation for subsequent overlay of the

slot waveguides. The patterned slot waveguide width was kept constant for the five row

group of photonic crystal devices and then increased successively by 5nm for a total of four
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device groups in recognition of the fact that there will be a certain variation in the diameter

of individual nanowires transferred onto the device substrate (which was indeed observed

after transfer on the previous experimental devices). This four device group arrangement was

repeated once more (vertically) and then these eight rows of device groups were duplicated

across 16 columns to give a final array design that contained 1920 patterned photonic crystal

devices and 640 slot waveguides. Multiple device arrays were patterned on a cleaved piece of

VN2891 (herein referred to as sample PCslots-5B) using an EBL accelerating voltage of 50kV

and a beam aperture size of 40um, with the exposure dose varied from array to array. The

feature resolution limit provided by these beam settings (with the same resist thickness of

~340nm), was ~40nm. In addition to the features described above, a separate set of slots with

the same width increments as those patterned in the device arrays were also patterned on this

sample (away from the main arrays), so that the approximate depth of the slot waveguides in

the photonic crystal devices could be characterised after fabrication using a similar method

to that described in Section 5.4.1 .

Figure 5.31 displays SEM images of a selection of example photonic crystal slot waveguide

structures (before the final HF underetch step) on PCslots-5B produced by the fabrication

procedure presented in Section 5.4.1 with the new EBL system described above. The number

of air hole repeats in x for these structures was 47, and in y the number of repeats, separated

by the line defect, was 20. As well as allowing for the realisation of an uninterrupted etched

slot waveguide that spans a region encompassing three photonic crystal devices, the use of

the new EBL system for device patterning also prevented the appearance of the periodically

repeating nodules that were present along the length of the slot waveguides in the previously

fabricated structures on PCslots-5A. Although there was still some random displacement of

the etched slot from the exact centre of the photonic crystal line defect after fabrication,

the overall slot overlay accuracy was observed to be greater in comparison to the previously

fabricated devices on PCslots-5A. This sample was therefore deemed suitable for attempts at

experimentally realising the optimised cavity system described in the previous section.
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Figure 5.31: SEM images of photonic crystal slot waveguide devices fabricated on PCslots-5B using
the process described in the main text. Top-down SEM images show, (a) a region encompassing a
number of device groups within a single device array, (b) the right most photonic crystal waveguide
device in the group of three for which a single slot waveguide extends and (c) a higher magnification
image of a similar device to that shown in (b); (d) An angled SEM image of the central photonic
crystal slot waveguide device in the group of three for which a single slot waveguide extends. Inset:
Higher magnification image of the device displayed in (d), showing in more detail the depth of the slot
waveguide and the air holes comprising the surrounding photonic crystal. Scale bars (a) 50µm (b-d)
1µm.

5.7.3 InP Nanowire Fabrication and Growth

Following the transfer of nanowires from Sample 2F to PCslots-5A using the technique de-

scribed in Section 5.4.2, the majority of nanowires with a diameter suitable for experimental

realisation of the optimised cavity design in Section 5.7.1 had been removed from the growth

substrate. Therefore, fabrication and growth of a new InP sample was required in order to

perform nanowire transfer onto PCslots-5B.
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Preparation of Sample 5A‖ for growth followed a similar process to that used for all of the

previous InP growth samples discussed in Chapter 2. To better facilitate nanowire transfer

(taking into consideration the previously used transfer technique), large groups of many in-

dividual arrays containing nanoholes of the same diameter and pitch were patterned on this

sample. Across the array groups, the nanohole diameter was varied from ~50 to ~95nm. As

defect formation and nanowire morphology variance was observed to increase significantly

for nanohole pitches greater than 1µm on Sample 2F, nanoholes were patterned only with

a pitch of either 0.5µm or 1µm on this sample. Due to the fact that both large groups of

nanohole arrays were to be patterned on this sample, and alignment of these holes did not

have to coincide with individual SiO2 squares on the sample surface (as the growth mask

was full coverage), fabrication of gold alignment markers was not performed on Sample 5A.

This greatly simplified the overall fabrication process and reduced the amount of unavoid-

able wafer contamination that occurs during the preparation of samples for growth. SEM

characterisation of nanoholes after EBL patterning and subsequent etching revealed that final

nanohole diameters on this sample were on average ~80nm larger than the target patterned

diameters. This considerable difference between the target and final nanohole diameter here

was thought to be most likely a result of either some variation in chamber conditions during

the RIE step in the fabrication procedure, or exposure of the growth mask to HF for too long

when attempting to remove the final remnants of SiO2 that may have been present in the

nanoholes after the preceding RIE step.

As for the previous InP nanowire growth runs described in Chapter 2, one of the main aims

for nanowire growth in this case was to produce pure phase stacking fault free nanowires.

Production of pure phase nanowires would mean that there was an approximately uniform

emission energy range across the entire sample which coincided with the fundamental reso-

nance energy of the optimised nanowire-photonic crystal cavity system. Stacking faults in

nanowires are observed to increase in the proximity of heterostructure interfaces [197], and

SEM images of previously grown InP nanowire samples revealed that the attempted incorpo-

‖Sample 5A corresponds to growth sample reference MR3867.
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ration of a NWQD during growth led to a subsequent abrupt change in nanowire morphology.

Owing to the fact that the resonance of the cavity system design in this case was optimised

to coincide with the previously observed InP WZ transition energy, there was no practical

reason for trying to incorporate a NWQD in each nanowire during growth. Therefore, in an

effort to increase the probability of producing pure phase nanowires here, incorporation of a

NWQD during nanowire growth was not attempted.

Nanowire growth on Sample 5A followed the same scheme as that for Sample 2F, but with the

AsH3 step used to produce the InAsP segment within each nanowire omitted. The wafer was

first annealed at 680°C for 9 minutes under a PH3 overpressure to remove the native oxide,

along with any organic contaminants that may have been introduced during the previous

processing of the substrate. Following this annealing step, nanowire growth proceeded for

a total of ~300s using flow rates of 0.13sccm and 50sccm for TMIn and PH3, respectively.

Nanowire growth was concluded by the closure of the TMIn channel, with the PH3 (double-

dilution) channel remaining open while the sample cooled.

Representative SEM images of nanowires formed from the smallest and largest nanoholes for

both 0.5µm and 1µm pitches after growth on Sample 5A are shown in Figure 5.32. As for

all previous nanowire growths, the nanowire growth direction on this sample was seen to be

perpendicular to the plane of the substrate, with the nanowire structures composed of {110}

facets. For both pitches, no obvious tapering of individual nanowires was observed, and the

variation in nanowire height was found to decrease as nanohole diameter increased. The rela-

tive side length of nanowires was also seen to become more uniform with increasing nanohole

diameter for both pitches, though as for previous InP nanowire growths, the overall cross-

sectional uniformity was substantially better for 0.5µm pitch nanowires, with the majority of

structures formed from the largest nanoholes with this pitch exhibiting a cross-section compa-

rable to that observed for individual (non-elongated) GaAs nanowires discussed in Chapters

2 and 3 (Figures 5.32(c) and (d)). Similar to nanowire cross-sectional uniformity, the number

of defects within each array on this sample was observed to decrease as nanowire diameter

increased, with the relative defect density considerably lower for nanowires with 0.5µm pitch.
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It is noted that for the smallest nanowire diameters, the defect density was comparable to

that observed for 0.5µm and 1µm pitch nanowires on Sample 2F.

Figure 5.32: SEM images of nanowire growth on Sample 5A. (a,c) 45° and (b,d) top-down overview
images of nanowires grown from nanoholes with a pitch of 0.5µm and a patterned diameter of 50nm and
95nm, respectively; (e,g) 45° overview and (f,h) top-down images of nanowires grown from nanoholes
with equivalent patterned diameters to those in (a,b,c,d), but with a pitch of 1µm. Scale bars (a,c,e-h)
1µm (b,d) 200nm.
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The radial growth rate for nanowires on this sample did not show much variation between the

two different pitches, with the average nanowire diameter ~40nm larger than the nanohole

from which it had formed. As for previous InP nanowire growth performed on full coverage

substrates, it was not possible to determine the heights of nanowires with a pitch of 0.5µm

due to the increased growth rate around the edges of each array. For nanowires with a pitch

of 1µm, there was an approximately inverse linear relationship between nanowire height and

diameter as shown in Figure 5.33. Using a linear growth rate approximation, the axial growth

rate varied from ~10nm/s for the largest patterned nanohole diameter to ~21nm/s for the

smallest. Although not possible to compare directly, it is noted that the average height of the

smallest diameter nanowires on this sample was considerably larger than that measured for

nanowires of equivalent pitch on Sample 2F.

Figure 5.33: Nanowire height versus patterned nanohole diameter for nanowires grown on Sample 5A
with a pitch of 1µm. Axial growth rates are calculated using a linear approximation.

Owing to the overetching of the SiO2 growth mask in nanohole regions during fabrication, even

the smallest diameter nanowires on this sample had diameters that were considerably larger

than both those on Sample 2F and that of the optimised design described in Section 5.7.1.

Indeed, the results of the FDTD simulations presented in Section 5.3 showed that increasing

the nanowire diameter beyond 100nm resulted in a dramatic decrease in the resonance Q-

factor due to the reduction in the vertical confinement of the cavity mode. However, the

observation that, as nanohole diameter decreases on this sample, the uniformity of nanowire

side length and height decreases and the number of defects increases shows that obtaining a
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high yield of nanowires with a diameter of ~100nm which all exhibit similar morphology using

these growth conditions is unlikely.

Although further InP growth studies in addition to those presented in Chapter 2 are ongoing,

as demonstrated in that Chapter, obtaining a high yield of nanowires with the ideal parameters

described above may simply not be attainable on full coverage SiO2 wafers using this growth

approach. With this in mind, reduction of nanowire diameter on Sample 5A post-growth was

attempted using a hydrochloric acid (HCl) wet etch. Etchants based on HCl are widely used

for InP semiconductor devices [198, 199] and a number of reports in the literature have shown

that the etching of (111)A surfaces proceeds much more slowly than that of {110} surfaces

[200–202]. Therefore, with use of a suitably concentrated solution of HCl, a significant increase

in nanowire aspect ratio may be achieved.

Etching was performed for two different nanowire diameters ~175nm and ~200nm (grown from

patterned nanohole diameters of 65nm and 80nm, respectively), with pitches of both 0.5µm

and 1µm. In the first etching attempt, four separate cleaved pieces, which each incorporated

a single nanowire array group, were submerged into a beaker containing a 1:10 HCl:H2O(DI

water) solution for 80s and then dried with a nitrogen gun. SEM images revealed that after

this etching procedure, however, there was no discernible change in nanowire diameter for any

of the four arrays. Therefore etching was performed once again on these same four cleaved

pieces, using a significantly higher concentration solution of 1:3 HCl:H2O and a reduced

etching time of 50s. Figure 5.34 shows representative SEM images of the nanowires after this

second etch for each of the four cleaved pieces. Nanowire diameter was observed to be reduced

to some extent in each of the four individual array groups after etching, with the magnitude

of this reduction comparatively larger for 0.5µm pitch nanowires. The average reduction

in diameter for nanowires with a pitch of 0.5µm was observed to increase with increasing

initial nanowire diameter, rising from ~25nm for ~175nm diameter nanowires to ~40nm for

~200nm diameter nanowires. Nanowires with a pitch of 1µm showed the opposite behaviour,

however, with the average reduction in diameter decreasing from ~15nm for ~175nm diameter

nanowires to only ~5nm for ~200nm diameter nanowires. As anticipated, a larger reduction
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in nanowire diameter resulted in nanowire surfaces that displayed more surface damage, with

the 1µm pitch ~200nm diameter nanowires exhibiting almost no surface damage at all. Again,

owing to the enhanced growth rate at the edges of each individual array, it was not possible

to measure whether there was any difference in nanowire height after etching for nanowires

with a pitch of 0.5µm. No appreciable change in the heights of the 1µm pitch nanowires was

observed after etching, however.

Figure 5.34: SEM images of nanowires on Sample 5A after post-growth wet-etching in a HCl:H2O
solution. 45° overview images of nanowires grown from patterned nanohole diameters of 65nm and
80nm, respectively and a pitch of (a,b) 0.5µm and (c,d) 1µm. Scale bars 1µm. The insets of (a,b,c,d)
show shallow angle images of an individual nanowire within each array. Scale bars 1µm.

5.7.4 PL Measurements on InP Nanowires

Although incorporation of an embedded emitter was not attempted during growth on Sample

5A, the surface damage induced by the wet etching process described above still had the
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potential to have an impact on the emission properties of individual nanowires [19, 203]. To

determine the extent to which nanowire emission was influenced by the presence of this surface

damage, PL measurements were undertaken on a cleaved piece of Sample 5A containing arrays

of nanowires with a pitch of 1µm grown from nanoholes with a patterned diameter of 65nm

before and after HCl etching.

PL measurements were undertaken using the same low temperature non-resonant µ-PL setup

outlined in Figure 2.13. The cleaved sample under investigation was installed in an evacuated

continuous flow helium cryostat operating at T≈10K, with nanowires excited by a 632.8nm

HeNe laser. The laser was focused onto the sample using a 50X microscope objective lens

with an NA of 0.42, giving an excitation spot size of ~2µm.

Representative spectra taken at various locations on the cleaved nanowire sample before etch-

ing are displayed in Figure 5.35. At low excitation powers (insets of plots in Figure 5.35),

although nanowire emission was observed to occur predominately at the low-temperature WZ

InP bandgap energy (~833nm), there was also some weaker emission seen at longer wave-

lengths. Nanowires on this cleaved sample, therefore, did not all consist of a single crystalline

phase. However, in contrast to Sample 2F, at higher excitation powers, the spectrum collected

from each location on this sample was observed to be dominated by the WZ emission peak.

Figure 5.36 shows representative spectra taken at various locations on the cleaved nanowire

sample after etching had taken place. The surface damage induced by the wet etching proce-

dure had seemingly little impact on the optical properties of nanowires on this sample, with

both the emission spectra and count rates measured by the spectrometer at low and high

excitation powers very similar to those observed before etching.

Due to time constraints, it was not possible to optically characterise nanowires on the other

cleaved pieces from Sample 5A, or perform further etching of nanowires to reduce their diam-

eter to that required for the optimised cavity design described in Section 5.7.1. However, the

results of PL measurements presented here demonstrate that post-growth HCl etching may

indeed provide a viable supplementary means of controlling InP nanowire diameter alongside

tailoring of growth conditions for nanowires without an incorporated quantum emitter.
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Figure 5.35: PL spectra of InP nanowires with a 1µm pitch grown from nanoholes with a patterned
diameter of 65nm. The black arrow in (a,b,c,d) denotes increasing laser excitation power (~20nW,
~50nW, ~100nW and ~200nW, respectively). Spectra are offset in y for clarity. Insets of (a,b,c,d) show
the lowest power (~20nW) PL spectra in more detail.
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Figure 5.36: PL spectra of InP nanowires with a 1µm pitch grown from nanoholes with a patterned
diameter of 65nm after wet etching with a concentrated HCl solution. The black arrow in (a,b,c,d)
denotes increasing laser excitation power (~20nW, ~50nW, ~100nW and ~200nW, respectively). Spectra
are offset in y for clarity. Insets of (a,b,c,d) show the lowest power (~20nW) PL spectra in more detail.
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5.8 Conclusion

A scheme for production of a high-Q, low-V nanocavity arrangement with a sub-micron reso-

nance wavelength has been presented. The cavity arrangement consisted of an InP nanowire

placed at the centre of a GaAs photonic crystal slot waveguide. Ensemble PL measurements re-

vealed that the InP nanowires selected for experimental realisation of this nanocavity arrange-

ment were polytypic, and exhibited a broad range of emission wavelengths centred around

~870nm. Therefore, using a combination of frequency-domain and FDTD simulations, an op-

timised nanocavity design with a calculated cavity resonance corresponding to this wavelength

and a Q factor and V of ~76000 and ~0.65(λ/n)3, respectively was developed. Fabrication of

photonic crystal slot waveguide devices with parameters based on this optimised design was

carried out using a two-step lithography process. Nanowires were then transferred onto the

device substrate using a dry mechanical dispersion technique. After transfer, placement of five

suitable nanowire candidates into the slot waveguide of nearby photonic crystal devices was

performed using an AFM system. Subsequent repositioning of a nanowire along the length of

the slot waveguide after placement was also demonstrated with this AFM nanomanipulation

technique.

Fabricated nanocavity arrangements were characterised using both PL measurements and re-

flectivity measurements. In each case, however, no evidence of cavity formation was observed.

The lack of evidence of cavity formation in reflectivity measurements suggests that the Q-

factor of the cavity mode for all experimental devices was not high enough for detection of

cavity enhanced emission in PL measurements. In addition, it was found that PL the emission

from the majority of individual nanowires deposited on the device substrate occurred predom-

inately around the low-temperature WZ band edge energy (λ≈833nm) only. The probability

of observing cavity enhanced emission therefore, even if the Q-factors of the experimental

devices had been higher, would have been small owing to this wavelength disparity between

the observed emission from individual nanowires and the targeted resonance of the nanocav-

ity arrangement. For this reason, FDTD simulations were used to optimise the parameters
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for a nanocavity arrangement with a calculated resonance wavelength corresponding to the

WZ band edge energy. The calculated V of this blueshifted resonance remained comparable

to that of the previous arrangement (~0.62(λ/n)3), though the Q-factor was considerably

higher (~110000). Fabrication of the re-designed photonic crystal slot waveguide devices was

undertaken using a similar process to that adopted previously. No suitable InP nanowires re-

mained on the previously used sample after nanowire deposition, however, and so a new InP

sample was grown with the sole aim of producing uniform arrays of nanowires with a single

crystalline phase. Owing to a substantial increase in nanohole diameter after fabrication, av-

erage nanowire diameters were much larger than desired. Therefore, in an attempt to reduce

nanowire diameter post-growth, cleaved sections of the nanowire sample were wet-etched in a

concentrated HCl solution. PL measurements performed on a single cleaved section contain-

ing nanowires formed from nanoholes of the same diameter (with a fixed pitch) before and

after post-growth HCl wet-etching, revealed that this process, although causing appreciable

surface damage, did not adversely affect the optical emission properties of the nanowires.

In both cases, the emission spectra collected from several locations on the cleaved section

demonstrated that the nanowires were not composed of a single crystalline phase. However,

unlike the previous sample used for nanocavity formation, ensemble nanowire emission was

observed to occur predominately around the low-temperature WZ InP bandgap energy, with

the peak centred around this energy dominating at higher excitation powers.

Although the growth conditions used for InP nanowires and subsequent HCl wet-etching pro-

cedure has the potential to provide nanowires with suitable structural and optical properties

for the re-designed nanocavity arrangement presented here, experimental realisation of cavity

enhanced nanowire PL emission is likely to still be very challenging. FDTD simulations per-

formed during the optimisation of nanocavity device parameters showed that any mismatch

between the nanowire diameter, d and photonic crystal slot width, w results in a significant

reduction in the overlap of the cavity mode with the nanowire volume compared to that when

w=d. In addition, when w>d the Q-factor of the cavity mode decreases considerably if the

nanowire is not located at the centre of the slot. Production of an experimental nanocavity
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arrangement where w=d is not feasible, and as observed in Figure 5.28(b), when w>d, it is

more probable that the nanowire after placement is located against one of the sidewalls of

the slot rather than at its centre. Experimental evidence of cavity formation, however, has

been reported for a similar nanocavity device design (where w>d) optimised for resonance in

the telecommunication wavelength band, and a cavity system such as this operating at sub-

micron wavelengths provides the opportunity for future realisation of extremely high quality

position-controlled nanowire-based light sources integrated with GaAs photonic circuitry on-

chip.
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Conclusions and Outlook

In the following, the key results of Chapters 2-5 are summarised. An outlook giving directions

for further progression in some of the research areas discussed in this thesis is then presented.

6.1 Summary of Chapters

This thesis has focused on the theoretical and experimental investigation of the optical and

mechanical properties of III-V nanowire structures produced using a selective-area catalyst-

free growth approach.

The material systems that were chosen for the study of these properties in this thesis were

GaAs and InP. Firstly, the fabrication and growth of GaAs and InP nanowire arrays by

selective-area metal-organic chemical vapour deposition was described. Two distinct growth

regimes were observed for GaAs nanowires. Initially, when the planar growth in regions sur-

rounding the SiO2 growth mask was observed to have both a high growth rate and high

surface roughness, nanowire heights were seen to vary across individual arrays, and the max-

imum nanowire heights were measured to be less than 300nm. Through modification of the

pre-growth fabrication process, particularly the method by which cleaning of the wafer was

performed, smooth planar growth with a much reduced planar growth rate was achieved, and
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this resulted in much taller nanowires (~2µm) and a dramatic improvement in the height

uniformity across the entire nanowire sample. Taking into consideration the observed influ-

ence of planar growth on GaAs nanowire formation, InP nanowire growth was undertaken on

InP wafers fully covered by the SiO2 growth mask (excluding the patterned nanohole growth

sites). Control of nanowire radial growth rate was demonstrated through variation of the

source material fluxes and the use of a higher growth temperature than that utilised for GaAs

growth (680°C). Samples showed PL emission over a broad range of energies, indicating that

the nanowires were polytypic in nature.

Through attempts to further develop this bottom-up growth technique, the ability to control

the cross-section morphology of GaAs nanowires at the growth stage was achieved. It was

shown initially that nanowires with elongated cross-section could be formed through fabrica-

tion of nanohole pairs in close proximity. An optically active InGaAs region formed within

one of these elongated structures was shown to emit linearly polarised light when measured

from the nanowire top facet, with a measured degree of polarisation (DOP) of ~60–75%.

The direction of polarisation was observed to be coincident with the elongation axis of the

nanowire cross-section. To provide more control over the final cross-section dimensions of

the elongated nanowires, fabrication of elongated nanoholes (nanoslots), rather than closely

spaced nanohole pairs, was performed prior to growth. PL collected from an InGaAs region

formed within nanowires grown from these nanoslot sites demonstrated behaviour expected

for emission from a nanowire quantum dot (NWQD), with the measured DOP of emission col-

lected from the nanowire top-facet reaching over 90% for structures oriented in both the [211]

and [112] directions. 3D FDTD simulations showed that the DOP of NWQD emission from

the nanowire top facet was largely independent of the NWQD location within the nanowire

and remained above 90% over a broad wavelength range. This work represented the first

demonstration of emission polarisation control in this manner using a catalyst-free growth

approach and presents a promising route for the bottom-up growth of position-controlled

linearly polarised single photon sources.
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Using this same growth approach which provided a means to control nanowire morphology

at the growth stage, the mechanical properties of catalyst-free GaAs nanowires with different

cross-section aspect ratios were investigated. It was demonstrated that the ability to manipu-

late nanowire cross-section morphology allowed for control of the precise direction of motion of

the non-degenerate orthogonal modes that exist for each nanowire flexural mechanical mode

order. Nanowire motion was characterised using a free-space Michelson interferometer, and

was observed to follow closely the behaviour described by Euler-Bernoulli theory for a singly

clamped beam. The mechanical Q-factor of the fundamental flexural modes was seen to in-

crease significantly when the temperature of the nanowire was reduced from RT to cryogenic

temperatures, in agreement with previous reports in the literature. In an effort to observe

non-linear nanowire oscillatory behaviour, the amplitude response of a resonantly driven fun-

damental flexural nanowire mode was investigated. However, owing to the large oscillatory

amplitudes required for transition from the linear to non-linear regime for the fundamental

modes, no evidence of non-linear behaviour was detected in this first instance. The control

over the direction of motion of the nanowire flexural modes demonstrated in this work, com-

bined with the array-scale uniformity that can also be achieved with the catalyst-free growth

approach, offers potential for development of a highly sensitive multi-nanowire force trans-

ducer arrangement, collectively oscillating in the same orthogonal directions with well defined

frequencies.

Attempts at controlling the optical properties of nanowire structures was also pursued through

the theoretical and experimental study of a moveable nanowire-based nanocavity arrangement.

The nanocavity arrangement consisted of an InP nanowire placed at the centre of a partially

etched GaAs photonic crystal slot waveguide. Using a combination of frequency-domain and

FDTD simulations, an optimised nanocavity design with a calculated cavity resonance of

~870nm and a Q factor and mode volume of ~76000 and ~0.65(λ/n)3 (where n refers to the

refractive index of InP), respectively was developed. This resonance wavelength was selected

as it was thought to provide the best possibility of achieving cavity enhanced emission with

nanowires from InP nanowire samples grown during this thesis.
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Experimental nanocavity devices, based on the parameters of the optimised design, were pro-

duced through top-down fabrication of photonic crystal slot waveguide devices, transfer of a

selection of the smallest diameter InP nanowires from the previously grown InP samples onto

the fabricated device substrate, and subsequent nanomanipulation of a number of suitable

nanowire candidates from this selection into the slot waveguide of nearby photonic crystal

devices using an atomic force microscopy system. Both PL and reflectivity measurements

were employed to characterise the experimental nanocavity devices. In each case, however,

no evidence of cavity formation was observed. PL measurements also revealed that the emis-

sion from the majority of individual nanowires transferred to the device substrate occurred

predominately around the wavelength corresponding the low-temperature InP WZ band edge

energy (λ≈833nm). Although it was not considered to be the sole reason for the lack of

evidence of cavity formation, it was posited that the substantial mismatch between the PL

emission observed from individual nanowires and the designed cavity resonance would have

significantly lowered the probability of observing cavity enhanced emission from the experi-

mental devices. Therefore, FDTD simulations were once again utilised to design a modified

nanocavity arrangement with a resonance wavelength corresponding to the InP WZ band

edge energy. The calculated Q-factor of this blueshifted resonance was considerably higher

than that of the previous design (~110000), while the mode volume remained comparatively

similar (~0.62(λ/n)3). Fabrication of the re-designed photonic crystal slot waveguide de-

vices was undertaken using a similar process to that adopted previously. Due to no suitable

nanowires remaining on the sample previously used for nanowire transfer, a new InP sam-

ple was grown with the primary aim of forming uniform arrays of nanowires with a single

crystalline phase. In an attempt to reduce nanowire diameter on this sample post-growth,

a selection of nanowires were wet-etched in a concentrated HCl solution. PL measurements

performed on these nanowires before and after post-growth HCl wet-etching, revealed that

this process, although causing appreciable surface damage, did not adversely affect the opti-

cal emission properties of the nanowires. In both cases, the emission spectra demonstrated

that the nanowires were not composed of a single crystalline phase. However, unlike the
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previously grown InP nanowire samples, ensemble nanowire emission was observed to occur

predominately around the low-temperature WZ InP bandgap energy, with the peak centred

around this energy dominating at higher excitation powers.

Although the growth conditions used for InP nanowires on this sample and subsequent post-

growth HCl wet-etching procedure showed promise in providing nanowires with suitable struc-

tural and optical properties for the re-designed nanocavity arrangement, experimental realisa-

tion of cavity enhanced nanowire PL emission with this nanowire-based cavity design is likely

to still be a significant challenge due to its sensitivity to unavoidable fabrication imperfections,

as demonstrated by FDTD simulations performed during optimisation of the nanocavity de-

sign. Experimental evidence of cavity formation, however, has been reported for a similar

nanocavity device design optimised for resonance in the telecommunication wavelength band,

and a cavity system such as this operating at sub-micron wavelengths provides the opportu-

nity for future realisation of extremely high quality position-controlled nanowire-based light

sources integrated with GaAs photonic circuitry on-chip.
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6.2 Outlook

The developmental work presented in this thesis has opened up a number of different potential

future research directions. Four of these are discussed briefly in the following sections.

6.2.1 Position-Controlled Linearly Polarised Single Photon Emit-

ters

In Chapter 3, it was shown that the ability to tune nanowire morphology enabled polarisation

control of the emission from a catalyst-free nanowire heterostructure. PL measurements on

highly anisotropic nanowires grown from single elongated apertures (nanoslots) revealed that

emission from the optically active InGaAs region within these structures exhibited QD-like be-

haviour. As discussed in Section 3.5.2 (and also in Ref [7]), this behaviour is thought to result

from a reduction in indium incorporation from the centre to the edge of the nanowire during

growth of the InGaAs region, leading to the formation of a NWQD of smaller radial extent

compared to the surrounding waveguide. However, as the diameter of the embedded emitter is

still dictated primarily by the dimensions of the nanowire in the catalyst-free growth scheme,

further reduction of its radial dimension whilst also maintaining an appropriate waveguide

cross-section for polarisation control at the desired wavelength is challenging.

One possible way of overcoming this limitation would be to initially grow a ‘core’ nanowire with

smaller radial dimensions containing the embedded NWQD and then perform a subsequent

radial overgrowth step to increase the dimensions of the surrounding waveguide to those

required for polarisation control at the desired wavelength. A realistic minimum nanowire

diameter that can be achieved with this growth approach is ~30nm, so forming a structure

with a cross-section aspect ratio of 2:1 would require a nanoslot with dimensions of ~30x60nm.

However, as shown schematically in Figure 6.1, if the radial growth rate is assumed to be equal

on all side facets of the nanowire, increasing the largest dimension of the nanowire to ~200nm

would lead to a minor axis length of ~170nm and a final aspect ratio of ~1.2:1. Referring
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back to the modal analysis in Section 3.4, this cross-section would obviously not facilitate

any kind of polarisation control of the emission. Recovering a similar level of polarisation

control observed in the previous PL measurements would require an extension of the long

axis dimension of the nanoslot to ~100nm (producing a resultant structure of ~130x200nm),

leading to an undesirable increase in the overall radial extent of the embedded emitter.

Figure 6.1: Schematic outline of elongated nanowire growth via a two-step catalyst-free growth process.
(a) A nanoslot defining desired dimensions of NWQD (here 30x60nm) and final nanowire aspect ratio
is patterned and etched into SiO2 growth mask; (b) A ‘core’ nanowire containing a elongated NWQD
is grown from the nanoslot site; (c) Radial overgrowth is performed to form an elongated nanowire
containing an on-axis NWQD. However, assuming radial growth is isotropic, the final nanowire aspect
ratio is only ~1.2:1 from the initial ‘core’ aspect ratio. Inset shows cross-section of final nanowire
morphology.

An alternative way of overcoming this limitation would be to employ a combination of catal-

ysed and catalyst-free growth. Although utilisation of a catalyst for nanowire growth risks

contamination of the nanowire with some of the catalyst material, it also provides the most

promising means by which the radial dimensions of the embedded NWQD can be decou-

pled from the parameters of the surrounding waveguide structure. This proposed growth

approach is outlined schematically in Figure 6.2. A nanoslot is initially patterned into the

SiO2 growth mask with dimensions corresponding to the desired final cross-section of the

resultant nanowire. A catalyst nanoparticle (e.g. Au) with radial dimensions of ~10–20nm is

then deposited into the nanoslot. After catalyst deposition, growth of a nanowire ‘core’ can

then proceed via the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism, leading to the formation

of a NWQD with the same radial dimensions as that of the catalyst nanoparticle. Through

appropriate changing of the growth conditions, a transition from the VLS growth mechanism
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to the catalyst-free growth mechanism can be achieved, facilitating the formation of a radial

cladding around the ‘core’ nanowire. It is supposed that, with selection of the right catalyst-

free growth conditions, the morphology of the cladding can be dictated by the patterned

nanoslot dimensions, leading to the creation of a highly anisotropic nanowire containing a

non-elongated and well-confined on-axis embedded NWQD.

Figure 6.2: Schematic outline of elongated nanowire growth via combined VLS and catalyst-free
growth. (a) A catalyst nanoparticle is located at the centre of a nanoslot patterned and etched
into the SiO2 growth mask, which defines desired dimensions of final nanowire structure; (b) A ‘core’
nanowire containing a NWQD is grown using VLS growth mechanism; (c) Transition to a catalyst-free
growth mechanism promotes radial growth to form highly anisotropic nanowire structure containing
an on-axis NWQD. Inset shows cross-section of final nanowire morphology.

As in standard catalyst deposition techniques catalyst nanoparticles are randomly deposited,

one of the main challenges in the above process is the successful placement of the catalyst

nanoparticle at the centre of the nanoslot (to ensure the subsequent NWQD is located on

the axis of the final nanowire structure). Improved control over the location of this deposited

catalyst nanoparticle may be achieved by initially patterning and etching a nanohole in the

SiO2 growth mask that defines the size and position of the catalyst, and then carrying out

a further patterning and etching step to produce a nanoslot around the deposited catalyst

nanoparticle that defines the geometry of the surrounding waveguide. A similar process of

defining catalyst nanoparticle size and position, and subsequent combined VLS/selective-area

growth (without elongation) has been reported elsewhere [5, 204].
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6.2.2 A Coupled On-Chip Nanowire-Waveguide System

Owing to the vertical geometry of nanowire structures formed by bottom-up growth tech-

niques, integration of NWQD emission with other photonic elements on-chip — a key require-

ment for scalable optical quantum information processing [81, 205, 206] — is challenging.

Typically, this integration is achieved by transferring the vertically grown nanowires from

the growth substrate to another ‘device’ substrate, where a photonic waveguide structure

is subsequently fabricated around a selected nanowire that contains a NWQD with suitable

optical properties [1, 154] Achieving strong overlap of the NWQD dipole moment with the

fundamental modes of the photonic waveguide in this approach requires the use of intricate

nanofabrication techniques, and as the transferred nanowire ensemble is randomly distributed

on the device substrate, assembly of structures that are coupled to more than one emitter is

not possible. Device processing after nanowire transfer may also adversely affect the optical

properties of the selected NWQD, especially if etching is involved. The ability to successfully

control nanowire morphology using the growth scheme presented in Chapter 3 offers a poten-

tial alternative approach for the coupling of emission from a NWQD in a vertical nanowire to

a photonic waveguide structure on-chip. In this approach, waveguide structures are realised

through elongated nanowires with extremely high cross-section aspect ratio. One of the main

advantages of this approach is that waveguide structures and individual nanowires can be

grown in the same growth run, foregoing the need for any additional fabrication steps after

growth.

As a simple first demonstration of this new growth scheme, the feasibility of growing a single

nanowire structure in close proximity to a highly anisotropic nanowire waveguide was inves-

tigated. A schematic overview of this growth arrangement is presented in Figure 6.3(a). The

separation between a single circular nanohole and a highly anisotropic nanoslot, d is varied

from 0nm upto 250nm. The patterned dimensions of the nanoslot were specified so as to form

an elongated structure with a long dimension in the range 1000–2000nm and a cross-section

aspect ratio range of 10–20:1 after growth. SEM images of the resulting structures formed
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after growth are displayed in Figure 6.3(b) and Figure 6.3(c). The sample on which nanowire

growth took place was the same as that referred to as Sample 2B in Chapter 2 (MR3540).

It is observed from these images that an extremely anisotropic nanowire waveguide with ap-

proximately uniform structure consisting of six {110} facets was successfully formed from

the nanoslot site, along with a single normal nanowire in close proximity. Edge-to-edge sep-

arations down to ~10nm were measured for this structural pair. Although there was some

variation across the sample, the relative heights of the single nanowire and elongated waveg-

uide were found to be approximately the same in most cases, with heights of ~330nm and

~210nm measured for the elongated structures displayed in Figure 6.3(b) (aspect ratio ~8:1)

and Figure 6.3(c) (aspect ratio ~14:1), respectively. The variation in height between the two

aspect ratios is thought to be a result of the increased lateral size of the nanowire formed

from the more anisotropic nanoslot site during growth.

Figure 6.3: Towards integration of a vertically grown NWQD with waveguide circuitry on-chip. (a)
Schematic diagram of a nanowire growth scheme where an elongated nanowire formed from a nanoslot
with extremely high aspect ratio is grown in close proximity to a single hexagonal nanowire containing
a NWQD; SEM images show, after growth, (b) a single nanowire and elongated structure with a cross-
section aspect ratio of ~8:1, separated by d~200nm; (c) a single nanowire and elongated structure with
a cross-section aspect ratio of ~14:1, separated by d~10nm. Insets in (b) and (c) display fabricated
nanoapertures from which the resulting structures were formed. Scale bars 200nm.
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As described in Chapter 2, planar growth in the regions of the substrate not covered by the

SiO2 mask was observed to be extremely rough for this sample. PL measurements performed

on these structures revealed a lack of emission in the previously observed InGaAs wavelength

range, implying that, perhaps as a consequence of this substrate roughness, proper forma-

tion of the heterostructure did not occur in these nanowires. Additional growth runs will

therefore be required in the future so that the optical properties of the structural pair can be

appropriately evaluated, but the experimental realisation of this system has the potential to

be an important step towards the coupling of position-controlled single photon emitters and

waveguide circuitry on a single photonic device.

6.2.3 Tuning Non-Linear Mechanical Mode Coupling of GaAs

Nanowires Through Cross-Section Morphology Control

In Chapter 4, it was shown that the ability to tune the nanowire cross-section aspect ratio using

the growth approach presented in Chapter 3 allowed for control of the mechanical properties

of GaAs nanowires in the linear regime. Attempts at detecting non-linear nanowire oscillatory

behaviour, however, were initially unsuccessful and it was not possible at the time to determine

the influence of the cross-section aspect ratio on the non-linear mechanical properties of these

structures.

Investigation of the mechanical properties of these nanowire structures continued within the

LDSD group after the completion of my research, and non-linear nanowire oscillatory be-

haviour has now been demonstrated for both the fundamental (f1major & f1minor) and second

order (f2major & f2minor) flexural nanowire modes. Figure 6.4 shows the nanowire amplitude

response under swept excitation for the (a) f1major and (b) f2minor modes of a nanowire with

a cross-section aspect ratio of 1.17 (same as that for NW-4A in Chapter 4). The ‘shark fin’

response observed at larger drive amplitudes is characteristic of a nonlinear oscillator [123].

Of particular interest was the demonstration of mechanical coupling between orthogonal flex-

ural modes, whereby the frequency of one mode is dependent on the amplitude of other
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Figure 6.4: Nanowire response amplitude under swept excitation for the (a) fundamental flexural mode,
f1minor and (b) second order flexural mode, f2minor of a nanowire with a cross-section aspect ratio of
1.17. The drive amplitude increases from the bottom trace (light blue) to the top trace (dark blue) in
both cases.

(coupled) modes. Recent measurements showed that the sign of the frequency shift when

driving one of the fundamental flexural modes and recording the frequency of the other flex-

ural mode is dependent on the degree of anisotropy of the nanowire cross section. The ability

to tune the nanowire cross-section aspect ratio therefore provides a new route to control the

mode coupling in nano- and micro-cantilevers which is of particular interest for applications

such as vectorial force sensing [13]. It has also been demonstrated that, independent of the

aspect ratio of the nanowire cross section, the dependence of the frequency of one mode on

the squared amplitude of the coupled mode becomes linear above a certain driving amplitude,

which may be relevant for amplitude to frequency conversion applications.

The results discussed above were obtained from experiments undertaken by Dr. Andrew

Foster and Joseph Maguire and were recently published in Nano Letters [126]. One future

avenue of study being considered in this area is investigating how the surface and growth

quality affects the non-linear oscillatory behaviour of the nanowires.
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6.2.4 Experimental Realisation of a Position-Controlled High-

Q Nanocavity Operating at Sub-Micron Wavelengths

In Chapter 5, experimental realisation of a nanowire-based cavity system which consisted

of an InP nanowire placed in a partially etched GaAs photonic crystal slot waveguide was

attempted. No evidence of cavity formation, however, was observed in either PL or reflectivity

measurements performed on fabricated devices. In addition to the spectral mismatch between

the PL emission observed from individual nanowires deposited on the device substrate and the

target resonance wavelength of the optimised nanocavity design, the lack of evidence of cavity

formation in this instance was attributed to the small number of fully assembled experimental

device arrangements that were produced and also the sensitivity of the nanocavity design,

demonstrated by FDTD simulations, to differences between the nanowire diameter d, and

slot width w, and the position of the nanowire in the slot when w>d.

With the new photonic crystal device array design presented in Section 5.7.2, and the fact

that the nanomanipulation technique described in Section 5.4.3 has now been established, the

efficiency with which cavity arrangements are produced in future attempts should be signif-

icantly improved. Coupled with the demonstrated ability to reduce nanowire diameter after

growth through HCl wet-etching with minimal impact on the nanowire emission properties,

this improvement in the rate of production of cavity arrangements therefore increases the

potential for realising an experimental device arrangement that exhibits evidence of cavity

formation. To take full advantage of this design, however, nanowires containing well-confined

NWQDs exhibiting high quality optical properties are desired. Owing to the difficulties in

controlling the nanowire growth rate on full coverage substrates, as described in Chapter 2,

attempts at incorporation of an InAsP NWQD in catalyst-free InP nanowires in the LDSD

group have so far been unsuccessful. GaAs/InGaAs heterostructures may present a viable

alternative, as highly uniform arrays of GaAs nanowires containing InGaAs NWQDs which

exhibit evidence of photon antibunching have been demonstrated in this group [7] and FDTD

simulations have shown that high-Q, low mode volume cavity resonances can be achieved over
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the InGaAs NWQD emission wavelength range observed in Ref [7] and in Chapter 3 with a

GaAs nanowire placed in a partially etched GaAs photonic crystal slot waveguide. Using InP

as the host nanowire material though, offers the potential for development of NWQDs with

superior optical properties relative to the GaAs materials system due to the low surface re-

combination velocity of InP nanowires [207] and the demonstrated ability to grow pure phase

structures using the catalyst-free technique [28].

With this in mind, methods of controlling the growth rate of catalyst-free InP nanowires on

full coverage substrates is the subject of ongoing study in the group. In addition to tailoring of

the conditions and material flows used for nanowire growth, the improved capabilities of the

newly installed electron-beam lithography system may provide another means of manipulating

the nanowire growth rate. Sub-100nm diameter nanohole arrays on InP (111)A substrates

spanning areas upto 500x500µm2 with pitches down to 0.25µm have recently been achieved

by the author with this system in time frames comparable to that for patterning of the InP

nanowire arrays discussed in Chapter 2 using the old EBL system. Reducing InP nanowire

growth rates could also be accomplished through growth on partially covered rather than

full coverage substrates, but this is expected to consequently impact on the repeatability of

nanowire growth between samples. While still at the early stages of research, combination of

the nanocavity design described above and nanowires containing NWQDs in this materials

system would provide the opportunity for creation of position-controlled quantum light sources

of extremely high optical quality that could be potentially integrated with other on-chip GaAs

photonic structures that have been developed in this group.
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